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Abstract
Regular languages are exactly the class of recognizable subsets of the free monoid. In
particular, the syntactic monoid of a regular language is finite. This is the starting
point of algebraic language theory. In this thesis, the algebraic connection between
regular languages and monoids is studied using a certain monoid construction – local
divisors.
Using the local divisor construction, we give a Rees decomposition of a monoid into
smaller parts – the monoid is a Rees extension of a submonoid and a local divisor.
Iterating this concept gives an iterated Rees decomposition of a monoid into groups
appearing in the monoid. This decomposition is similar to the synthesis theorem of
Rhodes and Allen. In particular, the Rees decomposition shows that closure of a variety
V of finite monoids under Rees extensions is the variety H induced by the groups H
contained in V.
Due to the connection between H and local divisors, we turn our attention to a
language description of H. The language description is a continuation of classical work
of Schu¨tzenberger. He studied prefix codes of bounded synchronization delay and used
those codes to give a language description of H in the case that the variety H of
groups contains only abelian groups. We use the local divisor approach to generalize
Schu¨tzenberger’s language description of H for all varieties H of finite groups. The main
ingredient of this generalization is the concept of group-controlled stars. The group-
controlled star is an operation on prefix codes of bounded synchronization delay which
generalizes the usual Kleene star. The language class SDH(A
∞) is the smallest class
which contains all finite languages and is closed under union, concatenation product
and group-controlled stars for groups in H. We show that SDH(A
∞) is the language
class corresponding to H. As a by-product of the proof we give another language
characterization of H: the localizable closure LocH(A
∞) of H.
In the last part of this thesis, we deal with Church-Rosser congruential languages
(CRCL). A language is Church-Rosser congruential if it is a finite union of congruence
classes modulo a finite, confluent and length-reducing semi-Thue system. This yields
a linear time algorithm for the membership problem of a fixed language in CRCL. A
natural question, which was open for over 25 years, is whether all regular languages
are in CRCL. We give an affirmative answer to this question by proving a stronger
statement: for every regular language L and for every weight, there exists a finite, con-
fluent and weight-reducing semi-Thue system S such that A∗/S is finite and recognizes
L. Lifting the result from the special case of length-reducing to weight-reducing allows
the use of local divisors.
Next, we focus on Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser systems for regular languages. In-
stead of constructing a semi-Thue system for a fixed weight, a Parikh-reducing Church-
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Rosser system is weight-reducing for every weight. We construct such systems for all
languages in Ab, that is, for all languages such that the groups in the syntactic monoid
are abelian. Additionally, small changes in the proof of this result also yield that for all
languages L over a two letter alphabet there exists a Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser
system S of finite index such that L is recognized by A∗/S.
Lastly, we deal with the size of the monoid A∗/S for the constructed systems S.
We show that in the group case this size has an exponential lower bound and a triple
exponential upper bound. The key observation is that one can restrict the alphabet
used in the inductive construction. Using the same observation, one can lower the
upper bound in the general monoid case from a non-primitive function without this
optimization to a quadruple exponential upper bound.
Previously published material. This thesis is based on two papers: [DKRW15] (con-
ference version: [DKRW12]) and [DW16].
The work of [DW16] is incorporated into Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Apart from
the results of [DW16], Chapter 3 contains a new upper bound for the size of a Rees
decomposition. In Chapter 4 there is an additional language characterization of H with
the introduction of localizable closures.
The main theorem of Chapter 5 – all regular languages are Church-Rosser congru-
ential – is taken from [DKRW15]. This includes in particular the presentation of the
material in Sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.6. The results of Chapter 5 which are not in
[DKRW15] include the study of groups in the Church-Rosser representation, the trea-
tise of Parikh-reducing systems and the results about the complexity of Church-Rosser
representations.
Publications not included in this thesis.
• Volker Diekert and Tobias Walter. Asymptotic approximation for the quotient
complexities of atoms. Acta Cybernetica, 22:349–357, 2015.
• Manfred Kufleitner and Tobias Walter. One quantifier alternation in first-order
logic with modular predicates. RAIRO-Theor. Inf. Appl., 49(1):1–22, 2015.
• Manfred Kufleitner and Tobias Walter. Level two of the quantifier alternation
hierarchy over infinite words. In CSR, volume 9691 of Lecture Notes in Computer
Science, pages 223–236. Springer, 2016. (invited to a special issue of Theory of
Computing Systems)
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Zusammenfassung
Die Klasse der regula¨ren Sprachen entspricht genau den erkennbaren Sprachen u¨ber
dem freien Monoid. A¨quivalent dazu ist die Klasse der Sprachen, deren syntaktisches
Monoid endlich ist. Dies ist der Ausgangspunkt der algebraischen Sprachtheorie. In
dieser Arbeit wird dieser algebraische Zusammenhang zwischen regula¨ren Sprachen und
Monoiden mit Hilfe einer Monoid-Konstruktion untersucht: den lokalen Divisoren.
Zuna¨chst werden lokale Divisoren benutzt um ein Monoid in kleinere Teile zu zer-
legen. Die dabei verwendete Konstruktion ist a¨hnlich zur Rees-Matrix-Halbgruppe
und liefert eine Zerlegung eines Monoids als sogenannte Rees-Erweiterung eines echten
Untermonoids und eines lokalen Divisors. Wiederholtes Anwenden dieses Sachverhalts
fu¨hrt dann auf eine Rees-Zerlegung, bei der die grundlegenden Bausteine Gruppen sind,
die im urspru¨nglichen Monoid vorkommen. Diese Zerlegung ist a¨hnlich zum Synthese-
Theorem von Rhodes und Allen. Insbesondere liefert dies, dass der Abschluss einer
Varieta¨t V unter Rees-Erweiterungen die Varieta¨t H ist, wobei H die Varieta¨t der
endlichen Gruppen ist, die in V vorkommen.
Aufgrund des Zusammenhangs zwischen lokalen Divisoren und den Varieta¨ten H,
werden als na¨chstes Sprachbeschreibungen der Varieta¨ten H untersucht. Dabei wird die
Arbeit von Schu¨tzenberger u¨ber Sprachcharakterisierungen mit Hilfe von Pra¨fix-Codes
mit beschra¨nkter Synchronisierungsverzo¨gerung (englisch: bounded synchronization de-
lay) fortgesetzt. Schu¨tzenberger benutzte diese Codes um die Varieta¨ten der Form H
zu beschreiben, wobei H eine Varieta¨t von endlichen abelschen Gruppen ist. Wir
verallgemeinern seine Beschreibung um H fu¨r alle Varieta¨ten H von endlichen Grup-
pen zu charakterisieren. Das Hauptkonzept dieser Verallgemeinerung sind gruppen-
kontrollierte Sterne. Dabei sind gruppen-kontrollierte Sterne Sprachoperationen, die
auf Pra¨fix-Codes mit beschra¨nkter Synchronisierungsverzo¨gerung aufbauen und als
Spezialfall fu¨r die triviale Gruppe den Kleene-Stern liefern.
Die Sprachklasse SDH(A
∞) ist die kleinste Klasse von Sprachen, die alle endlichen
Sprachen entha¨lt und abgeschlossen ist unter Vereinigung, Konkatenationsprodukt und
gruppen-kontrollierten Sternen, wobei die Gruppen aus H sind. Wir zeigen, dass
SDH(A
∞) die zu H zugeho¨rige Sprachklasse ist. Als Nebenprodukt des Beweises dieser
Sprachcharakterisierung geben wir eine weitere Charakterisierung von H an: der lokale
Abschluss LocH(A
∞) von H.
Der letzte Abschnitt dieser Arbeit handelt von der Sprachklasse CRCL (Church-
Rosser congruential languages). Eine Sprache ist in CRCL, falls sie eine endliche Vere-
inigung von Kongruenzklassen eines endlichen, konfluenten und la¨ngenreduzierenden
Ersetzungssystems ist. Dies liefert direkt einen Linearzeit-Algorithmus fu¨r das Wort-
problem von Sprachen aus CRCL. Eine 25 Jahre lang offene Fragestellung war, ob
alle regula¨ren Sprachen in CRCL enthalten sind. Wir beantworten diese Frage pos-
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itiv, indem wir eine sta¨rkere Aussage beweisen: Fu¨r alle regula¨ren Sprachen L und
alle Gewichtsfunktionen gibt es ein endliches, konfluentes und gewichtsreduzierendes
Ersetzungssystem S, fu¨r das A∗/S endlich ist und L erkennt. Durch das Erweitern der
Aussage auf alle Gewichtsfunktionen erlaubt dies die Benutzung von lokalen Divisoren.
Als na¨chstes werden Parikh-reduzierende Church-Rosser-Ersetzungssysteme betra-
chtet. Diese repra¨sentieren eine Vertauschung der Quantorenreihenfolge: Ein Parikh-
reduzierendes Ersetzungssystem ist gewichtsreduzierend fu¨r alle Gewichtsfunktionen.
Wir konstruieren solche Systeme fu¨r alle Sprachen in der Varieta¨t Ab, d.h. fu¨r alle
Sprachen, in denen die im syntaktischem Monoid vorkommenden Gruppen abelsch
sind. Zusa¨tzlich liefert eine Abwandlung dieses Beweises dasselbe Resultat fu¨r alle
regula¨ren Sprachen u¨ber einem zwei-elementigem Alphabet.
Als letztes bescha¨ftigt sich die Arbeit mit Abscha¨tzungen fu¨r die Gro¨ße von A∗/S
fu¨r die zuvor konstruierten Systeme S. Im Fall von Gruppensprachen ist die Gro¨ße von
unten durch eine Exponentialfunktion und von oben durch eine dreifache Exponential-
funktion beschra¨nkt. Fu¨r die obere Schranke wird dabei eine Beobachtung benutzt, wie
man das Alphabet in der Induktion beschra¨nken kann. Mit Hilfe dieser Beobachtung
ist es ebenfalls mo¨glich die obere Schranke im Monoid-Fall von einer nicht primitiven
Funktion auf eine vierfach exponentielle Funktion zu reduzieren.
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Introduction
The local divisor is a monoid construction for finite monoids. In algebraic language
theory the local divisor construction appeared first in [DG06] where local future tem-
poral logic is studied. Originally, local divisors have been defined by Meyberg in the
context of associative algebras [Mey72]. The construction of a local divisor is rather
simple. For a monoid M and c ∈M , the local divisor is given by Mc = cM ∩Mc. The
multiplication on Mc is given by xc◦ cy = xcy. If c is not a unit, the local divisor Mc is
strictly smaller than M . Therefore, the local divisor construction yields an induction
mechanism. In the general setting, the induction is on homomorphisms ϕ : A∗ → M
which have two parameters: the size of the monoid and the size of the alphabet. The
induction step has two parts: the baby-step, that is, the reduction of the size of the al-
phabet and the giant-step, that is, the reduction of the size of the monoid. In the latter
case, the reduction of the size of monoids usually produces a much larger alphabet. The
induction scheme terminates as soon as there is no choice for a non-unit element c ∈M .
This is the case if M is a group. Therefore, the group case has to be handled separately
when using the local divisor technique. In particular, the local divisor technique is most
useful for aperiodic monoids. Using this technique, Kufleitner gave a short “one-page”
proof of Schu¨tzenberger’s celebrated result SF = A: star-free languages are exactly
the languages recognized by aperiodic monoids [Kuf14]. Another characterization for
star-free languages by Schu¨tzenberger is replacing the closure under complementation
with closure under star operation restricted to prefix codes of bounded synchronization
delay [Sch75]. This characterization has been lifted to infinite words with the help
of local divisors [DK15a]. Further, it has been proved that all star-free languages are
Church-Rosser congruential [DKW12]. A result outside of aperiodic monoids is the
simplified proof of the Krohn-Rhodes decomposition using local divisors, see [DKS12].
An overview over all these proofs is given in the survey paper [DK15b].
Outline. In Chapter 2 we introduce notation and basic results used in this thesis.
First, we develop the algebra – we use monoids – used in algebraic language theory.
Then we introduce formal languages and present their relation to monoids. This is
further deepened by the introduction of varieties. Whenever possible, we present these
basics for finite and infinite words. We also familiarize the reader with rewriting systems
and combinatorics over words – a useful tool for the study of rewriting systems.
In Chapter 3 we study Rees extensions. A Rees extension is a monoid construction
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which is similar to Rees matrix semigroups. Rees extensions have been introduced
in [DKW12]. We give a novel and surprisingly simple decomposition for monoids which
are no groups. Such monoids M allow a decomposition into a proper submonoid and
a proper local divisor Mc. This yields a Rees decomposition tree whereas the leaves of
the tree are groups contained in M . The Rees decomposition tree can be interpreted
as a trace log of the baby-step-giant-step induction scheme. Let H be a variety of
finite groups and H be the variety of all finite monoids such that all subgroups are
in H. Rees extensions do not introduce new groups. Therefore, the class of monoids
H is exactly the class of monoids which have a Rees decomposition tree where all
leaves are in H. This indicates that the local divisor induction scheme is very fruitful
for statements which hold exactly for a variety of the form H. In fact, the local
divisor proofs discussed above either hold for aperiodic monoids or for all finite monoids;
two examples of varieties of the form H. We will see an example of an intermediate
statement in Chapter 5. There, H is the class of all finite abelian groups. Furthermore,
Chapter 3 provides an upper bound for the size of a Rees decomposition tree and apply
the decomposition in order to answer a question of Almeida and Kl´ıma.
Having observed the connection between the local divisor induction scheme and the
variety H, we study the language class corresponding to H in Chapter 4. Our char-
acterization of the languages recognized by some monoid in H is based on codes with
bounded synchronization delay. This kind of study has been initiated by Schu¨tzenberger
for aperiodic monoids [Sch75]. We generalize the results of Schu¨tzenberger using so-
called group-controlled stars and group-controlled ω-powers, in the case of infinite words.
Additionally, we show that this class of languages is equivalent to the localizable closure
of H, a language class which is obtained by formalizing the operations needed in the
usual local divisor approach.
In Chapter 5, we study a concrete example for the local divisor technique in detail.
Namely, we deal with Church-Rosser congruential languages (CRCL). Languages in
CRCL are defined in terms of a finite confluent length-reducing rewriting system. This
directly yields a linear algorithm for the word problem. Naturally, one is interested in
whether this language class is robust, that is, if all regular languages are Church-Rosser
congruential. We solve this question – which has been open for over 25 years – affirma-
tively. It turns out that the construction of the Church-Rosser system yields a monoid
which is a Rees extension of monoids arising from “smaller” Church-Rosser systems.
Having solved this question positively, we examine a stronger variant of Church-Rosser
congruential languages: languages which are saturated by a Parikh-reducing Church-
Rosser system. We show that all regular languages in Ab and all regular languages
over a two-letter alphabet have such a Parikh-reducing system. Furthermore, we study
the size of the monoids presented by such systems and give lower and upper bounds
for this size.
We conclude the thesis in Chapter 6 by listing our contributions and stating open
problems which arose from the previous chapters.
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Preliminaries
In this chapter we provide the notation and notions used in this thesis. The presented
material is not original, in fact, most of it can be found in any introductory textbook
on the topic, see e.g. [Eil76, Pin86, HU79, BO93]. Therefore, we mostly do not provide
further citations of this basic material. We assume the reader to be familiar with basic
concepts in computer science, e.g., Big O notation.
Note that the definition of recognizability in Subsection 2.2.2 differs from the classical
definition. This definition, as well as the treatise of our variant of Schu¨tzenberger
products in 2.3, is taken from [DW16].
Also noteworthy is Subsection 2.1.4, in which local divisors are defined.
2.1 Algebra
2.1.1 Monoids and Homomorphisms
The main algebraic concepts used in this thesis are monoids and, as a special kind of
monoids, groups. Apart from the free monoid, we mostly work on finite monoids. The
identity element of a monoid M is denoted by 1M and the operation of M is denoted
by ·, unless stated otherwise. If the monoid M is clear by the context, we write 1
for 1M . We usually omit the operation ·, i.e., for elements n,m ∈ M we write nm
instead of n · m. An element e ∈ M is an idempotent if e2 = e. A subsemigroup of
M is a subset of M which is closed under the operation, whereas a submonoid of M
is a subsemigroup which contains the identity element of M . We write N ≤ M ifN is
a submonoid of M . A subsemigroup of M which is a group is called a subgroup of M .
We will also say that it is a group in M . Note that a group G in M must not contain
the identity element of M , but the identity element of G can be another idempotent
e 6= 1 of M . Since groups have a unique idempotent, this notion coincides with the
usual notion of a subgroup if M is also a group.
Let M and N be monoids. A homomorphism is a mapping ϕ : M → N such that
ϕ(1) = 1 and ϕ(nm) = ϕ(n)ϕ(m) for all n,m ∈ M . A bijective homomorphism is
called isomorphism. We say that M and N are isomorphic, denoted by M ' N , if
there exists an isomorphism ϕ : M → N . The image ϕ(M) = {ϕ(m) | m ∈M} is a
submonoid of N .
A congruence ≡ on a monoid M is an equivalence relation on M such that n ≡ n′
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and m ≡ m′ implies nm ≡ n′m′ for all n, n′,m,m′ ∈ M . One can check that the set
of congruence classes {[m]≡ | m ∈M} = M/≡ forms a new monoid equipped with the
operation [n]≡ · [m]≡ = [nm]≡. The natural projection pi : M →M/≡ given by pi(m) =
[m]≡ is a homomorphism. The kernel kerϕ = {(n,m) ∈M ×M | ϕ(n) = ϕ(m)} of a
homomorphism ϕ is a congruence. In particular, every congruence is the kernel of some
homomorphism.
The connection between kernels and homomorphisms is the homomorphism theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let ϕ : M → N and pi : M → M ′ be homomorphisms such that
kerpi ⊆ kerϕ and pi is surjective. Then there is a unique homomorphism ψ : M ′ → N
such that ϕ = ψ ◦ pi, that is, the following diagram commutes:
M N
M ′
ϕ
pi
ψ
The homomorphism ψ is injective if and only if kerpi = kerϕ. In particular, for the
projection pi : M →M/ kerϕ, we obtain ϕ(M) 'M/ kerϕ.
Let G,H be groups and ϕ : G→ H be a homomorphism. Then (g, g′) ∈ kerϕ if and
only if ϕ(g−1g′) = 1. For this reason in the case of groups, the subgroup ϕ−1(1) of G
is called the kernel of ϕ.
Let ϕ : M → N be a surjective homomorphism, then N is called a quotient (due to
the homomorphism theorem above) or homomorphic image of M . The monoid N is a
divisor of a monoid M , if N is a homomorphic image of a submonoid1 of M . We write
N M if N is a divisor of M . Note that every group in M is a divisor of M2.
2.1.2 Group theory
Let G be a finite group and let g ∈ G. Since G is finite, there exist i < j ∈ N such that
gi = gj. In particular, gj−i = 1. The smallest number 0 < n ∈ N such that gn = 1 is
called the order of g. The order is denoted by ord(g). The exponent of a group G is
the smallest number 0 < n ∈ N such that gn = 1 for all g ∈ G. The exponent of G is
denoted by exp(G). Since gexp(G) = gord(g) = 1, the order of g must be a divisor of the
exponent of G. In fact, the exponent of G is the least common divisor of the orders of
all elements in G.
The set 〈g〉 = {gi | i ∈ N} forms a subgroup of G and is called the subgroup generated
by g. A group G is called cyclic if it is generated by some element. The order |G| of
a group G is the number of elements in G. Obviously, the order of 〈g〉 is the order
of g. Consider the homomorphism ϕ : Z → 〈g〉 given by ϕ(i) = gi. The kernel of ϕ
1Since every subsemigroup can be made into a submonoid by adding the identity element, one can
also consider subsemigroups here.
2However, not every group in M must be a submonoid of M .
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is kerϕ = ord(g)Z. By Theorem 2.1 we obtain 〈g〉 ' Z/ ord(g)Z. In particular, every
finite cyclic group G is isomorphic to Z/ |G|Z.
A group G is commutative or abelian if gh = hg for all g, h ∈ G. Examples of
commutative groups are cyclic groups. Moreover, cyclic groups are the basic building
block of commutative groups. The classification of finite abelian groups states that
every finite abelian group is isomorphic to some direct product of cyclic groups. A
weaker statement is used in Theorem 5.24. Let A ⊆ G be a set of generators of an
abelian group G, then G is a homomorphic image of
∏
a∈A Z/ ord(a)Z.
2.1.3 Actions
This subsection is only needed in order to follow the proof of Proposition 4.17. An
action of a monoid M on a set Q is a mapping · : Q×M → Q such that q · 1 = q and
(q ·m) · n = q · (mn) for all q ∈ Q and m,n ∈ M . We also say that M acts on Q. An
action is faithful if q ·m = q · n for all q ∈ Q implies m = n. One can assign to every
element m ∈ M a mapping δm : Q → Q given by δm(q) = q ·m. Thus, the action is
faithful if and only if the mapping m 7→ δm is injective. Therefore, every faithful action
provides an embedding into the transformation monoid of Q.
A monoid M acts trivially on Q if q ·m = q for all q ∈ Q and m ∈M .
2.1.4 Local Divisors
Local divisors are used throughout the thesis as a powerful tool for inductive proofs on
monoids, see for example Proposition 3.8, Proposition 4.14 or Theorem 5.31.
Let M be a monoid and c ∈ M . We set Mc = cM ∩Mc, that is, every element
in x ∈ Mc can be written as x = cxr = xlc for some xl, xr ∈ M . We introduce an
operation ◦ on Mc given by
uc ◦ cv = ucv.
Since uc ∈ cM and cv ∈ Mc, the result of uc ◦ cv is in Mc. Further, ◦ is well-defined:
let uc = u′c and cv = cv′, then uc ◦ cv = ucv = u′cv = u′cv′ = u′c ◦ cv′. Note that for
cu, cv ∈Mc we obtain cu ◦ cv = cuv which directly implies associativity of ◦. It is easy
to see that c is the neutral element. Thus, (Mc, ◦, c) forms a monoid, the local divisor
of M at c. The motivation for the name is the following. Consider the submonoid
N = {x ∈M | cx ∈Mc} of M . Then the mapping ϕ : N → Mc given by x 7→ cx is
surjective homomorphism:
ϕ(xy) = cxy = cx ◦ cy = ϕ(x) ◦ ϕ(y)
for x, y ∈ N and every element of Mc is given by cx for some x ∈ N . Therefore, Mc
is a divisor of M . If c = e is an idempotent e2 = e, the local divisor Me is exactly the
local monoid eMe of M .
The following lemma is fundamental for our usage of local divisors. It shows that
certain local divisors are smaller than the original monoid.
13
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Lemma 2.2. Let M be a monoid and c ∈M be an element which is not a unit. Then
|Mc| < |M |.
Proof. Since c is not a unit, there either exists no d ∈ M with cd = 1 or no d ∈ M
with dc = 1. Thus, 1 6∈ cM ∩Mc = Mc which concludes the proof.
In fact, |Mc| < |M | holds if and only if c is not a unit. If c is a unit, we have
cM = M = Mc and thus |Mc| = |M |. Even stronger, if c is a unit, the mapping
m 7→ cm is an isomorphism of M to Mc.
2.2 Words and Formal Languages
In this section we introduce some notions on formal languages. Our treatise of infinite
words differs a bit from the classical approach, but is equivalent. The definition of
recognizability is taken from [DK15a, DW16].
2.2.1 Words
An alphabet is a non-empty finite set A. An element of a ∈ A is called a letter . A
(finite) word w = a1 · · · an is a finite concatenation of letters a1, . . . , an ∈ A. The set of
finite words with letters in A is denoted by A∗. The empty word is denoted by 1. An
infinite word w = a1a2 · · · is an infinite concatenation of letters ai ∈ A. Formally, an
infinite word can be seen as a mapping w : N→ A, mapping the positions of the word
to the corresponding letter. The set of infinite words is denoted by Aω. Since some of
our results concern finite and infinite words, it is convenient to treat finite and infinite
words simultaneously. Consequently, let A∞ = A∗ ∪ Aω be the set of finite or infinite
words. For words u ∈ A∗ and v ∈ A∞, the concatenation of u with v is denoted by u ·v.
Again, one omits the operation · and simply writes uv for u · v. Note that one cannot
concatenate an infinite word with another word, that is, uv is undefined for u ∈ Aω.
The set of finite words A∗ forms a monoid with the concatenation operation, the free
monoid . The name stems from the following universal property:
For every function ϕ : A → M from an alphabet A to a monoid M there exists
exactly one homomorphism ϕ : A∗ → M such that ϕ(a) = ϕ(a) for all a ∈ A, that is
the following commutative diagram holds.
A
A∗
M
ϕ
∃!ϕ
In order to define length and weight we apply this universal property for the monoid
M = N. Let ‖·‖ : A → N be a function with ‖a‖ > 0 for all a ∈ A. The unique
homomorphism, which extends ‖·‖, is also denoted by ‖·‖. We call the homomorphism
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‖·‖ a weight . A special weight is the homomorphism length |·| : A∗ → N which is
induced by |a| = 1 for all a ∈ A. For a letter c ∈ A we also define |·|c : A∗ → N to be
the homomorphism which is induced by
|a|c =
{
1 if a = c
0 else.
We set A≤n = {w ∈ A∗ | |w| ≤ n} to be the set of words of length at most n.
2.2.2 Formal Languages
A language L is a subset of A∞. Often, a language is defined to contain only either
finite or infinite words. However, whenever feasible, we will work on both finite and
infinite words simultaneously. For languages L ⊆ A∗ and K ⊆ A∞, we define the
concatenation product L · K = {uv | u ∈ L, v ∈ K}. Moreover, we define the Kleene
star
L∗ = {u1u2 · · ·un | ui ∈ L} ⊆ A∗
and the infinite iteration
Lω = {u1u2 · · · | ui ∈ L, ui non-empty, i ∈ N} ⊆ Aω.
In particular, the definition implies Lω = (L \ {1})ω.
We say that L ⊆ A∞ is regular , if first, L ∩ A∗ is regular and second, L ∩ Aω
is ω-regular in the standard meaning of formal language theory. Regular languages
are exactly the class of languages recognized by finite automatons. The acceptance
mode changes depending on whether one wants to recognize languages of finite words,
infinite words or both. We will only use automatons for regular languages L ⊆ A∗. A
deterministic finite automaton is a 5-tuple A = (Q,A, ·, q0, F ) where A is the alphabet,
q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, F ⊆ Q is the set of final states and · : Q × A∗ → Q is
an action of the free monoid A∗ on Q. The automaton A recognizes the language
L(A) = {w ∈ A∗ | q0 · w ∈ F}. Every word w induces a transformation σw : Q → Q
given by q 7→ q · w. The set TM(A) = {σu | u ∈ A∗} is a monoid equipped with the
operation σu ·σv = σuv. The monoid TM(A) is called the transformation monoid of A.
Let L ⊆ A∗ and A be a minimal automaton for L, then TM(A) is the syntactic monoid
of L, denoted by Synt(L).
A special kind of ω-regular languages are arrow languages . Let L ⊆ A∗ be a language.
We define −→
L = {u ∈ Aω | infinitely many prefixes of u are in L}
to be the arrow language of L. The set of arrow languages is exactly the set of deter-
ministic languages [Tho90].
Classical formal language theory states “regular” is the same as “recognizable”. This
means: L ⊆ A∗ is regular if and only if its syntactic monoid is finite; L ⊆ Aω is regular
if and only if its syntactic monoid, in the sense of Arnold [Arn85], is finite and, in
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addition, L is saturated by the syntactic congruence, see [PP04, Tho90]. We use a
notion of recognizability which applies to languages L ⊆ A∞. Let ϕ : A∗ → M be
a homomorphism to a finite monoid M . First, we define a relation ∼ϕ as follows. If
u ∈ A∗ is a finite word, then we write u ∼ϕ v if v is finite and ϕ(u) = ϕ(v). If u ∈ Aω
is an infinite word, then we write u ∼ϕ v if v is infinite and if there are factorizations
u = u1u2 · · · and v = v1v2 · · · into finite nonempty words such that ϕ(ui) = ϕ(vi)
for all i ≥ 1. It is easy to see that ∼ϕ is not transitive on infinite words, in general.
Therefore, we consider its transitive closure ≈ϕ. If u, v ∈ A∗, then we have
u ∼ϕ v ⇐⇒ u ≈ϕ v ⇐⇒ ϕ(u) = ϕ(v).
If u, v ∈ Aω, then we have u ≈ϕ v if and only if there is sequence of infinite words
u0, . . . uk such that
u = u0 ∼ϕ · · · ∼ϕ uk = v.
We say that L ⊆ A∞ is recognizable by M if there exists a homomorphism ϕ : A∗ →M
such that u ∈ L and u ∼ϕ v implies v ∈ L. We also say that M or ϕ recognizes L in
this case. A language L ⊆ A∗ is recognized by ϕ if L = ϕ−1(ϕ(L)). More generally,
since the syntactic monoid of a regular language is the smallest recognizing monoid,
the connection to the classical notation is as follows. A regular language L ⊆ A∞ is
recognizable (in our sense) by ϕ if and only if the syntactic monoids of L ∩ A∗ and
L ∩ Aω are divisors of M .
The following lemma is well-known for the classical approach. We repeat its proof
for our notion of recognizability.
Lemma 2.3. Let N and M be finite monoids such that N  M and L ⊆ A∞ be a
language which is recognized by N . Then L is recognized by M .
Proof. Let ϕ : A∗ → N be a homomorphism which recognizes L. Furthermore, let M ′
be a submonoid of M such that there exists a surjective homomorphism pi : M ′ → N .
For every n ∈ N , choose some preimage mn ∈ M ′, i.e., pi(mn) = n. Let ψ : A∗ → M
be the homomorphism given by ψ(a) = mϕ(a). Inductively, one obtains ψ(w) ∈ M ′
and pi(ψ(w)) = ϕ(w). Thus, ψ(u) = ψ(v) implies ϕ(u) = ϕ(v). In particular, u ∼ψ v
implies u ∼ϕ v and every ∼ϕ-class is a finite union of ∼ψ-classes. This implies that L
is recognized by ψ.
2.3 Varieties
In this section we give a short introduction to varieties and define a few varieties which
appear throughout the thesis. Then we define the varieties induced by groups, an
important class of varieties which appears throughout the thesis, and study their basic
properties.
Definition 2.4. A variety3 V is a class of finite monoids such that
3This is no variety in the sense of [Bir35]. In fact, as we only treat finite monoids we do not allow
arbitrary direct products. This is usually know as pseudovariety. However, as we work with finite
monoids only, we call such classes a variety instead of a pseudovariety.
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• If M ∈ V, N M , then N ∈ V,
• ∏i∈IMi ∈ V for a finite index set I with Mi ∈ V for all i ∈ I. 
Note that setting I = ∅, the second condition implies that every variety contains the
trivial monoid. A variety which contains only groups is called a variety of groups . We
assign every variety V a corresponding language class V(A∞) such that L ∈ V(A∞)
if and only if there exists a monoid M ∈ V and a homomorphism ϕ : A∗ → M such
that L is recognized by ϕ. Furthermore, one can restrict this definition to only finite
or only infinite words:
V(A∗) = {L ⊆ A∗ | L ∈ V(A∞)}
V(Aω) = {L ⊆ Aω | L ∈ V(A∞)} .
A Boolean combination of languages is recognized by the direct product of their
syntactic monoids. Therefore, the following holds.
Lemma 2.5. V(A∞), V(A∗) and V(Aω) are closed under Boolean operations.
Definition 2.6. We will define a few varieties.
• I is the trivial variety consisting only of the trivial monoid {1}.
• A is the variety consisting of all monoids, which contain no groups.
• G is the variety of all groups.
• Ab is the variety of all abelian groups.
• Gsol is the variety of all solvable groups.
Let P be a set of numbers such that every divisor of n ∈ P is in P and for coprime
numbers n,m ∈ P it holds n ·m ∈ P .4
• AbP is the variety of all abelian groups with order in P .
• GsolP is the variety of all solvable groups with order in P . 
Example 2.7. It is I(A∞) = {∅, A∗, Aω, A∞}. 
The following characterization of the variety of finite commutative groups Ab is
well-known, see e.g. [Pin86, Corollary 3.12].
Lemma 2.8. Let L ⊆ A∗ be a language, then L ∈ Ab(A∗) if and only if L is a Boolean
combination of languages of the form {w ∈ A∗ | |w|a ≡ i mod n} for some n.
4Note that such a set P is defined by its prime powers.
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Proof. A commutative group G is the direct product of cyclic groups Z/nZ for n ∈ N.
Since direct products recognize exactly Boolean combinations, it suffices to consider
languages recognized by Z/nZ. Let ϕ : A∗ → Z/nZ and L = ϕ−1(K) for some
K ⊆ Z/nZ. Then
L =
{
w ∈ A∗
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
a∈A
|w|a · ϕ(a) ∈ K
}
=
⋃
i∈K
{
w ∈ A∗
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
a∈A
|w|a · ϕ(a) = i
}
=
⋃
i∈K
⋃
na∈Z/nZ∑
a∈A na=i
⋂
a∈A
{w | |w|a ≡ na mod n} .
For the converse, let ϕ : A∗ → Z/nZ be given by ϕ(a) = 1 and ϕ(b) = 0 for a 6= b ∈ A.
Then ϕ−1(i) = {w | |w|a ≡ i mod n} ∈ Ab and the claim follows since varieties are
closed under Boolean combinations, see Lemma 2.5.
Let H be a variety of finite groups. We define
H = {M | every group in M is in H}
to be the maximal class of monoids whose subsemigroups, which are groups, are in H.
Lemma 2.9 ([Eil76, Proposition V.10.4]). Let H be a variety of finite groups. Then
H is the maximal variety such that H ∩G = H.
The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof that H(A∞) is closed under con-
catenation products. We first introduce a variant of Schu¨tzenberger products. These
products are the usual tool for the algebraic characterization of the concatenation prod-
uct on A∗, see [Sch65]. Let M be a finite monoid and ϕ : A∗ →M be a homomorphism.
Let
[w] = {(ϕ(w1), ϕ(w2)) ∈M ×M | w = w1w2} .
be the set of all possible factors of w. We define the operations
u · [w] = {(ϕ(u)m,n) | (m,n) ∈ [w]}
[w] · u = {(m,nϕ(u)) | (m,n) ∈ [w]} .
Note that these operations do not depend on u, but only on ϕ(u). Every factorization
of u ·v is either a factorization within u or a factorization within v, that is, the equation
u · [v]∪ [u] · v = [uv] holds. Our variant of the Schu¨tzenberger product is defined as the
monoid
♦ϕM =
{
[w] ∈ 2M×M ∣∣ w ∈ A∗}
equipped with the operation [u][v] = [uv]. This is well-defined since [u] = [v] implies
ϕ(u) = ϕ(v). In fact, ϕ˜ : ♦ϕM →M given by ϕ˜([w]) = ϕ(w) is a homomorphism.
Our variant of the Schu¨tzenberger product was similarly defined in [DR95, Sec-
tion 11.7]. It recognizes the concatenation product over A∞. The proof is an adaptation
of [DR95, Proposition 11.7.10] to the present notation.
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Proposition 2.10. Let L ⊆ A∗ and K ⊆ A∞ be languages recognized by ϕ : A∗ →M .
Then L ·K is recognized by the homomorphism ψ : A∗ → ♦ϕM given by ψ(w) = [w].
Proof. Let u = u1u2 ∈ A∗ such that u1 ∈ L and u2 ∈ K and consider some word v ∈ A∗
such that ψ(u) = ψ(v), i.e., u ∼ψ v. Since (ϕ(u1), ϕ(u2)) ∈ [u] = [v], there exists a
factorization v = v1v2 such that (ϕ(u1), ϕ(u2)) = (ϕ(v1), ϕ(v2)). Consequently, v1 ∈ L
and v2 ∈ K, that is, v = v1v2 ∈ L ·K.
In the case of infinite words let u = u1u2 · · · ∈ L · K and v = v1v2 · · · such that
ψ(ui) = ψ(vi) for all i ∈ N, i.e., u ∼ψ v. We may assume that u1 = u′u′′ such that
u′ ∈ L and u′′u2 · · · ∈ K. Again, there must exist a factorization v1 = v′v′′ such
that ϕ(u′) = ϕ(v′) and ϕ(u′′) = ϕ(v′′). In particular, u′ ∼ϕ v′ which implies v′ ∈ L.
Since ψ(ui) = ψ(vi) implies ϕ(ui) = ϕ(vi), this yields (u
′′u2)u3 · · · ∼ϕ (v′′v2)v3 · · · and
therefore v′′v2v3 · · · ∈ K. Thus, v = v′v′′v2v3 · · · ∈ L·K, which completes the proof.
We show that every group contained in ♦ϕM is a group in M . The argument is a
slight deviation of the original argument of Petrone and Schu¨tzenberger [PS65, Sch65],
in order to adapt to our variant of the Schu¨tzenberger product.
Proposition 2.11. Let ϕ : A∗ →M be a homomorphism. Every group G ⊆ ♦ϕM can
be embedded into M .
Proof. Let [e] be the identity in G. Consider again the homomorphism ϕ˜ : ♦ϕM →M .
Since G is finite, the set N = {[w] ∈ G | ϕ˜([w]) = ϕ(w) = ϕ(e) = ϕ˜([e])} is a subgroup
of G. In fact, by Theorem 2.1, N is normal and G/N is isomorphic to ϕ˜(G), which is
a group in M . Thus, it remains to show N = {[e]}, i.e., ϕ˜ is injective on G.
Let [s] ∈ N be an arbitrary element and [t] ∈ N be its inverse. Then the following
equations hold:
• [e]2 = [e]
• [e] = [s][t]
• [s] = [e][s][e]
By the first equation we have [e] = e[e] ∪ [e]e, and thus in particular e[e] ⊆ [e].
By the second equation and ϕ(s) = ϕ(t) = ϕ(e), it holds [e] = s[t]∪ [s]t = e[t]∪ [s]e.
Since e[e] ⊆ [e], we conclude e[s]e ⊆ [e]. Finally, using the third equation, we obtain
[s] = e([s][e]) ∪ [e]se = e(s[e] ∪ [s]e) ∪ [e]e = e[e] ∪ e[s]e ∪ [e]e = [e] ∪ e[s]e = [e].
Combining Proposition 2.10 and Proposition 2.11 yields the following corollary.
Corollary 2.12. Let H be a variety of groups. Then H(A∗) and H(A∞) are closed
under concatenation products.
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2.4 Combinatorics on Words
Combinatorics on words is an important tool for studying semi-Thue systems. It is
useful for checking properties, such as confluence, on semi-Thue systems. In this section
we will provide some basic tools from combinatorics on words.
Let x = uvw ∈ A∗ be a word. Then we call u a prefix , v a factor and w a suffix
of x. The factor v is proper if u and w are not empty. The set of prefixes is given by
Prefixes(w) = {u | u is a prefix of w} and the set of factors is given by Factors(w) =
{u | u is a factor of w}. The word a1 · · · an, with ai ∈ A, is a subword of a word u if
u ∈ A∗a1A∗ · · ·A∗anA∗. The word u is a power of the word v if u = vi for some i ∈ N.
A seminal theorem of Lyndon and Schu¨tzenberger characterizes the commutation of
words.
Theorem 2.13 (Lyndon and Schu¨tzenberger, [LS62]). Let u, v ∈ A∗. Then uv = vu
if and only if there exists a word w such that u, v are a power of w.
Let w = a1 · · · an ∈ A∗ be a word with ai letters. We say that p ∈ N is a period of
w if ai = ai+p for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n− p. By definition, every number greater or equal than
n is a period of w. The theorem of Fine and Wilf describes an important property of
periods.
Theorem 2.14 (Fine and Wilf, [FW65]). Let p, q be periods of some word w. If
|w| ≥ p+ q − gcd(p, q), then gcd(p, q) is a period of w.
A word u is called primitive if it is only a power of itself, that is, if u = vi with i ≥ 1
implies i = 1. An easy application of Theorem 2.13 is the following characterization of
primitive words.
Lemma 2.15. A word u ∈ A∗ is primitive if and only if u is not a proper factor of u2.
Proof. Assume first that u is primitive. If u2 = u1uu2, we conclude u = u1u2 by
observing the prefix and suffix of u2 and |u| = |u1| + |u2|. In particular u1u2u1u2 =
u1u1u2u2 and thus u2u1 = u1u2 = u. By Theorem 2.13 u1 and u2 are powers of the
same word. Thus, one of the words u1 or u2 is empty by the primitivity of u, and u is
no proper factor in the factorization u2 = u1uu2.
If u is not primitive, that is, u = vi for i > 1, then u2 = vuvi−1 and henceforth u is
a proper factor of u2.
2.5 Rewriting systems
In this section we introduce semi-Thue systems. Those systems go back to the seminal
work of Thue [Thu10, Thu14]. A semi-Thue system S over the alphabet A is a finite
subset of A∗×A∗. An element (`, r) ∈ S is called a rule, where ` is the left side and r is
the right side of the rule. The idea of a semi-Thue system is, that left sides of rules can
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be replaced by right sides of the rule. Thus, one often also calls a semi-Thue system a
rewriting system. For a semi-Thue system S we define the relation =⇒
S
given by
u1`u2 =⇒
S
u1ru2 for u1, u2 ∈ A∗ and (`, r) ∈ S
that is, u =⇒
S
v if v results from u by replacing the left side of a rule with the right side.
The reflexive transitive closure of =⇒
S
is denoted by
∗
=⇒
S
and the reflexive, transitive
and symmetric closure of =⇒
S
is denoted by
∗⇐⇒
S
. We write v ⇐=
S
u for u =⇒
S
v. A
semi-Thue system S is
• Church-Rosser , if u ∗⇐⇒
S
v implies that there exists a w ∈ A∗ such that u ∗=⇒
S
w
and w
∗⇐=
S
v.
• confluent , if u ∗=⇒
S
v1 and u
∗
=⇒
S
v2 imply that there exists a word w ∈ A∗ such
that v1
∗
=⇒
S
w and v2
∗
=⇒
S
w.
• locally confluent , if u =⇒
S
v1 and u =⇒
S
v2 imply that there exists a word w ∈ A∗
such that v1
∗
=⇒
S
w and v2
∗
=⇒
S
w.
• terminating , if there is no infinite chain (ui)i∈N with ui =⇒
S
ui+1 for all i ∈ N.
• length-reducing , if |`| > |r| for all rules (`, r) ∈ S.
• weight-reducing for a weighted alphabet (A, ‖·‖), if ‖`‖ > ‖r‖ for all rules (`, r) ∈
S.
• Parikh-reducing , if for all a ∈ A and all rules (`, r) ∈ S it holds |`|a ≥ |r|a and
for all rules (`, r) ∈ S there exists a letter a ∈ A such that |`|a > |r|a.
• subword-reducing , if r 6= ` and r is a subword of ` for each rule (`, r) ∈ S.
• convergent , if S is locally confluent and terminating.
Lemma 2.16 ([BO93]). Let S ⊆ A∗ × A∗ be a semi-Thue system. Then
1. S is confluent if and only if S is Church-Rosser.
2. S is convergent implies that S is confluent.
3. S is length-reducing (weight-reducing, Parikh-reducing, subword-reducing) implies
that S is terminating.
In the following we study different cases which may occur when checking for local
confluence. Let (`, r), (`′, r′) ∈ S be two rules and consider the word u`v`′w. Then
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x `
`′ y
overlap critically
x `′ y
`
factor critically
Figure 2.1: Sources of critical pairs [DKRW15]
u`v`′w
urv`′w
u`vr′w
urvr′w
S
S
S
S
Thus, checking for local confluence in this case is trivial. The only non-trivial cases
appear when two rules overlap. There are two different kinds of overlaps:
1. w = x` = `′y,
2. w = ` = x`′y
for rules (`, r), (`′, r′) ∈ S. The resulting pairs (xr, r′y) and (r, xr′y) are called critical
pairs . The first kind is called overlap critical and the second kind is called factor
critical , see also Figure 2.1. We say that a critical pair (u, v) resolves if there exists a
word w ∈ A∗ such that u ∗=⇒
S
w
∗⇐=
S
v holds. Summarized, we obtain the following:
Lemma 2.17 ([KB70]). A semi-Thue system is locally confluent if and only if all its
critical pairs resolve.
This directly yields a polynomial algorithm to check for confluence of weight-reducing
semi-Thue systems. Lemma 2.17 will be used without explicitly referring to it.
The following lemma shows that one can consider minimal semi-Thue systems with-
out losing properties.
Lemma 2.18. Let S ⊆ A∗ × A∗ and S ′ ⊆ A∗ × A∗ be two semi-Thue systems with
u
∗
=⇒
S
v if and only if u
∗
=⇒
S′
v for all u, v ∈ A∗. Then S is confluent if and only if S ′
is confluent.
Proof. This is clear by definition.
The notion Parikh-reducing comes from the connection to Parikh images . A Parikh
image of a word w ∈ A∗ is the vector (|w|a)a∈A. A semi-Thue system S is Parikh-
reducing if and only if the Parikh image (|r|a)a∈A is smaller than (|`|a)a∈A for every rule
(`, r) ∈ S. By definition every subword-reducing system is Parikh-reducing. Further,
for arbitrary weight ‖·‖, it is easy to see that every Parikh-reducing system is weight-
reducing for ‖·‖. The following lemma shows that Parikh-reducing systems are exactly
those systems that are weight-reducing for every weight.
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Lemma 2.19. A semi-Thue system S ⊆ A∗ × A∗ is Parikh-reducing if and only if it
is weight-reducing for every weight ‖·‖ : A∗ → N.
Proof. Let ‖·‖ : A∗ → N be a weight. By definition it holds ‖w‖ = ∑a∈A |w|a · ‖a‖.
Thus, Parikh-reducing implies weight-reducing for ‖·‖.
We assume that S is weight-reducing for every weight. Let (`, r) ∈ S be a rule which
contradicts the requirements for Parikh-reducing. Then either |`|a = |r|a for all a ∈ A,
that is, S is not weight-reducing for length, or there exists a letter a ∈ A such that
|`|a < |r|a. Consider the weight ‖·‖ : A∗ → N given by ‖a‖ = |`| and ‖b‖ = 1 for all
a 6= b ∈ A. We obtain
‖`‖ = |`|a · ‖a‖+
∑
b∈A\{a}
|`|b
≤ |`|a · ‖a‖+ |`| = (|`|a + 1) · ‖a‖
≤ |r|a · ‖a‖ ≤ ‖r‖ .
Thus, S is not weight-reducing for ‖·‖ which is a contradiction.
A word w is irreducible in S if no left-side of a rule in S appears in w. We denote
the set of irreducible elements of S by IRRS(A
∗). The relation ∗⇐⇒
S
is a congruence
on A∗. Thus, one can consider the monoid A∗/S = A∗/ ∗⇐⇒
S
. The elements of A∗/S are
equivalence classes [u]S =
{
v ∈ A∗
∣∣∣ u ∗⇐⇒
S
v
}
of the congruence
∗⇐⇒
S
. The number
of elements in A∗/S is called index of S. If S is confluent and terminating, there is a
bijection between A∗/S and IRRS(A∗). In this case, we denote elements of the monoid
A∗/S with the corresponding irreducible words.
A semi-Thue system S is a Church-Rosser system if it is length-reducing and conflu-
ent. By Lemma 2.16 it suffices to require local confluence instead of confluence for a
Church-Rosser system. Replacing the requirement of length-reducing rules with weight-
reducing or Parikh-reducing rules yields weighted Church-Rosser systems or Parikh-
reducing Church-Rosser systems .
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Rees extensions
In this chapter we use Rees extension to give a decomposition of monoids in H as
iterated Rees products of their groups. We use this decomposition to prove a conjecture
of Almeida and Kl´ıma. Additionally, we study the size of the resulting decomposition
tree. Apart from this study of decomposition trees, this chapter has been published in
[DW16].
3.1 Previous Work
There is a rich theory on Rees matrix semigroups. The starting point is Green-Rees
local structure theory. We will present its results for finite semigroups, only. For a
semigroup S, let S1 be the monoid obtained by adjoining a neutral element to S. A
(two-sided) ideal of a semigroup S is a subset I ⊆ S such that I = S1 · I · S1. A
semigroup S is simple, if S has no proper ideals, that is, S is the only ideal of S. In the
terminology of Green [Gre51], this means that S has only one J -class. The semigroup
S is 0-simple, if S contains a zero element 0, it holds S2 6= {0} and {0} and S are the
only ideals of S.
Let A,B be sets, G be a finite group and f : B × A→ G ∪ {0} be a mapping. The
underlying set of the Rees matrix semigroup M0(A,G,B, f) is A×G×B ∪ {0}. The
multiplication is given by
(a, g, b)(a′, g′, b′) =
{
(a, g · f(b, a′) · g′, b′) if f(b, a′) 6= 0
0 else
If f(b, a) 6= 0 for all a ∈ A, b ∈ B, we denote the semigroup M0(A,G,B, f) \ {0}
by M(A,G,B, f). The function f : B × A → G ∪ {0} can be interpreted as a B × A
matrix having entries in G∪{0}. The Rees matrix semigroupM0(A,G,B, f) is regular1
if and only if the matrix of f has no rows or columns which are zero, that is if for all
a ∈ A and b ∈ B the functions f(b, ·) and f(·, a) are not the constant 0-function.
The Rees-Suschkewitsch Theorem classifies the class of finite (0-)simple semigroups in
terms of regular Rees matrix semigroups. It has been proven by Suschkewitsch for
finite semigroups and generalized by Rees for stable semigroups.
1in the sense of semigroup theory, that is, every element has a pseudoinverse.
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Theorem 3.1 ([RS09], originally [Sus28, Ree40]). Let S be a finite semigroup. Then S
is 0-simple if and only if it is isomorphic to a regular Rees matrix semigroupM0(A,G,B, f).
Furthermore, S is simple if and only if it is isomorphic to M(A,G,B, f) for some sets
A,B and a function f : B × A→ G.
Using this theorem, one can give a description of the local structure of a semigroup.
The minimal J -classes are characterized by the theorem above. Then one considers the
semigroup obtained by the quotient of this J -class to classify the rest of the semigroup,
see [CP61, RT68] for a general treatise on Green-Rees local structure theory.
Let S be a finite semigroup. For their synthesis theorem, Allen and Rhodes con-
sidered a generalization of the Rees matrix semigroup R(S) = M(A, S,B, f) using a
semigroup S instead of a group G. For a group G, let S + G denote a monoid with
ideal S and group of units G. Further, denote by G∗ = {Cg | g ∈ G}+G the semigroup
obtained by the operation CgCh = Ch, gCh = Ch and Cgh = Cgh.
The synthesis theorem combines (“synthesizes”) the local structure theory of Green
and Rees together with the ideas obtained by the wreath product decomposition by
Krohn and Rhodes [KR65, KRT68]. In particular, its proof borrows ideas obtained
by Zeiger’s proof [Zei67] of the wreath product decomposition. For an exposition and
discussion of the result see [Rho70, RA73].
Theorem 3.2 ([RA73]). Let S be a finite semigroup. Then there exists groups G1,. . .,
Gk which are divisors of S such that S  R = R(· · · (R(G∗1) +G2) · · · ) +Gk.
Moreover, the embedding of S into the iterated Rees matrix semigroups and adjoining
of groups is in a sense “nice”, that is, there exists a subsemigroup T of R and a surjective
homomorphism ϕ : T → S which has “nice” properties2. Further developments of
the synthesis theorem can be found in [Rho86a, Rho86b] for infinite semigroups and
in [Bir88] for a stronger statement in the case of regular finite semigroups.
3.2 Rees extensions
In this section, we use yet another definition of Rees matrix semigroups. First of all, we
work over monoids. The main reason being that the proof technique of local divisors
inherently uses monoids. Secondly, as in the synthesis theory of Allen and Rhodes,
we use matrices of monoids instead of groups. Furthermore, our kind of Rees matrix
monoid has a special Rees matrix semigroup of Allen and Rhodes as a proper ideal and
finally the sets A,B are equal and monoids itself.
Let us now define our kind of Rees extension monoids . The definition is taken
from [DKW12] and has recently also been used by Almeida and Kl´ıma [AK16]. Let
N,M be monoids and ρ : N →M be any mapping. As a set we define
Rees(N,M, ρ) = N ∪N ×M ×N.
2“nice” in this context means it is a J ′ and γ(H)-homomorphism. We will not define these properties
formally, as they are not important for the rest of the text.
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The multiplication · on Rees(N,M, ρ) is given by
n · n′ = nn′ for n, n′ ∈ N,
n · (n1,m, n2) = (nn1,m, n2) for n, n1, n2 ∈ N,m ∈M,
(n1,m, n2) · n = (n1,m, n2n) for n, n1, n2 ∈ N,m ∈M,
(n1,m, n2) · (n′1,m′, n′2) = (n1,mρ(n2n′1)m′, n′2) for n1, n′1, n2, n′2 ∈ N,m,m′ ∈M.
The neutral element of Rees(N,M, ρ) is 1 ∈ N and the inclusion N ⊆ Rees(N,M, ρ)
is an embedding of monoids. The Rees matrix semigroup M(N,M,N, f) with f :
N ×N → M given by f(n, n′) = ρ(nn′) is a subsemigroup of Rees(N,M, ρ). However,
in general, M is not a divisor of Rees(N,M, ρ) as observed by the following example.
Example 3.3. Let M = {1, a, 0} be the monoid with identity 1, zero 0 and an idem-
potent a. Consider the Rees extension Rees({1} ,M, ρ) with ρ : {1} → M given by
ρ(1) = 0. The Rees extension Rees({1} ,M, ρ) has no idempotents apart from 1 and
(1, 0, 1). In particular, M is not a divisor of Rees({1} ,M, ρ). 
Example 3.4. Consider the mapping ρ : N → M given by ρ(n) = 1. Then M '
{1} ×M × {1} ≤ Rees(N,M, ρ), that is M is a submonoid of Rees(N,M, ρ) for this
choice of ρ. 
Lemma 3.5. Let N  N ′ and M  M ′. Given ρ : N → M , there exists a mapping
ρ′ : N ′ →M ′ such that Rees(N,M, ρ) is a divisor of Rees(N′,M′, ρ′).
Proof. As a divisor is a homomorphic image of a submonoid, we will prove this in
two steps. First, assume that N (resp. M) is a submonoid of N ′ (resp. M ′). Let
ρ′ : N ′ → M ′ be any function such that ρ′|N = ρ. The mapping pi : Rees(N,M, ρ) →
Rees(N′,M′, ρ′) given by pi(n) = n and pi(n1,m, n2) = (n1,m, n2) is an injective homo-
morphism.
Second, let ϕ : N ′ → N and ψ : M ′ → M be surjective homomorphisms. Let
ρ′ : N ′ →M ′ be a function such that ρ′(n) ∈ ψ−1(ρ(ϕ(n))). Let
pi : Rees(N′,M′, ρ′)→ Rees(N,M, ρ)
be the mapping defined by pi(n) = ϕ(n) and pi(n1,m, n2) = (ϕ(n1), ψ(m), ϕ(n2)). Given
that ϕ and ψ are surjective, it is clear that pi is surjective. It is a homomorphism since
for all n ∈ N ′, x ∈ Rees(N′,M′, ρ′) it holds pi(nx) = pi(n)pi(x) and pi(xn) = pi(x)pi(n)
and further for all (n1,m, n2), (n
′
1,m
′, n′2) ∈ N ×M ×N it holds
pi((n1,m, n2) · (n′1,m′, n′2)) = pi(n1,mρ′(n2n′1)m′, n′2)
= (ϕ(n1), ψ(m)ψ(ρ
′(n2n′1))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ρ(ϕ(n2n′1))
ψ(m′), ϕ(n′2))
= (ϕ(n1), ψ(m), ϕ(n2)) · (ϕ(n′1), ψ(m′), ϕ(n′2))
= pi(n1,m, n2) · pi(n′1,m′, n′2).
The result follows because  is transitive.
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An important property of the Rees extension monoid is that it does not introduce
any new groups.
Proposition 3.6 ([AK16]). Let G be a group in Rees(N,M, ρ), then there exists an
embedding of G into N or into M .
Proof. Let G be a subsemigroup of Rees(N,M, ρ) which is a group. Since
(n,m, n′)Rees(N,M, ρ) ⊆ N ×M ×N,
one either has G ⊆ N or G ⊆ N ×M × N . In the case of G ⊆ N , we can directly
embed G into N using the identity homomorphism. Consider the case G ⊆ N×M×N
and let e = (n, eˆ, n′) ∈ G. For every x ∈ G, it holds ex = x = xe and thus there must
exist an element xˆ ∈ M such that x = (n, xˆ, n′). Consider the mapping ϕ : G → M
given by ϕ(x) = xˆ · ρ(n′n). Let x = (n, xˆ, n′), y = (n, yˆ, n′) ∈ G, then
ϕ(x · y) = ϕ((p, xˆρ(n′n)yˆ, n′)) = xˆρ(n′n)yˆρ(n′n) = ϕ(x)ϕ(y).
Thus, ϕ is a homomorphism. Assume now that ϕ(x) = ϕ(y), that is, xˆρ(n′n) =
yˆρ(n′n). Right multiplication by eˆ and the fact the e is the neutral element of G yields
xˆ = xˆρ(n′n)eˆ = yˆρ(n′n)eˆ = yˆ. Therefore, ϕ is injective which proves the claim.
We are mainly interested in the case where N and M are proper divisors of a given
finite monoid. This leads to the notion of local Rees monoids. More precisely, let M
be a finite monoid, N be a proper submonoid of M and Mc be a local divisor of M at
c where c is not a unit. The local Rees product LocRees(N,Mc) is defined as the Rees
extension Rees(N,Mc, ρc) where ρc denotes the mapping ρc : N →Mc;x 7→ cxc.
For a variety V we define Rees(V) to be the least variety which contains V and
is closed under taking Rees products and LocRees(V) to be the least variety which
contains V and is closed under local Rees products.
Thus, Proposition 3.6 implies LocRees(H) ⊆ Rees(H) ⊆ Rees(H) ⊆ H for any group
variety H. We want to prove equality, that is, every monoid which contains only groups
in H is a divisor of an iterated Rees extension of groups in H. However, we are able to
prove a stronger statement using only local Rees extensions.
Lemma 3.7. Let M be a monoid, N be a submonoid of M and c ∈ M . If N and c
generate M , then M is a homomorphic image of the local Rees product LocRees(N,Mc).
Proof. Let ϕ : LocRees(N,Mc)→M be the mapping given by ϕ(n) = n for n ∈ N and
ϕ(u, x, v) = uxv for (u, x, v) ∈ N ×Mc ×N . Since
ϕ((u, x, v)(s, y, t)) = ϕ(u, x ◦ cvsc ◦ y, t) = ϕ(u, xvsy, t)
= (uxv)(syt) = ϕ(u, x, v)ϕ(s, y, t),
ϕ is a homomorphism. Obviously, M = N ∪NMcN and thus ϕ is surjective.
Proposition 3.8. Given M , we can construct a sequence of monoids M1, . . .Mk = M
with k ≤ 2|M | − 1 such that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ k we have for Mj one of the following:
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• Mj is a group which is a divisor of M .
• Mj is a divisor of a local Rees product of a submonoid Mi of Mj and a local
divisor M` of Mj with i, ` < j.
Proof. We prove the statement with induction on |M |. If M is a group, we set M1 = M .
This includes the base case |M | = 1. If M is not a group, we may choose a minimal
generating set of M . Let c be a nonunit of this generating set, then there exists a proper
submonoid N of M such that N and c generate M . Since c is not a unit, the local
divisor Mc is smaller than M , that is, |Mc| < |M | by Lemma 2.2. By induction, there
exist sequences M ′1, . . . ,M
′
k′ = N and M
′′
1 , . . . ,M
′′
k′′ = Mc with k
′, k′′ ≤ 2|M |−1−1. Note
that every group, which is a divisor of N or Mc is also a divisor of M . Furthermore,
M is a divisor of the local Rees product of Mk′ = N and Mk′+k′′ = Mc by Lemma 3.7.
Therefore, choosing
• Mi = M ′i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k′
• Mi+k′ = M ′′i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k′′
• Mk′+k′′+1 = M
leads to such a sequence for M . Since
k′ + k′′ + 1 ≤ 2 · (2|M |−1 − 1) + 1 = 2|M | − 1,
the bound on k holds.
The inclusion H ⊆ LocRees(H) is immediate from Proposition 3.8. Therefore, a
consequence of Proposition 3.6 and Proposition 3.8 is the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9. For every variety of groups H, it holds LocRees(H) = Rees(H) = H.
In particular, every monoid in H is a divisor of an iterated Rees product of groups in
H by Lemma 3.5. We can draw the decomposition as a tree based on the decomposition
of M in submonoids and local divisors.
Definition 3.10. Let M be a monoid. A Rees decomposition tree of M is a full binary
tree T such that
• the root node of T is M ,
• every leaf of T is a group which is a divisor of M and
• for every node M ′ with children N1, N2 there exists a function ρ : N1 → N2 such
that M ′ is a divisor of Rees(N1,N2, ρ).
The size of a decomposition tree is its number of nodes. 
In particular, Proposition 3.8 implies the existence of a decomposition tree of a finite
monoid M of size at most 2|M | − 1. We give an example of such a tree below.
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M
M [a, σ, δ]
S3 M [a, σ, δ]a ' Z/2Z ∪ {0}
Z/2Z (M [a, σ, δ]a)0 ' {1}
Mb ' S3 ∪ {0}
S3 (Mb)0 ' {1}
Figure 3.1: Decomposition tree of the monoid in Example 3.11.
Example 3.11. Let M be the monoid generated by {a, b, δ, σ} with the relations
a2 = b2 = ab = ba = 0, aδ = a, δσ = σδ2, δ3 = 1, σ2 = 1 and dδ = δd, dσ = σd with
d ∈ {a, b}. A possible set of representatives is
M =
{
1, δ, δ2, σ, σδ, δσ, b, bδ, bδ2, bσ, bσδ, bδσ, a, aσ, 0
}
.
In particular, M has 15 elements. The subgroup generated by δ and σ is the symmetric
group S3; it is solvable but not abelian. The monoid M is syntactic for the language
L which is a union of La and Lb. The language La is the set of all words uav with
uv ∈ {δ, σ}∗ and the sign of the permutation uv evaluates to −1. The language Lb is
the set of all words ubv with uv ∈ {δ, σ}∗ and uv evaluates in S3 to δ. We compute
a possible decomposition in Rees products from Proposition 3.8. The decomposition
is also depicted in Figure 3.1. We first decompose M using Lemma 3.7 by choosing
N = M [a, σ, δ], the submonoid generated by {a, σ, δ}, and c = b. It is
M [a, σ, δ] =
{
1, δ, δ2, σ, σδ, δσ, a, aσ, 0
}
and
Mb =
{
b, bδ, bδ2, bσ, bσδ, bδσ, 0
} ' S3 ∪ {0} .
The decomposition of Mb is simple: S3 is used as the proper submonoid and the local
divisor is on c = 0, which yields the trivial group. For the decomposition of M [a, σ, δ]
we choose again S3 as the proper submonoid and c = a. Computing the local divisor
yields M [a, σ, δ]a = {a, aσ, 0}, which again decomposes into the group {a, aσ} ' Z/2Z
and the trivial group. In particular, this yields
M  Rees(Rees(S3,Rees(Z/2Z, {1} , ρ1), ρ2),Rees(S3, {1} , ρ3), ρ4)
for some ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, ρ4 by Lemma 3.5. 
Using local structure theory, one can improve the bound 2n− 1 of Proposition 3.8 to
O(3n/3) = O((1.442 . . .)n). First, we prove the following lemma which is a combination
of classical local structure theory and the fact that the H-class of c is the group of units
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in Mc, see [CS14, DKRH16]. We give a self-contained proof without explicitly using
known results of the local structure theory.3
Lemma 3.12. Let M be a monoid and x, c ∈ M . Let further MxM = McM and
x ∈ cM ∩Mc, then x is a unit in Mc.
Proof. We first prove cM = xM . Observe that x ∈ cM implies xM ⊆ cM . Let u ∈M
be such that x = cu and let y, z ∈M such that ycuz = c. Iterating this equation yields
ync(uz)n = c. By choosing n large enough, we may assume that (uz)n is idempotent.
Thus, this yields c(uz)n = c and therefore cM = c(uz)nM ⊆ xM ; showing cM = xM .
The equation Mc = Mx is clear by duality.
Since Mc = Mx, we obtain an element v ∈ M such that c = vx. Consider the
element vc ∈Mc. We have cM = xM and therefore vcM = vxM = cM . In particular,
vc ∈ cM and therefore vc ∈Mc. Note that vc ◦ x = vx = c, that is, vc is an inverse of
x and x is a unit in Mc.
Proposition 3.13. Let M be a monoid having n elements which are not units. Then
there exists a decomposition tree of M having O(3n/3) nodes.
Proof. Let g : N→ N be the function defined by g(0) = 1 and
g(n) = max {m(g(n−m) + 1) + 1 | m ≤ n} .
Note that 31/3 = max
{
m1/m
∣∣ m ∈ N} and therefore g(n) ∈ Ω(3n/3). The claim g(n) ∈
O(3n/3) can been seen by an induction. Furthermore, setting m = 1 yields that g is
monotonically increasing. We show inductively on n that g(n) is an upper bound to
a minimal decomposition tree of M , that is, there exists a decomposition tree of M
having at most g(n) nodes. Choose an arbitrary, but minimal, set of generators for M
and let m be the number of generators which are not a unit. We show by induction
on n that M has a decomposition tree with at most m(g(n−m) + 1) + 1 nodes. The
case that M is a group, i.e., n = m = 0, is easy. The tree has only one node: the root
node M . Assume that n,m > 0. Denote by {a1, . . . , am−1, c} the subset of generators
which are not a unit. We may assume that MaiM ⊆ McM implies MaiM = McM ,
that is, c generates a minimal, among those generators, two-sided ideal with respect to
inclusion.4 Using Lemma 3.7, we decompose M into the monoid N using the generators
without c and Mc = cM ∩Mc. Note that cM ∩Mc ⊆McM . Therefore, ai ∈ cM ∩Mc
implies MaiM = McM and by Lemma 3.12 we obtain that ai is a unit in Mc. In
particular, all elements in {a1, . . . , am−1, c} are either not contained in Mc or are units
in Mc, that is, Mc has at most n − m elements which are not units. By induction,
Mc has a decomposition tree of size at most g(n −m). The monoid N has a minimal
generating set with m− 1 generators which are not a unit and at most n− 1 elements
which are not units. By induction and the fact that g is monotonically increasing, we
3The high-level version of the proof is as follows: x J c and x ∈ cM ∩Mc implies x H c and therefore
x is a unit of Mc.
4Using Green’s relations, this means that c is ≤J -minimal.
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obtain a decomposition tree of N of size at most (m− 1)(g((n− 1)− (m− 1)) + 1) + 1.
In total this yields a decomposition tree for M of size at most
(m− 1)(g((n− 1)− (m− 1)) + 1) + 1 + g(n−m) + 1 = m(g(n−m) + 1) + 1 ≤ g(n).
This proves that g(n) is a upper bound for the size of a minimal decomposition tree.
3.3 An application to bullet idempotent varieties
An application of Proposition 3.8 is the solution to an open question of Almeida and
Kl´ıma. Let U and V be varieties. Let Rees(U,V) be the variety generated by
Rees(N,M, ρ) for N ∈ U and M ∈ V. Since N is a submonoid of Rees(N,M, ρ),
it holds U ⊆ Rees(U,V). However, by Example 3.4, we also obtain V ⊆ Rees(U,V).
Note that in general Rees(V) 6= Rees(V,V). However Rees(V) is the limit of this
operation. Let Vi = Rees(Vi−1,Vi−1) and V0 = V, then
Rees(V) =
⋃
i∈N
Vi.
The variety Rees(U,V) has recently been introduced by Almeida and Kl´ıma under the
name of bullet operation [AK16]. They defined a variety V to be bullet idempotent if
V = Rees(V,V) and posed the open question whether there are varieties apart from
H which are bullet idempotent. Using Theorem 3.9, we prove that the answer to this
question is no.
Theorem 3.14. Let V be a bullet idempotent variety and let H = V∩G, then V = H.
Proof. Since H is the maximal variety with H∩G = H by Lemma 2.9, we have V ⊆ H.
Note that V = Rees(V,V) implies that V = Rees(V) by the limit characterization of
Rees(V). Thus, it holds
H ⊆ Rees(H) ⊆ Rees(V) = V ⊆ H
by Theorem 3.9.
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Language Characterizations of H
In this chapter we study varieties induced by certain varieties H, that is, varieties
of the form H. Most of this chapter has been published in [DW16]. The language
class H(A∗) is closed under concatenation products, see Corollary 2.12. However, the
language class H(A∗) is not the closure of H(A∗) under concatenation products. This
can be seen as follows. By a result of Straubing, the closure of a variety of languages
V under concatenation product is again a variety of languages [Str79a]. Algebraically,
the closure is given by the Mal’cev product (A m©V)(A∗). In particular, [Str79a] shows
that for a variety of groups H it is A m©H = A∗H, that is, the Mal’cev product equals
the semidirect product of the two varieties. However, Steinberg constructed for every
non-trivial group variety H a monoid M such that M ∈ H but M 6∈ A ∗H [Ste05]. In
particular, H(A∗) cannot be the closure of H(A∗) under concatenation product.
The main goal of this chapter is to obtain a description of the language classes defined
by H. There exist partial results for some special H. The most prominent characteri-
zations exist for group-free monoids, that is, for the variety of aperiodic monoids. As
observed, this is the special case where H is the trivial group variety. Apart from the
usual characterization of aperiodic monoids as star-free expressions, there exists a lesser
known characterization of Schu¨tzenberger in terms of prefix codes with synchronization
delay. The definition of codes with synchronization delay appeared first in an article of
Golomb and Gordon in 1965 [GG65]. A code K ⊆ A∗ is a set such that every word in
K∗ has a unique factorization in words of K. A prefix code is a set K ⊆ A∗ such that
u, uv ∈ K implies v = 1. One can easily check that a prefix code is indeed a code.
Definition 4.1. A prefix code K ⊆ A∗ has synchronization delay d if
uvw ∈ K∗ =⇒ uv ∈ K∗ for v ∈ Kd.
Note that since K is a code this implies w ∈ K∗. We say K has bounded synchronization
delay if there exists a number d such that K has synchronization delay d. 
Example 4.2. • Every subset B ⊆ A is a prefix code of synchronization delay 0.
• For c ∈ A and c 6∈ B ⊆ A the language B∗c is a prefix code of synchronization
delay 1. 
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4.1 Previous Work
Surprisingly, applying the star operation on a star-free prefix code of bounded syn-
chronization delay yields a star-free language, see e.g. [PP04, DK15a]. This was first
observed by Schu¨tzenberger.
Theorem 4.3 ([Sch75]). The variety of star-free languages is the least Boolean algebra
C closed under marked product1 and under the star operation restricted to languages
K ∈ C where K is a prefix code of bounded synchronization delay.
Theorem 4.3 has been generalized to infinite words in [DK15a]. Schu¨tzenberger
further improved his result in [Sch74]. He described the languages classes corresponding
to H for H ⊆ Ab. Note that H ⊆ Ab, implies H = AbP for some set P of numbers
such that every divisor of n ∈ P is in P and for coprime numbers n,m ∈ P it holds
n ·m ∈ P . This also includes the result on star-free languages for P = ∅.
Theorem 4.4 ([Sch74]). The variety of languages associated with AbP is the least
Boolean algebra C closed under marked product and under the star operation restricted
to languages of the form Kn, where n > 0 has only prime factors in P and K ∈ C is a
prefix code of bounded synchronization delay.
The characterization SDH of H treated in this chapter is a generalization of this
characterization. Using only slight derivations to our proof technique, we are able to
reprove Theorem 4.4, see Remark 4.16.
Straubing has studied the case H = GsolP of solvable groups whose prime divisors
of the order of the group are contained in the set P . Straubing’s proof is based on the
decomposition of solvable groups as wreath products of cyclic groups of order p ∈ P .
The operation
〈L, r, n〉 = {w ∈ A∗ | |{u | uv = w, u ∈ L}| ≡ r mod n}
is the basic building block for the language description of GsolP.
Theorem 4.5 ([Str79b]). The variety of languages over A∗ associated with GsolP is
the least boolean algebra C, which contains {a} for a ∈ A, is closed under concatenation
product and contains 〈La, r, p〉 for L ∈ C, a ∈ A, r ∈ N and p ∈ P .
4.2 Language classes for H
4.2.1 Localizable classes
Let G be a finite group. We define the localizable closure LocG(A
∞) on G inductively.
Let Loc
(0)
G (A
∞) be the set of all languages L ⊆ A∞ which is recognized by G. Let
Loc
(i)
G (A
∞) be the smallest set of languages such that
1A marked product is a concatenation product of the form L · a ·K for a letter a ∈ A.
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• Loc(i−1)G (A∞) ⊆ Loc(i)G (A∞),
• L,K ∈ Loc(i−1)G (A∞) implies L ∪K ∈ Loc(i)G (A∞) and
• for every c ∈ A and B = A \ {c} we have:
1. Loc
(i−1)
G (B
∞) ⊆ Loc(i)G (A∞).
2. If L ∈ Loc(i−1)G (B∞) and K ⊆ A∗c with K ∈ Loc(i−1)G (A∞), then KL ∈
Loc
(i)
G (A
∞).
3. If L ∈ Loc(i−1)G (A∞) and K ⊆ B∗ with K ∈ Loc(i−1)G (B∞), then KcL ∈
Loc
(i)
G (A
∞).
4. Let T be a finite alphabet and g : B∗ → T be a function such that g−1(t) ∈
Loc
(i−1)
G (B
∗). Let further σ : (B∗c)∞ → T∞ be defined by σ(u1cu2c · · · ) =
g(u1)g(u2) · · · . If K ∈ Loc(i−1)G (T∞), then σ−1(K) ∈ Loc(i)G (A∞).
Taking the union over all these levels, one obtains the definition of the localizable
closure on G:
LocG(A
∞) =
⋃
i∈N
Loc
(i)
G (A
∞).
The classes LocG(A
∗) and LocG(Aω) are the restrictions of LocG(A∞) on languages
L ⊆ A∗ or L ⊆ Aω. That is
LocG(A
∗) = {L ⊆ A∗ | L ∈ LocG(A∞)} and
LocG(A
ω) = {L ⊆ Aω | L ∈ LocG(A∞)} .
Since every appliance of a closure property only increases the level by one, LocG is the
smallest family of languages such that
• every language L ⊆ A∞ recognized by G is in LocG(A∞),
• L,K ∈ LocG(A∞) implies L ∪K ∈ LocG(A∞) and
• for every c ∈ A and B = A \ {c} we have:
1. LocG(B
∞) ⊆ LocG(A∞).
2. If K ∈ LocG(A∗), K ⊆ A∗c, and L ∈ LocG(B∞), then KL ∈ LocG(A∞).
3. If K ∈ LocG(B∗) and L ∈ LocG(A∞), then KcL ∈ LocG(A∞).
4. Let T be a finite alphabet and g : B∗ → T be a function such that g−1(t) ∈
LocG(B
∗). Let further σ : (B∗c)∞ → T∞ be defined by σ(u1cu2c · · · ) =
g(u1)g(u2) · · · . If K ∈ LocG(T∞), then σ−1(K) ∈ LocG(A∞).
The definition using different levels is cleaner as property 4 uses LocG(T
∞) for an
arbitrary alphabet T and at this moment LocG(T
∞) is not yet defined.
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Remark 4.6. For every group G the language {1} ⊆ ∅∗ is recognized by G. In
particular, for every alphabet A we obtain {1} ∈ LocG(A∗). Closure property 3 yields
{w} ∈ LocG(A∗) for all w ∈ A∗. Since LocG(A∗) is closed under union, every finite
languages of finite words is in LocG(A
∗). 
The next lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 4.7. Let H  G, then LocH(A∞) ⊆ LocG(A∞).
Let us further define the localizable closure of H as the language class
LocH(A
∞) =
⋃
{LocG(A∞) | G ∈ H}.
The definition of the localizable closure of H is a generalization of the localizable
classes defined in [DK15b], in fact the smallest localizable class in the sense of [DK15b]
is LocI(A
∞).
Actually, the name of the localizable closure and the choice of the closure prop-
erties come in hindsight of the proof of Proposition 4.14, which uses the local di-
visor technique. The proof of Proposition 4.14 is an adaptation of techniques used
in [DK15a, DW16].
4.2.2 SD classes
We generalize the star-operation to prefix codes of bounded synchronization delay in
order to capture the group information. Let G be a finite group and K =
⋃
g∈GKg ⊆ A∗
be a disjoint union of a prefix code of bounded synchronization delay whereas all Kg
are regular. With such a union we associate the G-controlled star
{ug1 · · ·ugk ∈ K∗ | ugi ∈ Kgi ∧ g1 · · · gk = 1 ∈ G} .
The group-controlled star is a subset of the usual Kleene starK∗, as in addition the word
has to evaluate to the identity inG. More formally, one can consider the homomorphism
γ : K∗ → G which is induced by γ(u) = g for u ∈ Kg. This is well-defined since the
union K =
⋃
g∈GKg is disjoint. The group-controlled star is given by the equation
γ−1(1) = {ug1 · · ·ugk ∈ K∗ | ugi ∈ Kgi ∧ g1 · · · gk = 1 ∈ G} .
This can be lifted to infinite words as follows: Instead of evaluating the word itself to 1,
infinitely many prefixes must evaluate to 1. In other words, the G-controlled ω-power
is the ω-language
−−−−→
γ−1(1) = γ−1(1)ω.
Let C be a class of regular languages. We say that C is closed under G-controlled
star (G-controlled ω-power) if for every disjoint union K =
⋃
g∈GKg of a prefix code
of bounded synchronization delay with Kg ∈ C, the G-controlled star (G-controlled
ω-power) is in C too. Let H be a variety of groups. The class C is closed under
H-controlled star (H-controlled ω-power) if C is closed under G-controlled star (G-
controlled ω-power) for every group G ∈ H.
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By SDG(A
∞) we denote the smallest class of regular languages such that the empty
set ∅ and all singletons {a} for a ∈ A are contained in SDG(A∞), the class SDG(A∞) is
closed under finite union and concatenation product, that is, L,K ∈ SDG(A∞) implies
L∪K and (L∩A∗)·K are both in SDG(A∞), and SDG(A∞) is closed under G-controlled
star and G-controlled ω-power.
We also define
SDG(A
∗) = {L ⊆ A∗ | L ∈ SDG(A∞)} and
SDG(A
ω) = {L ⊆ Aω | L ∈ SDG(A∞)} .
Remark 4.8. Note that {1} ∈ SDG(A∞) since {1} is the G-controlled star of the prefix
code K = ∅. In particular, by closure under union and concatenation product, this
yields that every finite language of finite words is in SDG(A
∞). 
Choosing the prefix code K = A of synchronization delay 0 and an arbitrary ho-
momorphism γ : A∗ → G, we have γ−1(1) ∈ SDG(A∗) and γ−1(1)ω ∈ SDG(Aω). In
particular, all group languages over G are contained in SDG(A
∞).
Unlike the case of star-free sets, the definition of SDG(A
∞) does not use any com-
plementation. By induction: for L ⊆ A∞ we have L ∈ SDG(A∞) if and only if we can
write L = L1 ∪ L2 with L1 ∈ SDG(A∗) and L2 ∈ SDG(Aω). In the special case where
G = {1} is the trivial group, we simply write SD instead of SD{1}. In this case closure
under group-controlled star and group-controlled ω-power can be rephrased in simpler
terms as follows: if K ∈ SD(A∗) is a prefix code of bounded synchronization delay,
then K∗ ∈ SD(A∗) and Kω ∈ SD(Aω).
In [Sch74] Schu¨tzenberger showed (using a different notation) SDH(A
∗) ⊆ H(A∗),
but the converse only for H ⊆ Ab, see Proposition 4.17 for the first inclusion. Our aim
is to show H(A∞) ⊆ SDH(A∞) for all H, cf. Theorem 4.11. We begin with a technical
lemma.
Lemma 4.9. Let K ⊆ A+ be a prefix code of bounded synchronization delay and let
γ : K∗ → G be a homomorphism such that γ−1(g) ∩K ∈ SDG(A∗) for all g ∈ G, then
we have γ−1(g) ∈ SDG(A∗) for all g ∈ G.
Proof. For a word w = u1 · · ·uk ∈ K∗ we define P (w) = {γ(u1 · · ·ui) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} ⊆ G
to be the set of prefixes of w in G. By an induction on |P (w)| we construct languages
L(w) ∈ SDG(A∗) such that w ∈ L(w) ⊆ γ−1(γ(w)) and the number |{L(w) | w ∈ K∗}|
of such languages is finite. The base case |P (w)| = 0 implies g = 1. We may choose
L(w) = γ−1(1) and obtain γ−1(1) ∈ SDG(A∗) by definition. Hence, we may assume
|P (w)| ≥ 1. Let g1 = γ(u1) and choose i maximal such that g1 = γ(u1 · · ·ui). Then we
have u1 · · ·ui ∈ (K∩γ−1(g1))·γ−1(1). Note that P (w′) = g−11 ·{γ(u1 · · ·uj) | i < j ≤ k}
for w′ = ui+1 · · ·uk. By choice of i we have g1 /∈ {γ(u1 · · ·uj) | i < j ≤ k} and therefore
|P (w′)| = |{γ(u1 · · ·uj) | i < j ≤ k}| < |P (w)|. By induction there exists L(w′) and
we let L(w) = (K ∩ γ−1(g1)) · γ−1(1) · L(w′). It is straightforward to see that the
number of |{L(w) | w ∈ K∗}| of such languages is finite and bounded by ∑|G|i=0 |G|i.
The result follows because we can write γ−1(g) =
⋃ {L(w) | w ∈ γ−1(g)} and this is a
finite union.
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Lemma 4.10. SDH(A
∞) ⊆ SDG(A∞) holds for H  G.
Proof. Inductively, it suffices to prove that SDG(A
∞) is closed under H-controlled star
and closed under H-controlled ω-power. Let K =
⋃
h∈H Kh be a disjoint union of a
prefix code of bounded synchronization delay such that Kh ∈ SDG(A∞) for all h ∈ H
and γ : K∗ → H be the homomorphism of the free monoid K∗ to the group H such
that Kh = K ∩ γ−1(h) for all h ∈ H. We have to show γ−1(1), γ−1(1)ω ∈ SDG(A∞).
Without loss of generality we may assume that there exists a surjective homomorphism
pi : G → H. Let gh ∈ G be elements such that pi(gh) = h. Let ψ : K∗ → G
be the homomorphism such that ψ(u) = gγ(u) for u ∈ K. By definition it holds
γ = pi ◦ ψ which implies K ∩ ψ−1(gh) = K ∩ γ−1(h) ∈ SDG(A∞) and K ∩ ψ−1(g) = ∅
if g 6= gh for all h ∈ H. Thus, ψ−1(1), ψ−1(1)ω ∈ SDG(A∞) and by Lemma 4.9 we have
ψ−1(g) ∈ SDG(A∞) for all g ∈ G. Note that
γ−1(1) =
⋃
pi(g)=1
ψ−1(g) and
γ−1(1)ω =
⋃
pi(g)=1
ψ−1(g)ψ−1(1)ω
which proves that γ−1(1), γ−1(1)ω ∈ SDG(A∞).
We formulate our results on the language classes SDG(A
∞) to obtain finer statements,
however our main result then is formulated with the language class
SDH(A
∞) =
⋃
{SDG(A∞) | G ∈ H}.
Note that Lemma 4.10 implies that SDH(A
∞) is the smallest class of regular languages
such that ∅ ∈ SDH(A∞), {a} ∈ SDH(A∞) for all letters a ∈ A, SDH(A∞) is closed
under finite union and concatenation, that is, L,K ∈ SDH(A∞) implies L ∪ K and
(L ∩ A∗) · K are both in SDH(A∞), and SDH(A∞) is closed under H-controlled star
and H-controlled ω-power.
The main result in this chapter is the following equality between SDH, LocH and H.
Theorem 4.11. Let L ⊆ A∞ be a language and H a variety of finite groups. Then the
following properties are equivalent:
1. L ∈ LocH(A∞).
2. L ∈ SDH(A∞).
3. L ∈ H(A∞).
Since H(A∞) is closed under complementation and intersection, this yields the fol-
lowing corollary.
Corollary 4.12. LocH(A
∞) and SDH(A∞) are closed under complementation and in-
tersection for every variety H of finite groups.
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Let (FO + MODq)[<] be the fragment of first-order sentences which only use first-
order quantifiers, modular quantifiers of modulus q and the order predicate <. Then
the following corollary holds.
Corollary 4.13. (FO + MODq)[<](A
∞) = SDSolq(A
∞)
Proof. By [STT95] (for infinite words) and [Str94] (for infinite words), it holds (FO +
MODq)[<](A
∞) = GsolP(A∞) for P =
{
d ∈ N ∣∣ d | qd} the set of numbers dividing a
power of q. Theorem 4.11 implies the stated equality.
4.3 The inclusion H(A∞) ⊆ LocH(A∞)
We prove that if every subgroup of M is a divisor of G, then every language recognized
by M is contained in LocG(A
∞). This result is finer than just the inequality H(A∞) ⊆
LocH(A
∞). The proof works by induction on |M | and on the alphabet and decomposes
every ≈ϕ-class into several sets in LocG(A∞).
Proposition 4.14. Let L ⊆ A∞ be recognized by ϕ : A∗ → M and let G be a group
such that every subgroup of M is a divisor of G, then L ∈ LocG(A∞).
Proof. Let JwKϕ = {v ∈ A∞ | w ≈ϕ v} be the equivalence class of w. Since L is rec-
ognized by ϕ, it holds L = ∪w∈L JwKϕ. Our goal is to construct languages L(w) ∈
LocG(A
∞) such that
• w ∈ L(w) ⊆ JwKϕ and
• the number of such languages is bounded.
In particular, we want to saturate JwKϕ by sets in LocG(A∞). The construction of the
set L(w) is by induction on (|M | , |A|) with lexicographic order.
If w = 1, then we set L(w) = {1}. This concludes the induction base |A| = 0.
Let us consider the case that ϕ(A∗) is a group, that is, a divisor of G. Then L(w) =JwKϕ ∈ Locϕ(A∗)(A∞) ⊆ LocG(A∞) by Lemma 4.7. In particular, this case includes the
induction base |M | = 1.
In the following we assume that ϕ(A∗) is not a group and therefore there exists a
letter c ∈ A such that ϕ(c) is not a unit. Fix this letter c ∈ A and set B = A \ {c}.
If w ∈ B∞, the set L(w) exists by induction. Let w = uv with u ∈ B∗ and v ∈ cA∞.
By induction we obtain L(u) ∈ LocG(B∞) ⊆ LocG(A∞). Our goal is to construct a
language L(v) ∈ LocG(A∞). The construction of L(v) below yields that we can choose
L(v) = cK for some language K ∈ LocG(A∞). Thus, setting L(w) = L(u) · L(v), we
obtain L(w) = L(u) · L(v) ⊆ JuKϕ JvKϕ ⊆ JuvKϕ and L(w) ∈ LocG(A∞). From now on
it remains to construct L(w) in the case w ∈ cA∞. By the same argument as above,
we can further assume that either w is finite and ends with the letter c or there are
infinitely many occurrences of c in w, i.e., we may assume w ∈ c(B∗c)∞.
Consider the alphabet T = ϕ(B∗) = {ϕ(u) | u ∈ B∗}. Let Mc be the local divisor of
M at ϕ(c). Since Mc is a divisor of M , every subgroup of Mc is a divisor of G. Consider
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the homomorphism ψ : T ∗ → Mc given by ψ(ϕ(u)) = ϕ(cuc) and the substitution
σ : (B∗c)∞ → T∞ defined by σ(u1cu2c . . .) = ϕ(u1)ϕ(u2) · · · .
By induction on the monoid size, there exists a language L(σ(v)) ∈ LocG(T∞) for all
v ∈ (B∗c)∞. We define L(w) = cσ−1(L(σ(v))) for w = cv. It is clear that w ∈ L(w) ∈
LocG(A
∞) and therefore it remains to prove L(w) ⊆ JwKϕ. Note that cu ∈ L(w) implies
σ(u) ∈ L(σ(v)) and thus σ(u) ≈ψ σ(v). Since ≈ψ is the transitive closure of ∼ψ, we
show that σ(u) ∼ψ σ(v) implies cu ≈ϕ cv for all u, v ∈ (B∗c)∞. Note that
ψ(σ(u1cu2c . . . unc)) = ψ(ϕ(u1)ϕ(u2) · · ·ϕ(un))
= ϕ(cu1c) ◦ ϕ(cu2c) ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ(cunc)
= ϕ(cu1cu2c . . . cunc).
Therefore, if u, v ∈ (B∗c)∗, we have ϕ(cu) = ϕ(cv) and cu ≈ϕ cv. Thus, we may
assume u, v ∈ (B∗c)∞. Let σ(u) = σ(u1c)σ(u2c) · · · and σ(v) = σ(v1c)σ(v2c) · · · such
that ψ(σ(uic)) = ψ(σ(vic)). As observed above, this implies ϕ(cuic) = ϕ(cvic). Thus,
cu = (cu1c)u2(cu3c)u4(c · · ·
∼ϕ (cv1c)u2(cv3c)u4(c · · ·
= cv1(cu2c)v3(cu4c) · · ·
∼ϕ cv1(cv2c)v3(cv4c) · · ·
= cv,
which concludes the proof.
4.4 The inclusion LocG(A∞) ⊆ SDG(A∞)
Proposition 4.15. Let G be a finite group and L ∈ LocG(A∞), then L ∈ SDG(A∞).
Moreover, L can be written as finite union
L = L0 ∪
m⋃
i=1
Li · γ−1i (1)ω
for Li ∈ SDG(A∗) and γi : K∗i → G for prefix codes Ki ∈ SDG(A∗) of bounded syn-
chronization delay with γ−1i (g) ∩ Ki ∈ SDG(A∗) for all g ∈ G. All products in the
expressions Li are unambiguous.
Proof. We prove this inductively on the levels i in the definition of
LocG(A
∞) =
⋃
i∈N
Loc
(i)
G (A
∞).
For the induction base i = 0 consider a homomorphism ϕ : A∗ → G. Since every
language recognized by ϕ is a finite union of ≈ϕ-classes, it suffices to show that JwKϕ ∈
SDG(A
∞) for all w ∈ L.
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∞) ⊆ SDG(A∞)
The alphabet A is a prefix code of synchronization delay 0. The homomorphism ϕ
induces a disjoint union A = ∪g∈G(A ∩ ϕ−1(g)) and A ∩ ϕ−1(g) ∈ SDG(A∞) by Re-
mark 4.8. This shows ϕ−1(g) ∈ SDG(A∗) for all g ∈ G by Lemma 4.9 and Lemma 4.10.
Therefore, if w ∈ A∗, then JwKϕ = ϕ−1(ϕ(w)) ∈ SDG(A∞). For w ∈ Aω we have
w ∈ ϕ−1(g)ϕ−1(1)ω ∈ SDG(A∞) for some g ∈ G.2 Since ϕ−1(g)ϕ−1(1)ω ⊆ JwKϕ and
there are only |G| sets of this type, JwKϕ is a finite union of sets in SDG(A∞) and thusJwKϕ ∈ SDG(A∞).
Consider the case i > 0. By induction we obtain Loc
(i−1)
G (A
∞) ⊆ SDG(A∞) for all
alphabets A. Note that SDG(B
∞) ⊆ SDG(A∞) for B = A \ {c} and SDG(A∞) is
closed under union and concatenation product. Let g : B∗ → T be a function with
g−1(t) ∈ Loc(i−1)G (B∞) ⊆ SDG(B∞). Consider the mapping σ : (B∗c)∞ → T∞ given
by σ(u1cu2c · · · ) = g(u1)g(u2) · · · . It remains to show σ−1(K) ∈ SDG(A∞) for all
K ∈ Loc(i−1)G (T∞) ⊆ SDG(T∞). We show this inductively on the definition of SDG.
For K = ∅, we obtain σ−1(K) = ∅ ∈ SDG(A∞). Furthermore, σ−1(t) = g−1(t) ∈
SDG(A
∞). Let L,K ∈ SDG(T∞). The equation σ−1(L∪K) = σ−1(L)∪ σ−1(K) holds.
Let σ(v) = w1w2 for some v ∈ (B∗c)∗. Since B∗c is a prefix code, there exists a unique
factorization v = v1v2 with v1, v2 ∈ (B∗c)∗ such that σ(v1) = w1 and σ(v2) = w2. Thus,
we conclude σ−1(L ·K) = σ−1(L) · σ−1(K). Note that σ−1(L) · σ−1(K) is unambiguous
if L ·K is unambiguous.
Let K ∈ SDG(T∞) be a prefix code of synchronization delay d. We first show that
σ−1(K) is a prefix code of bounded synchronization delay. Let u, uv ∈ σ−1(K), then
σ(u), σ(uv) = σ(u)σ(v) ∈ K and therefore σ(v) = 1. This implies v = 1 and σ−1(K) is a
prefix code. We prove that σ−1(K) has synchronization delay d+1. The incrementation
of the synchronization delay by one comes from the fact that B∗c is not a suffix code,
and we need another word in B∗c to act as a left marker. Consider uvw ∈ σ−1(K)∗
with v ∈ σ−1(K)d+1 and factorize v = v1cv2 with v2 ∈ σ−1(K)d = σ−1(Kd). Then
σ(uvw) = σ(uv1c)σ(v2)σ(w), and by σ(v2) ∈ Kd this implies σ(uv) = σ(uv1c)σ(v2) ∈
K∗. Thus, uv ∈ σ−1(K)∗.
Let γ : K∗ → G be some homomorphism and Kg = K ∩ γ−1(g) ∈ SDG(T∞) for
all g ∈ G. Inductively, σ−1(Kg) ∈ SDG(A∞) and σ−1(K) =
⋃
σ−1(Kg). Let γ′ :
σ−1(K)∗ → G be induced by γ′(u) = γ(σ(u)). By definition of SDG(A∞) we obtain
γ′−1(1) ∈ SDG(A∞). However, u1 · · ·un ∈ σ−1(γ−1(1)) if and only if γ(σ(u1 · · ·un)) = 1.
Furthermore, note that
γ(σ(u1 · · ·un)) = γ(σ(u1)) · · · γ(σ(un))
= γ′(u1) · · · γ′(un)
= γ′(u1 · · ·un).
Thus, we obtain
σ−1(γ−1(1)) = γ′−1(1) ∈ SDG(A∞) and
σ−1(γ−1(1)ω) = γ′−1(1)ω ∈ SDG(A∞).
2Note that the product ϕ−1(g)ϕ−1(1)ω is not unambiguous. This is the reason that the unambiguity
is only stated for the languages Li.
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This concludes the proof of Loc
(i)
G (A
∞) ⊆ SDG(A∞).
Remark 4.16. Let C(A∗) be the least Boolean algebra closed under marked product
and under star operation restricted to languages of the form Kn, where n > 0 has
only prime factors in P and K ∈ C(A∗) is a prefix code of bounded synchronization
delay. Using the proof scheme of Proposition 4.15 we prove that LocG(A
∗) ⊆ C(A∗) for
a group G ∈ AbP; the difficult part of Theorem 4.4.
For the induction base we consider group languages recognized by a group G ∈ AbP.
By Lemma 2.8 the languages recognized by G are Boolean combinations of languages
of the form {w ∈ A∗ | |w|a ≡ i mod n} for n ∈ P . Note that K = B∗a for B = A \ {a}
is a prefix code of synchronization delay 1. Thus, (Kn)∗ ∈ C(A∗) which implies
{w ∈ A∗ | |w|a ≡ i mod n} = (Kn)∗ ·Ki ∈ C(A∗).
For the inductive step, we show σ−1(L) ∈ C(A∗) for L ∈ Loc(i−1)G (T ∗) ⊆ C(T ∗). The
only case not yet covered in the proof of Proposition 4.15 is (Kn)∗ ∈ C(T ∗) for a prefix
code K ∈ C(T ∗) of bounded synchronization delay. Again, σ−1(K) ∈ C(A∗) is a prefix
code of bounded synchronization delay and
σ−1((Kn)∗) = (σ−1(K)n)∗ ∈ C(A∗). 
4.5 Closure properties of SDH
Proposition 4.17 ([Sch74]). Let G be a finite group and the disjoint union K =⋃
g∈GKg ⊆ A+ be a prefix code of bounded synchronization delay for regular lan-
guages Kg. Then the subgroups in the syntactic monoid of the G-controlled star are
either divisors of G or of the direct product
∏
g∈G Synt(Kg).
The statement has been proved by Schu¨tzenberger, however the presentation of his
proof was very short. Therefore, we give a detailed proof following the proof of [Sch74]
loosely.
Proof. Let γ : K∗ → G be the homomorphism from the free submonoid K∗ to the
group G such that γ−1(g) ∩K = Kg for all g ∈ G.
Without restriction we may assume K 6= ∅ and we let d be the synchronization
delay of K. For g ∈ G let Qg be the state set of the minimal automaton for Kg and
qg the corresponding initial state. Let Q =
∏
g∈GQg be the direct product of sets
Qg with initial state q0 =
∏ {qg | g ∈ G}. The product automaton allows to assign
to each language Kg a subset Fg ⊆ Q such that the deterministic finite automaton
(Q,A, · , q0, Fg) accepts Kg. Since Kg∩Kh = ∅ for g 6= h we have Fg∩Fh = ∅ for g 6= h.
Since Synt(Kg) acts on Qg, it is clear that
∏
g∈G Synt(Kg) acts on Q.
By F we denote the union
⋃ {Fg | g ∈ G}. The set of states {p ∈ Q | p · A∗ ∩ F = ∅},
which cannot reach a final state, can be merged into a single sink state ⊥. Since K
is a prefix code, there is no word u ∈ A+ such that p · u ∈ F for any p ∈ F . Thus,
p · u = ⊥ for every p ∈ F and u ∈ A+. Moreover, without restriction we may assume
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that every state is reachable from the initial state q0 and by slight abuse of language,
the new state space is still called Q.
Let S = TM(Q) = {σu | u ∈ A∗} with σu : Q→ Q, p 7→ p·u be the transition monoid
of Q. The monoid S becomes a divisor of
∏
g∈G Synt(Kg). It is therefore enough to
show that every subgroup in the syntactic monoid Synt(γ−1(1)) is either a divisor of
G or a divisor of S. For later use we denote by σ : A∗ → S the homomorphism which
maps u to σu.
Next, consider the product set Q˜ = G× (Q \ F ). We view Q˜ as a state space of an
automaton accepting γ−1(1) as follows:
(g, q) · a =
{
(g, q · a) if q · a ∈ Q \ F
(gh, q1) if q · a ∈ Fh
Note that the transition function is well-defined since, as mentioned above, Fg∩Fh = ∅
for g 6= h. Again, this yields a homomorphism µ : A∗ →M into the transition monoid
M = TM(Q˜) of Q˜. Moreover, letting (1, q1) ∈ Q˜ be the only initial and final state,
the resulting deterministic finite automaton (Q˜, A, ·, (1, q1), {(1, q1)}) accepts γ−1(1) as
a subset of A∗. To see this observe that every word u ∈ γ−1(1) belongs to K∗ ⊆ A∗.
Moreover, u admits a unique factorization u = u1 · · ·uk such that for all i we have
q0 · ui ∈ Fgi for gi = γ(ui) and 1 = g1 · · · gk. Since the automaton accepts γ−1(1), it is
enough to show that every subgroup of M is either a subgroup of G or a divisor of S.
Let H be a subgroup of M . Then H contains a unique idempotent e ∈ M which is
the neutral element in H. In particular, H = eHe. Let H = µ−1(H). It is a nonempty
subsemigroup of A∗. The group H does not act as a group on Q˜, because there might
be states (g, p) such that (g, p) 6= (g, p) · e. However, it acts faithfully on Q˜e = Q˜ · e.
Indeed, if h 6= h′ in H, then there are states (g, p) · h 6= (g, p) · h′. Since h = ehe and
h′ = eh′e, we have (g, p) · e ∈ Q˜e, (g, p) · eh 6= (g, p) · eh′, and (g, p) · eh, (g, p) · eh′ ∈ Q˜e.
We distinguish two cases.
Case 1. There is a state (g, p) ∈ Q˜e such that there is a word uv ∈ H where p ·u ∈ F .
For w = (uv)|H| we have µ(w) = e and w factorizes as w = uw′x such that w′ ∈ K∗
and q0 · x = p. It follows xu ∈ K. Letting y = wuw′ we have yx = w2 ∈ H with
µ(yx) = e and hence, (g, q0) · x = (g, p) implies (g, p) · y = (g, q0).
The element µ(xy) is idempotent in M . Indeed, calculating in M we have:
(xy)2 = xwuw′ · xwuw′ = xw3uw′ = xwuw′ = xy.
The subsemigroup H ′ = xHy contains the idempotent xy and f 7→ xfy defines a
homomorphism of H onto the group H ′ and its inverse is given by xfy 7→ yxfyx = f .
As H and H ′ are isomorphic, we start all over with the idempotent e′ = µ(xy), the
group H ′, and its inverse image H′ instead of e,H,H.
In order to simplify the notation we rename e′, H ′,H′ as e,H,H. The difference
is that, now, we have (g, q0) · e = (g, q0) and µ(xy) = e with xy ∈ K+. Consider
(g, q) ∈ Q˜e such that q 6= ⊥ and hence, q is not the sink state of Q. Then there exist
words u, v ∈ A∗ such that q0·u = q and q·v ∈ F . Since (g, q) = (g, q0)·u ∈ Q˜e, we obtain
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(g, q0) ·u(xy)dv = (g, q) · v = (g′, q0) for some g′ ∈ G. Consequently, u(xy)dv ∈ K∗ and,
by synchronization delay, we obtain u(xy)d ∈ K∗. In particular, (g, q0)·u(xy)d = (g, q0).
Thus, (g, q) = (g, q) · (xy)d = (g, q0)u(xy)d = (g, q0) and therefore, q = q0. Thus,
Q˜e ⊆ {(g, q0) | g ∈ G} ∪ {(g,⊥) | g ∈ G} .
This implies H ⊆ K∗ by the definition of the automaton. (The group H acts trivially
on {(g,⊥) | g ∈ G} and this part is irrelevant in the following.)
Consider the mapping pi : H → G given by pi(µ(u)) = γ(u) for u ∈ H. This mapping
is well-defined, since (g, q0) · µ(u) = (g · γ(u), q0) for some (g, q0) ∈ Q˜e. Thus, the
homomorphism γ : H → G factorizes as follows:
γ : H µ−→ H pi−→ G.
Let us show that the homomorphism pi is injective. We know that H acts faithfully
on Q˜e. Hence, for h 6= 1 there is some (g, q) ∈ Q˜e such that (g, q) · h 6= (g, q). Since H
acts trivially on (g,⊥), we must have q = q0 and
(gpi(h), q0) = (g, q0) · h 6= (g, q0).
This shows, as desired, pi(h) 6= 1 and H is a subgroup of G.
Case 2. For every state (g, p) ∈ Q˜e and every uv ∈ H we have p · u /∈ F .
Thus, for all (g, p) ∈ Q˜e and all u ∈ H we have
(g, p) · µ(u) = (g, p · u) = (g, p · σ(u)).
This means that H acts faithfully on the set
Q′ =
{
p ∈ Q
∣∣∣ (g, p) ∈ Q˜e} .
Let S ′ denote the submonoid S ′ = {s ∈ S | Q′ · s ⊆ Q′}, then σ(H) ⊆ S ′ and H be-
comes a quotient of S ′ and therefore, a divisor of S. This concludes the proof.
We will prove the same result for γ−1(1)ω, relying on Proposition 4.17 as a black box
result. The concept used for transferring the properties to infinite words are Birget-
Rhodes expansions [BR84, BR89]. The Birget-Rhodes expansion of a monoid M is the
monoid
Exp(M) = {(X,m) | 1,m ∈ X ⊆M} .
The multiplication on Exp(M) is given as a semi-direct product:
(X,m) · (Y, n) = (X ∪m · Y,m · n).
Note that M is isomorphic to the submonoid {(M,m) | m ∈M} of Exp(M), that is, M
is a divisor of Exp(M). Moreover, the following lemma shows that the Birget-Rhodes
expansion has the same groups as M .
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Lemma 4.18. Every group contained in Exp(M) is isomorphic to some group in M .
Proof. Let G ⊆ Exp(M) be a group contained in Exp(M) and let (X, e) ∈ G be the iden-
tity in G. For every element (Y,m) ∈ G we have (X, e)(Y,m) = (X ∪ eY, em) = (Y,m)
and thus X ⊆ Y . Furthermore, by Lagrange’s theorem (Y,m)|G| = (Y ∪ . . . ,m|G|) =
(X, e) and we conclude X = Y . Thus, G ⊆ {(X,m) | m ∈M} and (X,m) 7→ m is an
injective embedding of G in M .
The idea behind the Birget-Rhodes expansion is that it stores the seen prefixes in a
set.
Lemma 4.19. Let ϕ : A∗ → M be a homomorphism and ψ : A∗ → Exp(M) be the
homomorphism given by ψ(a) = ({1, ϕ(a)} , ϕ(a)). Let u ∈ A∗ and ψ(u) = (X,ϕ(u)).
For every m ∈ X there exists a prefix v of u such that ϕ(v) = m.
Proof. The statement is true if u is the empty word. Thus, consider u = va for some
letter a ∈ A. Let ψ(v) = (Y, ϕ(v)), then
ψ(u) = ψ(v) · ({1, ϕ(a)} , ϕ(a)) = (Y ∪ {ϕ(v), ϕ(v)ϕ(a)} , ϕ(u)).
Inductively, we obtain prefixes of v, and therefore prefixes of u, for all elements of Y .
The only (potentially) new element in X is ϕ(u). This proves the claim.
Proposition 4.20. Let L ⊆ A∗ be some regular language and ϕ : A∗ → M be a
homomorphism which recognizes L, then
−→
L is recognized by Exp(M).
Proof. Let ψ : A∗ → Exp(M) be the homomorphism given by ψ(a) = ({1, ϕ(a)} , ϕ(a)).
Let u ∈ −→L and u ∼ψ v. We show that v ∈ −→L . Let u = u1u2 · · · and v = v1v2 · · ·
be factorizations such that ψ(ui) = ψ(vi). Since u ∈ −→L , infinitely many prefixes
of u are in L. Thus, by merging some ui’s, we may assume that for every i there
exists a decomposition ui = u
′
iu
′′
i such that u1 · · ·ui−1u′i ∈ L. By ψ(ui) = ψ(vi) and
Lemma 4.19, there exists a decomposition vi = v
′
iv
′′
i such that ϕ(u
′
i) = ϕ(v
′
i). Thus,
u1 · · ·ui−1u′i ∼ϕ v1 · · · vi−1v′i and therefore v1 · · · vi−1v′i ∈ L. This implies v ∈
−→
L .
Proposition 4.21. If L ∈ SDG(A∞), then all subgroups in Synt(L) are a divisor of a
direct product of copies of G.
Proof. We will prove this inductively on the definition of SDG(A
∞). The cases ∅ ∈
SDG(A
∞) and {a} ∈ SDG(A∞) for all letters a ∈ A are straightforward, as they are
recognized by aperiodic monoids. Let L,K be languages, such that their syntactic
monoids contain only groups which are divisors of a direct product of G. The language
L ∪ K is recognized by the direct product of their syntactic monoids which implies
the statement. Let M be a monoid which recognizes both L and K. As the direct
product of the syntactic monoids of L and K satisfies this, we may assume that M
contains only groups which are divisors of a direct product of G. By Proposition 2.10,
the Schu¨tzenberger product of M recognizes (L ∩A∗) ·K and by Proposition 2.11 the
Schu¨tzenberger product of M contains only groups which are also contained in M . Let
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K ⊆ A+ be a prefix code of bounded synchronization delay and γ : K∗ → G be a
homomorphism such that for all g ∈ G the code Kg = K ∩ γ−1(g) is in SDG(A∗). By
induction we may assume that every subgroup of Synt(K∩γ−1(g)) is a divisor of a direct
product of copies of G. Proposition 4.17 implies that every subgroup of Synt(γ−1(1))
is a divisor of a direct product of copies of G. This concludes the case of closure under
G-controlled star. For G-controlled ω-powers note that γ−1(1)ω =
−−−−→
γ−1(1) and therefore
Proposition 4.20 and Lemma 4.18 imply that every subgroup of Synt(γ−1(1)ω) is a
divisor of a direct product of copies of G.
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Chapter 5
Church-Rosser congruential languages
In this chapter we study the class of Church-Rosser congruential languages . A language
L is Church-Rosser congruential if there exists a Church-Rosser system S such that L is
a finite union of equivalence classes [u]S. We write CRCL for the class of Church-Rosser
congruential languages. Let ϕ : A∗ → M be a homomorphism and S ⊆ A∗ × A∗ be a
semi-Thue system. We say that ϕ factorizes through S if for all u =⇒
S
v it holds ϕ(u) =
ϕ(v), that is, equivalence classes of S map to the same element in M . We also say that
S is ϕ-invariant if ϕ factorizes through S. This notion is algebraically motivated. Let S
be a semi-Thue system such that ϕ factorizes through S, then ψ : A∗/S → ϕ(A∗) given
by ψ([u]S) = ϕ(u) is a well-defined homomorphism. Let piS : A
∗ → A∗/S be the natural
projection and L be some language which is recognized by ϕ and piL be the syntactic
homomorphism of L. Then we obtain the situation in Figure 5.1. Since ϕ factorizes
through S if and only if ϕ : A∗ → ϕ(A∗) factorizes through S, we may assume that
ϕ is surjective. If further S is a Church-Rosser system, we call A∗/S a Church-Rosser
representation of ϕ (or M). We are especially interested in the case that S has finite
index. We call a language strongly Church-Rosser congruential if there exists a Church-
Rosser system S of finite index such that L is a (finite) union of equivalence classes [u]S.
In other words, a language is strongly Church-Rosser congruential if it is recognized by
the natural homomorphism piS : A
∗ → A∗/S for a Church-Rosser representation A∗/S
of finite index. In particular, every language recognized by the syntactic monoid of a
strongly Church-Rosser congruential language is strongly Church-Rosser congruential.
The class of strongly Church-Rosser congruential languages is denoted by sCRCL,
see [NW02, Nie02] for the original definition. Since the index of S is finite and piS
A∗ ϕ(A∗) M
A∗/S
Synt(L)
ϕ
piS ψ
piL
Figure 5.1: Algebraic situation of ϕ factorizes through S [DKRW15]
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recognizes L, we obtain sCRCL ⊆ REG. In this chapter we will prove the converse,
that is, sCRCL = REG. This result, especially Sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.6, is taken
from [DKRW15]. The rest of this chapter is not published yet. In Subsection 5.5.1 it is
shown that every language in Ab is a union of equivalence classes of a Parikh-reducing
Church-Rosser system S of finite index. Using the machinery of Theorem 5.31, this
yields the same result for Ab. Furthermore, the construction yields a system S such
that the groups in the Church-Rosser representation A∗/S of M already appear in M or
are cyclic. In Subsection 5.5.2 we construct a Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser system S
of finite index for every homomorphism ϕ : {a, b}∗ → G for G a group. In Section 5.7
we study the size of a Church-Rosser representation A∗/S for a monoid M in relation
to the size of M .
5.1 Previous Work
The study of Church-Rosser congruential languages was initiated by Narendran in his
PhD thesis [Nar84]. This lead to the Journal of the ACM publication [MNO88] to-
gether with McNaughton and Otto. In this paper they also introduced the class of
Church-Rosser languages CRL. The class of Church-Rosser languages is more gen-
eral than CRCL, in particular every deterministic context-free language is in CRL
[MNO88]. More precisely, CRL is the class of deterministic growing context-sensitive
languages [NO05]. The class of Church-Rosser languages is well-understood, see e.g.
[BO98, Nar84, Woi01, Woi03]. The progress on Church-Rosser congruential languages
was much slower. The main question raised by [MNO88] is whether all regular lan-
guages are Church-Rosser congruential. The first partial result on this is on regular
languages of polynomial density. Let L ⊆ A∗ be a language, then ρL(n) =
∣∣A≤n ∩ L∣∣ is
the density function of L. We say that L has polynomial density if ρL(n) ∈ O(nk) for
some k ∈ N.
Theorem 5.1 ([Nie00]). Every regular language of polynomial density is Church-Rosser
congruential.
A language L ⊆ A∗ is piecewise testable1 if it is a Boolean combination of languages
of the form A∗a1A∗ · · · anA∗ for a1, . . . , an ∈ A.
Theorem 5.2 ([NW02]). The following results hold:
• Every piecewise testable language is in sCRCL.
• For every finite alphabet A the language (A2)∗ is in sCRCL.
An overview of these two results can be found in the doctoral thesis of Niemann
[Nie02]. The languages (A2)∗ are group languages for Z/2Z, that is, they are a preimage
of the homomorphism ϕ : A∗ → Z/2Z given by ϕ(a) = 1 for all a ∈ A. In 2003 a more
advanced result was announced by Reinhardt and The´rien.
1This is exactly level 1 of the Straubing-The´rien hierarchy, which exhausts the aperiodic lan-
guages [CB71].
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Theorem 5.3 ([RT03]). All group languages are strongly Church-Rosser congruential.
Unfortunately, this result was never published as a refereed paper and the presenta-
tion had some flaws. Having this result at the back of their mind, Diekert, Kufleitner
and Weil studied group-free languages.
Theorem 5.4 ([DKW12]). All aperiodic languages are strongly Church-Rosser congru-
ential.
The main two ingredients in the proof that all aperiodic languages are in sCRCL
are the use of local divisors and the fact that they showed a stronger statement: all
aperiodic languages can be saturated by a subword-reducing Church-Rosser system of
finite index.
5.2 Examples and easy cases
In this section we consider some special cases for which the construction of a Church-
Rosser representation is easy. In particular, we will see that the case of simple groups
is surprisingly easy to solve.
Example 5.5. Consider the following two languages L1 = {anbn | n ≥ 1} and L2 =
a(ba)∗ over the two-letter alphabet A = {a, b}. The language L1 is non-regular but
deterministic context-free whereas L2 is regular. The first language L1 is Church-
Rosser congruential. The corresponding system is S1 = {a2b2 → ab}; and we have
L1 = [ab]S1 .
The complement of L1 is not Church-Rosser congruential. Indeed assume that S
′ is
a Church-Rosser system such that we can write A∗ \L1 as a finite union of congruence
classes. Then some congruence class must contain words akb and amb with k > m ≥ 1.
But then akbm and ambm share the same class, too. This is impossible since akbm /∈ L1
and ambm ∈ L1.
Consider L2 = a(ba)
∗. It is Church-Rosser congruential due to the system S2 =
{aba→ a}. With respect to S2 all words an are irreducible. In particular, the monoid
A∗/S2 is infinite. Hence, S2 has infinite index. An explicit Church-Rosser system T for
L2 of finite index has been constructed in [DKW12]. It is given by
T = { bbb→ bb, bba→ bb, abb→ bb, bab→ b,
aaa→ bb, aab→ bb, baa→ bb, aba→ a}.
The monoid {a, b}∗/T has seven elements: [1]T , L2 = [a]T , [b]T , [ab]T , [ba]T , [aa]T , and
[bb]T . It is not the smallest monoid recognizing L2, because aa and bb behave as a
“zero” and could be identified. The smallest monoid recognizing L2 is its syntactic
monoid and has 6 elements. 
Let us next consider the situation for a unary alphabet A = {a}. Let ϕ : A∗ → M
be a surjective homomorphism onto a finite monoid M . Since ϕ is surjective and
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|A| = 1, the monoid M is generated by ϕ(a). By finiteness of M , we obtain M =
{1, ϕ(a), . . . , ϕ(a)i−1} for some i ∈ N and there exists some 0 ≤ j < i such that ϕ(a)i =
ϕ(a)j. The system S = {ai → aj} is confluent and subword-reducing. Obviously,
S factorizes through ϕ, and even stronger, A∗/S ' M and the natural projection
pi : A∗ → A∗/S is essentially the homomorphism ϕ. Thus, the case for a unary alphabet
is easy to solve. We will reuse this case as the base case for induction later.
For the rest of the section we study Church-Rosser representation of groups. We
consider the case that for a weighted alphabet (A, ‖·‖) and a homomorphism ϕ : A∗ →
M there exist words vm ∈ A∗ for m ∈ M such that ϕ(vm) = m and ‖vm‖ = ‖vm′‖ for
all m,m′ ∈M . Then one can consider the rules w → vϕ(w) for all words w which have
greater weight than vm. However, this are infinitely many rules and therefore one has
to cut down the number of rules to a finite number. Since ϕ is a homomorphism, one
can restrict the words w to those of length at most ‖vm‖+ max {‖a‖ | a ∈ A}. This is
a generalization of the proof technique used by [NW02] in order to prove Theorem 5.2.2
One possible way to obtain such normal forms vm is the padding technique which is
used in the next proposition. This proposition has been observed in [DKRW15] for
finite groups, but also holds for finite monoids.
Proposition 5.6. Let (A, ‖·‖) be a weighted alphabet and ϕ : A∗ → M be a surjective
homomorphism onto a finite monoid M . If
gcd {‖w‖ | ϕ(w) = 1} = gcd {‖a‖ | a ∈ A} ,
then there exists a weighted Church-Rosser system S of finite index which factorizes
through ϕ. Moreover, every group contained in A∗/S is contained in M too.
Proof. Let gcd {‖w‖ | ϕ(w) = 1} = gcd {‖a‖ | a ∈ A} = q for some q ∈ N. By Be´zout’s
lemma, there exist words u, v ∈ A∗ such that ϕ(u) = ϕ(v) = 1 and ‖u‖ − ‖v‖ = q.
Let vm ∈ A∗ for m ∈ M be words such that ϕ(vm) = m. By padding the words vm of
smallest weight by u and every other word vm′ of larger weight by v, we obtain after
finitely many steps a set of words vm such that ϕ(vm) = m and their weights ‖vm‖ are
the same for all m ∈M . Let d = ‖vm‖ be the common weight of all vm. Consider the
semi-Thue system
S =
{
w → vϕ(w)
∣∣ d < ‖w‖ ≤ d+ max {‖a‖ | a ∈ A}} .
By definition of the rules, the system S is weight-reducing. We show inductively that
w
∗
=⇒
S
vϕ(w) for all words with ‖w‖ > d. This is true by definition if ‖w‖ ≤ d +
max {‖a‖ | a ∈ A}. If ‖w‖ > d + max {‖a‖ | a ∈ A}, then there exists a factorization
w = w′w′′ such that d < ‖w′‖ ≤ d + max {‖a‖ | a ∈ A}. Then w =⇒
S
vϕ(w′)w
′′ and
inductively vϕ(w′)w
′′ ∗=⇒
S
vϕ(w′)ϕ(w′′) = vϕ(w). Note that u =⇒
S
v implies ϕ(u) = ϕ(v).
Consider v1 ⇐=
S
u =⇒
S
v2 for some u, v1, v2 ∈ A∗. For i ∈ {1, 2} either ‖vi‖ = d and
2In fact, according to the acknowledgments of [NW02], this technique was suggested by Klaus Rein-
hardt.
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vi = vϕ(u), or vi
∗
=⇒
S
vϕ(u) by the proof above. Thus, the system S is locally confluent
which implies confluence by Lemma 2.16. Since every irreducible word has weight at
most d, the index of S is finite.
Let G ⊆ A∗/S be a non-trivial group. Since every word w of weight at least d reduces
to vϕ(w), the elements of G must be contained in {vm | m ∈M}. However, this set is
isomorphic to M and thus G is a group in M .
We apply Proposition 5.6 in the case of simple non-abelian groups. A simple group
is a group G such that for every surjective homomorphism ϕ : G → H onto another
group H either H ' {1} or H ' G, that is, G has no nontrivial quotients. However
the result is actually more general. It holds not only for all simple non-abelian groups,
but for all groups which have no abelian group as a quotient.
Corollary 5.7. Let (A, ‖·‖) be a weighted alphabet and ϕ : A∗ → G be a surjective
homomorphism into a group G which has no nontrivial abelian quotient groups. Then
there exists a weighted Church-Rosser system S which factorizes through ϕ.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that gcd {‖a‖ | a ∈ A} = 1 (else
divide the weight by gcd {‖a‖ | a ∈ A}). If gcd {‖w‖ | ϕ(w) = 1} > 1, there exists
a prime number p which divides gcd {‖w‖ | ϕ(w) = 1}. Consider the homomorphism
ψ : A∗ → Z/pZ given by ψ(w) = ‖w‖ mod p. If ϕ(u) = ϕ(v), then there exists a word
w ∈ A∗ such that ϕ(uw) = ϕ(vw) = 1. Thus, ‖uw‖ ≡ ‖vw‖ ≡ 0 mod p and we conclude
ψ(u) = ψ(v). Therefore, it holds kerϕ ⊆ kerψ and by Theorem 2.1 there exists a
homomorphism pi : G→ Z/pZ such that ψ = pi ◦ ϕ. Since G has no nontrivial abelian
quotients and Z/pZ has no nontrivial subgroups, we conclude kerpi = G and thus ‖w‖ ≡
0 mod p for all w ∈ A∗. This is a contradiction to gcd {‖a‖ | a ∈ A} = 1. Thus, we
obtain gcd {‖a‖ | a ∈ A} = gcd {‖w‖ | ϕ(w) = 1} and can apply Proposition 5.6.
Note that there are cases in which Proposition 5.6 can be applied for groups which
have nontrivial abelian quotients. For example consider the representation ϕ : A∗ → Sn
given by a 7→ (1, 2), b 7→ (1, 2, . . . , n) of the symmetric group Sn where the weight
is length. If n is not even, we have gcd(|a2| , |bn|) = 1 and there exists a length-
reducing Church-Rosser system S of finite index which factorizes through ϕ by Propo-
sition 5.6. However, not every presentation of Sn satisfies the properties of Proposi-
tion 5.6. Consider for example the representation ϕ of Sn given by all transpositions,
then gcd {|w| | ϕ(w) = 1} = 2. In particular, since the signum is a homomorphism
onto a cyclic group of order two, one cannot apply Corollary 5.7 on Sn.
Let us consider briefly consider the case of cyclic groups. Cyclic groups are a class
of main groups which cannot satisfy Proposition 5.6. The case of the cyclic group of
order 2 was solved by Niemann and Waldmann by using extensive computer search,
see [NW02]. However, it is already much harder to find a Church-Rosser system for
the homomorphism ϕ : {a, b, c}∗ → Z/3Z where ϕ(a) = ϕ(b) = ϕ(c) = 1 mod 3. Re-
stricting ϕ to the submonoid {a, b}∗ makes the situation simpler.3 Still it is surprisingly
3A solution for this example was announced in [MNO88], but apparently their system was never
published.
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complicated. A possible Church-Rosser system S ⊆ {a, b}∗×{a, b}∗ of finite index such
that the restriction of ϕ factorizes through S is given by:
S =
{
aaa→ 1, baab→ b, (ba)3b→ b, bb u bb→ b|u|+1 ∣∣ 1 ≤ |u| ≤ 3} .
There are 273 irreducible elements and the longest irreducible word has length 16. Note
that the last set of rules has bb as a prefix and as a suffix on both sides of every rule.
The idea of preserving end markers such as ω = bb in the above example is essential
for the solution of the general group case, too.
5.3 Preparations
In this section we prepare some tools which will be necessary in the proof of Theo-
rem 5.14 and Theorem 5.24. In particular, we study an important inductive construc-
tion on the alphabet which is also used in Theorem 5.31. Whenever necessary, we
stated the lemmas more general than in [DKRW15] in order to prove the statement
about the groups in the Church-Rosser representation constructed in Theorem 5.14 or
to reuse them for the proof of Theorem 5.24.
5.3.1 An Inductive Construction
The following lemma is used for an inductive construction of Church-Rosser systems.
The main idea is to distinguish a letter c ∈ A and use an inductive system for all words
which do not contain the letter c. This system gets then glued back by using some
system on a new alphabet consisting of the irreducible words in (A \ {c})∗ followed by
an end marker c. This idea has been used in [DKW12, DKRW12, DKRW15]. Further,
this construction yields a Rees extension monoid, as observed in [DKW12].
Lemma 5.8. Let A be an alphabet of size at least two, ϕ : A∗ →M be a homomorphism
and B = A \ {c} for some c ∈ A. Assume that R ⊆ B∗ × B∗ is a Parikh-reducing
(subword-reducing, weight-reducing) Church-Rosser system of finite index which is ϕ-
invariant. Let K = IRRR(B
∗)c be a new alphabet and T ⊆ K∗ × K∗ be a Parikh-
reducing (subword-reducing, weight-reducing for the induced weights) Church-Rosser
system of finite index such that
T ′ := {c`→ cr | `→ r ∈ T} ⊆ A∗ × A∗
is ϕ-invariant. Then
a) S = R ∪ T ′ ⊆ A∗ × A∗ is a ϕ-invariant Parikh-reducing (subword-reducing, weight-
reducing) Church-Rosser system of finite index,
b) A∗/S is isomorphic to the Rees extension monoid Rees(B∗/R,K∗/T, ρ) with ρ :
B∗/R→ K∗/T given by ρ([u]R) = [uˆc]T where u ∗=⇒
R
uˆ and uˆ ∈ IRRR(B∗).
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Proof. a) The system T ′ is Parikh-reducing (resp. subword-reducing, weight-reducing),
as the additional c on the left side does not change those properties. Since both R and
T ′ are Parikh-reducing (resp. subword-reducing, weight-reducing) and ϕ-invariant,
we have that S is Parikh-reducing (resp. subword-reducing, weight-reducing) and ϕ-
invariant.
We show that S is confluent. Since S is terminating, it suffices to show that S
is locally confluent by Lemma 2.16. Note that R is locally confluent. Since K =
IRRR(B
∗)c, every left side of a rule in T ′ starts and ends with a c and thus there is no
overlap critical pair between two rules in R and T ′. Obviously, there can be no factor
critical pairs. Thus, it remains to show that T ′ is locally confluent. We already know
that T is confluent. Let u, v ∈ K∗ be words. We first show that cu =⇒
S
cv if and only
if u =⇒
T
v. By the definition of K and the system T ′, one can see that cu =⇒
S
cv if and
only if cu =⇒
T ′
cv. We have cu =⇒
T ′
cv if and only if cu = cu1`u2 and cv = cu1ru2 such
that cu1 ∈ K∗ and (c`, cr) ∈ T ′. This holds if and only if u = u1`u2 and v = u1ru2 for
some u1, u2 ∈ K∗ and (`, r) ∈ T which holds if and only if u =⇒
T
v. Since T is confluent
and terminating, for every u ∈ K∗ there exists a unique word uˆ ∈ IRRT (K∗) such that
u
∗
=⇒
T
uˆ. By the above, cu
∗
=⇒
S
cuˆ and cuˆ ∈ IRRS(A∗) is unique with this property. We
conclude that every critical pair in T ′ must resolve. Therefore, S is a Church-Rosser
system. Note that
IRRS(A
∗) = {u0cu1 · · · cuk | u1c · · ·uk−1c ∈ IRRT (K∗), ui ∈ IRRR(B∗)} .
In particular, since IRRT (K
∗) and IRRR(B∗) are finite, we conclude that IRRS(A∗) is
finite, that is, S has finite index.
b) Consider the homomorphism ψ : A∗ → Rees(B∗/R,K∗/T, ρ) given by ψ(a) = [a]R
and ψ(c) = ([1]R, [1]T , [1]R). We obtain ψ(u) = [u]R for u ∈ B∗. Let u = u1cu2 · · · cun
be the factorization of some word in u ∈ A∗ with ui ∈ B∗ and n > 1. Then
ψ(u) = ψ(u1cu2 · · · cun)
= [u1]R ◦ ([1]R, [1]T , [1]R) ◦ [u2]R ◦ · · · ◦ ([1]R, [1]T , [1]R) ◦ [un]R
= ([u1]R, ρ(u2) · · · ρ(un−1), [un]R)
= ([u1]R, [û2c · · · ûn−1c]T , [un]R),
where ûi denotes the irreducible element such that ui
∗
=⇒
R
ûi.
Let x = ([u]R, [v]T , [w]R) ∈ Rees(B∗/R,K∗/T, ρ), then ψ(ucvw) = x and if [u]R ∈
Rees(B∗/R,K∗/T, ρ), then ψ(u) = [u]R by definition. In particular, ψ is surjective. We
show that for u, v ∈ A∗ the equivalence ψ(u) = ψ(v) holds if and only if u ∗⇐⇒
S
v. Obvi-
ously, both ψ(u) = ψ(v) and u
∗⇐⇒
S
v imply that u ∈ B∗ if and only if v ∈ B∗. For u, v ∈
B∗ it is [u]R = ψ(u) = ψ(v) = [v]R and therefore ψ(u) = ψ(v) if and only if u
∗⇐⇒
S
v.
Thus, we may assume that u, v 6∈ B∗. Let u = u1cu2 · · · cun be a word with ui ∈ B∗ and
n > 1 and let u =⇒
S
u′. We show that ψ(u) = ψ(u′). If u =⇒
R
u′, then there exist words
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ui such that ui =⇒
R
u′i and u
′ = u1c · · ·ui−1cu′icui+1c · · · cun. Since ûi = û′i, we obtain
ψ(u) = ψ(u′) in this case. If u =⇒
T ′
u′, then there exists some factor uic · · ·ujc of u with
uic · · ·ujc =⇒
T
v1c · · · v`c and i > 1 such that u′ = u1c · · ·ui−1cv1c · · · v`cuj+1c · · · cun.
In particular, [û2c · · · ûn−1c]T = [û2c · · · ûi−1cv1c · · · v`cûj+1c · · · ûn−1c]T and therefore
ψ(u) = ψ(u′). Since S is confluent and u ∗⇐⇒
S
v, there exists a word w such that
u
∗
=⇒
S
w and v
∗
=⇒
S
w. Using the above inductively, we conclude ψ(u) = ψ(w) = ψ(v).
For the converse, assume that ψ(u) = ψ(v). If u, v ∈ B∗, we obtain [u]R = [v]R and
from R ⊂ S we deduce u ∗⇐⇒
S
v. Thus, let u = u1cu2 · · · cun and v = v1cv2 · · · cvm be
factorizations with ui, vj ∈ B∗ and n,m > 1. Then
u
∗
=⇒
R
û1cû2 · · · cûn−1cûn
= v̂1cû2 · · · cûn−1cv̂m
∗⇐⇒
T
v̂1cv̂2 · · · cv̂m−1cv̂m
∗⇐=
R
v
and therefore u
∗⇐⇒
S
v. Thus, by Theorem 2.1, ψ induces an isomorphism ψˆ : A∗/S →
Rees(B∗/R,K∗/T, ρ).
It is worth to note that Lemma 5.8 does not work for length-reducing systems. A
length-reducing system T ⊆ K∗ × K∗ does not necessarily yield a length-reducing
system T ′ ⊆ A∗×A∗. This is the reason one has to consider the stronger variants, that
is, Parikh-, subword- or weight-reducing systems.
5.3.2 Outline
In this subsection we give an outline on the proof strategy which will be used in Theo-
rem 5.14 and Theorem 5.24. The proofs of these two theorems are the same on a macro
level, but differ in the combinatorial details.
The macro structure of the proof is as follows: Given a homomorphism ϕ : A∗ → G,
we construct a system S which is ϕ-invariant by induction on A. For a fixed letter
c ∈ A we remove c and obtain the alphabet B = A \ {c}. Inductively, one obtains
a system R ⊆ B∗ × B∗ which factorizes through ϕ. Now, consider a new alphabet
K = IRRR(B
∗)c. Having Lemma 5.8 in mind, it remains to construct a system T ⊆
K∗ × K∗. The system T contains two kinds of rules: ∆-rules and Ω-rules. The set
T∆ of ∆-rules deals with long repetitions of short words. Whenever there is no long
repetition of short words, this yields a marker word ω. The set TΩ of Ω-rules contains
rules of the form ωuω → ωvgω for some normal forms vg. Lemma 5.10, Lemma 5.12
and Lemma 5.13 in the next subsection lay the foundation for these kind of rules.
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5.3.3 Some lemmas
The following lemma is formulated for weighted Church-Rosser system, but holds for
Parikh-reducing or subword-reducing Church-Rosser systems too.
Lemma 5.9. Let (A, ‖·‖) be a weighted alphabet, e ∈ N be some natural number and
S ⊆ A∗ × A∗ be a weighted Church-Rosser system such that IRRS(A∗) is finite. Then
Se = {u`v → urv | u, v ∈ Ae and `→ r ∈ S}
is a weighted Church-Rosser system satisfying:
(i) The mapping [u]Se 7→ [u]S for u ∈ A∗ is well-defined and yields a surjective
homomorphism from A∗/Se onto A∗/S.
(ii) All words of length at most 2e are irreducible with respect to Se.
(iii) The set IRRSe(A
∗) is finite.
(iv) For every group G in A∗/Se exists an embedding into A∗/S.
Proof. Since S is weight-reducing, the system Se is weight-reducing, too. For all w,w
′ ∈
A∗ and u, v ∈ Ae, we have w ∗=⇒
S
w′ if and only if uwv ∗=⇒
Se
uw′v. Moreover, rules of
Se apply only to words of length more than 2e and an application of a rule leaves the
prefix and suffix of length e invariant. Hence, confluence of S transfers to confluence
of Se. Thus, Se is indeed a weighted Church-Rosser system. Since w
∗⇐⇒
Se
w′ implies
w
∗⇐⇒
S
w′ for all w,w′ ∈ A∗, we obtain [u]Se ⊆ [u]S and assertion (i) holds.
All words of length at most 2e belong to IRRSe(A
∗). This yields assertion (ii). More
precisely, we can write IRRSe(A
∗) as a disjoint union
IRRSe(A
∗) = A<2e ∪ Ae · IRRS(A∗) · Ae.
Since IRRS(A
∗) is finite by hypothesis, the set IRRSe(A
∗) is finite, too. This shows
assertion (iii).
Let G ⊆ A∗/Se be a non-trivial group. Since every element of G has an inverse, the
irreducible elements of G are a subset of Ae · IRRS(A∗) ·Ae. Reusing the argument used
in the proof of Proposition 3.6, we can construct an embedding of G into A∗/S. This
yields assertion (iv).
The next lemma says that whenever a word is not a factor of a repetition of a word
of length at most n, it contains a witness of length at most 2n. This is the key lemma
in the definition of the markers Ω.
Lemma 5.10. Let ∆ ⊆ A≤n for some n ∈ N be a set which is closed under conjugation
and let F =
⋃
δ∈∆,i∈N Factors(δ
i). Then A∗ \ F is an ideal which is generated by a set
J ⊆ A≤2n of words of length at most 2n, that is, A∗ \ F = A∗JA∗.
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Proof. By definition, F is closed under taking factors. Hence, w1w2w3 ∈ F implies
w2 ∈ F , or equivalently, w2 6∈ F implies w1w2w3 6∈ F . Thus, A∗ \ F is an ideal.
In order to show that A∗ \ F is generated by some J ⊆ A≤2n, we show that for all
u 6∈ F with |u| > 2n there is a proper factor of u which is not in F . Note that since ∆ is
closed under conjugation, we have F =
⋃
δ∈∆,i∈N Factors(δ
i) =
⋃
δ∈∆,i∈N Prefixes(δ
i) =⋃
δ∈∆,i∈N Suffixes(δ
i). Write u = awb for a, b ∈ A and assume aw,wb ∈ F . Then aw
is a suffix of δ+ and wb is a prefix of η+ for some δ, η ∈ ∆. Let p = |δ| and q = |η|.
Note that p is a period of aw and q is a period of wb. Thus, p and q are both periods
of w. Since |w| ≥ 2n − 1 ≥ p + q − gcd(p, q), we see that gcd(p, q) is also a period of
w by the Periodicity Theorem of Fine and Wilf, see Theorem 2.14. By symmetry we
may assume p ≤ q; and we can write q + 1 = p+ 1 + k gcd(p, q) for some k ∈ N. Since
the (p + 1)-th letter in aw is a and w has period gcd(p, q), the (q + 1)-th letter in aw
is a, too. The (q + 1)-th letter in aw is the last letter of η, because q = |η|. It follows
that awb is a factor of η+, that is, u ∈ F . This is a contradiction and therefore either
aw 6∈ F or wb 6∈ F .
Remark 5.11. If ∆′ is the closure of ∆ under conjugation, then
⋃
δ∈∆′ Factors(δ
i) ⊆⋃
δ∈∆ Factors(δ
i+1). Therefore, the requirement that ∆ is closed under conjugation is
not needed in Lemma 5.10. However, the proof is easier to understand by being able to
refer to the last letter. In our applications ∆ will always be closed under conjugation. 
Lemma 5.12. Let ∆ ⊆ A≤d be a set of nonempty words of length at most d which is
closed under nontrivial factors, t > 2d and n ≥ 1. Then
T∆ =
{
δt+n → δt ∣∣ δ ∈ ∆}
is a subword-reducing Church-Rosser system. In particular, T∆ is Parikh-reducing and
weight-reducing for every weight.
Proof. Since δt is a factor of δt+n, the word δ is nonempty and n ≥ 1, it follows that the
system T∆ is subword-reducing. Thus, it suffices to show that T∆ is locally confluent.
Let δi ∈ ∆ for some i ≥ 2. Then δ ∈ ∆ and
(δi)t+n = δit+in
∗
=⇒
T∆
δit+(i−1)n ∗=⇒
T∆
. . .
∗
=⇒
T∆
δit = (δi)t.
This allows us to assume that ∆ contains only primitive words by Lemma 2.18. Let
δ, η ∈ ∆ with |δ| ≥ |η| and suppose δt+n → δt and ηt+n → ηt are rules which are part
of a critical pair. We have to study the two cases of factor critical and overlap critical
pairs.
We cover factor critical pairs first and consider the case that ηt+n is a factor of δt+n.
Note that |ηt| ≥ t > 2d ≥ |δ2|. Thus, there is a conjugate ζ = ηrη1 of δ such that η1 is
a proper prefix of η and ζ2 is a prefix of ηt. By canceling the prefix ηr we see that η1η
is a prefix of η2. By primitivity of η this implies that η1 is empty and by primitivity
of δ we obtain ζ = η. This implies |δ| = |η| and since ηt+n is a factor of δt+n we obtain
that η = δ.
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The second case are overlap critical pairs. Let δt+n = xy and ηt+n = yz for non-
empty words x, y, z. If |y| > |ηt|, then by |ηt| > |δ2| we get that δ2 is a factor of ηt.
Using the same argument as above, we conclude that δ is a conjugate of η and the
critical pair resolves. Thus, it remains to prove the case for |y| ≤ |ηt| ≤ |δt|. As y is
small enough we proceed by writing x = δnx1 and z = z1η
n. The critical pair can be
resolved as follows:
xyz = δt+nz =⇒
T∆
δtz = x1η
t+n =⇒
T∆
x1η
t = x1yz1,
xyz = xηt+n =⇒
T∆
xηt = δt+nz1 =⇒
T∆
δtz1 = x1yz1.
The following lemma is crucial in showing that the index of the constructed system
is finite. It is used for the proof that there exists a number tΩ such that every word of
length at least tΩ is reducible.
Lemma 5.13. Let (A, ‖·‖) be a weighted alphabet, d ∈ N and ∆ ⊆ A≤d, Ω ⊆ A∗ be
sets. Furthermore, let  be a total preorder on Ω. Let t, t0 ∈ N be numbers such that
1. t > 2 maxω∈Ω ‖ω‖ and t > maxa∈A ‖a‖.
2. every word v of length at least t0 either contains a factor δ
t+n for δ ∈ ∆ or a
factor ω ∈ Ω.
Then there exists a number tΩ such that every word v of weight at least tΩ contains
either
• a factor δt+n for δ ∈ ∆ or
• a factor ωuω with ω ∈ Ω, t < ‖ωuω‖ < tΩ and for every η ∈ Ω with ωuω ∈ A∗ηA∗
we have η  ω.
Proof. Let Ωv = {ω ∈ Ω | v ∈ A∗ωA∗} be the set of Ω-factors of v and let tk be defined
by the recursion tk = 2tk−1 + t. A quick calculation verifies the explicit formula tk =
2k(t0 + t)− t. We prove the following statement by induction on k: For every word v
with ‖v‖ ≥ tk, at least k different Ω-factors, i.e., k ≥ |Ωv| and which does not contain
a factor δt+n for δ ∈ ∆, there exists a factor ωuω of v such that
• ω ∈ Ω,
• t < ‖ωuω‖ < tk + t and
• ω is a maximal Ω-factor of ωuω.
The case k = 0 is trivial since by hypothesis every word v with weight at least t0 and
|Ωv| = 0 must contain a factor δt+n for δ ∈ ∆. Consider the case k > 0. Since we
require that the weight of the factor ωuω is smaller than tk + t, we consider a factor of
minimal weight among those factors of v of weight at least tk. As every factor of such
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a factor is also a factor of v, we can assume that every proper factor of v has weight
smaller than tk. In particular, we may assume ‖v‖ < tk+ t since every letter has weight
at most t.
Consider the factorization v = pfq with f ∈ (ωA∗ ∩ A∗ω) such that ω is a maximal
Ω-factor of v and f is maximal with regard to the weight. If ‖f‖ ≤ t, we obtain
tk = 2tk−1 + t ≤ ‖pfq‖ = ‖pq‖+ ‖f‖ ≤ ‖pq‖+ t
which implies ‖pq‖ ≥ 2tk−1. Since p and q contain no factor ω, we can either apply
induction to p or q. If ‖f‖ > t, then f has the form f = ωuω for a word u because
of t > 2 maxω∈Ω ‖ω‖ and f ∈ (ωA∗ ∩ A∗ω). The factor f has the required properties
since ‖f‖ ≤ ‖v‖ < tk + t. This concludes the induction. We infer the statement of the
lemma from the induction by setting tΩ = t|Ω| + t.
5.4 Groups are Church-Rosser congruential
In this section we show that for every weighted alphabet (A, ‖·‖) and every homomor-
phism ϕ : A∗ → G to a finite group G, there exists a weight-reducing Church-Rosser
system S of finite index which is ϕ-invariant.
Theorem 5.14. Let (A, ‖·‖) be a weighted alphabet and let ϕ : A∗ → G be a homo-
morphism to a finite group G. Then there exists a weighted Church-Rosser system S
of finite index such that ϕ factorizes through S. All groups in A∗/S are subgroups of G
or of Z/nZ where n is the exponent of G.
We may assume that ϕ is surjective. In the following n denotes the exponent of
G. We will prove the theorem by induction on the size of the alphabet A. Fix a
letter c ∈ A. If A = {c}, then we may choose S = {cn → 1}. Let B = A \ {c} and
B = {a0, . . . , as−1} with s ≥ 1 such that a0 has minimal weight in B. For i ∈ N define
words γi by
γi = a
n+bi/sc
i mod s c. (5.1)
In particular, γ0 = a
n
0c, γ1 = a
n+1
0 c for s = 1, γ1 = a
n
1c for s ≥ 2, γs = an+10 c, and for
k ≥ 0 we have γks = an+k0 c. The words γi act as generators of G: it is ϕ(γ0) = ϕ(c)
and, since n is the exponent of G, it holds ϕ(γs+i) = ϕ(aic) for 0 ≤ i < s. Note that in
every word γi one letter of B appears at least n times and thus the weight of every γi
is larger than n ‖a0‖. This will be used numerous times. Since the words γi generate
G and ‖γ0‖ + ‖a0‖ = ‖γs‖, there exists a number m with 1 ≤ m ≤ |G| · n · |A| such
that for every g ∈ G there exists a word
vg = γ0γ
n0
0 γ
n1
1 · · · γnmm γmγ0 (5.2)
with ni ≥ 0 satisfying ϕ(vg) = g and ‖vg‖ − ‖vh‖ < n ‖a0‖ for all g, h ∈ G. Indeed,
assume ‖vg‖ − ‖vh‖ ≥ n ‖a0‖ for some g, h ∈ G. For those vg with maximal weight
replace the exponent n0 of γ0 by n0 + n; for all other words vh replace the exponent ns
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of γs by ns + n. This decreases the maximal difference ‖vg‖ − ‖vh‖ at least by 1. The
image ϕ(vh) did not change by definition of the exponent n. Iterating this procedure
until the weights of all vg differ by less than n ‖a0‖ yields the normal forms vg with the
properties mentioned above. Fix the number m from the normal forms and let
Γ = {γ0, . . . , γm} .
By induction on the size of the alphabet there exists a weighted Church-Rosser system
R ⊆ B∗×B∗ of finite index such that the restriction ϕ : B∗ → G factorizes through R.
Note that induction applies to ϕ : B∗ → G even if the restriction of ϕ to B∗ is not
surjective. By Lemma 5.9, we may choose R such that Γ ⊆ IRRR(B∗) c. Let
K = IRRR(B
∗) c.
The set K is a finite prefix code in A∗ with Γ ⊆ K. We consider K as an extended
alphabet and its elements as extended letters. The free monoid K∗ is viewed as the
subsetK∗ ⊆ A∗. The weight ‖u‖ of u ∈ K is the weight of u seen as a word over A. Each
word γi ∈ Γ is a letter in K. The restriction of the homomorphism ϕ : A∗ → G to K∗
induces a homomorphism ψ : K∗ → G; it is given by ψ(u) = ϕ(u) for u ∈ K. We define
a lexical order on A by a0 < · · · < as−1 < c which leads to the length-lexicographic
order on B∗c. (Words are compared first by length, and if they have equal length, they
are compared in lexicographic order.) The length-lexicographic order induces a linear
order ≤ on IRRR(B∗)c and hence also a linear order on the extended alphabet K.
Equation (5.1) and Equation (5.2) show that the words vg satisfy as words over the
weighted alphabet (K, ‖·‖) the following five properties:
(i) Each word vg starts with the extended letter γ0.
(ii) The last two extended letters of vg are γmγ0, i.e., vg ∈ K∗γmγ0.
(iii) From left to right all extended letters in vg are in non-decreasing order with
respect to ≤ with the sole exception of the last letter γ0, which is smaller than its
predecessor γm.
(iv) All extended letters in vg have a weight greater than n ‖a0‖.
(v) All differences ‖vg‖ − ‖vh‖ are smaller than n ‖a0‖.
Proposition 5.15. There exists a weighted Church-Rosser system T ⊆ K∗ × K∗ of
finite index such that ψ : K∗ → G factorizes through T . Moreover, every group in
K∗/T is a subgroup of G.
Let us postpone the proof of Proposition 5.15 and finish the proof of Theorem 5.14
first. Using Proposition 5.15, the requisites of Lemma 5.8 are satisfied. Thus, S = R∪T ′
is a ϕ-invariant weighted Church-Rosser system, where T ′ := {c`→ cr | `→ r ∈ T} ⊆
A∗ × A∗ is defined as in Lemma 5.8. Lemma 5.8 yields A∗/S ' Rees(B∗/R,K∗/T, ρ).
By Proposition 3.6, all groups in A∗/S are in B∗/R or in K∗/T . By Proposition 5.15
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d, m, n, κ positive natural numbers
(K, ‖·‖) finite weighted alphabet with linear order <
ψ : K∗ → G homomorphism, w.l.o.g. surjective
vg ∈ K+ normal form for g ∈ G
Γ = {γ0, . . . , γm} ⊆ K with γ0 < · · · < γm and ‖γi‖ > κ
∆ = K ∪ {δ ∈ K+ | ‖δ‖ ≤ κ} in particular, Γ ⊆ K ⊆ ∆ ⊆ K≤d
F set of factors of all δ+ with δ ∈ ∆
J ⊆ K≤2d minimal such that K∗JK∗ = K∗ \ F
(i.e., J is a basis of the ideal K∗ \ F )
Ω ⊆ J maximal such that Ω ∩ ΓK∗ =
{γγ′ | γ, γ′ ∈ Γ, γ > γ′} and linear ordered such
that γmγ0 ≺ bγ0 ≺ ω for b 6= γm and ω ∈ Ω \K+γ0
t < t0 < tΩ “threshold” values
T∆, TΩ ⊆ T ′Ω, semi-Thue systems
T = T∆ ∪ TΩ T∆, TΩ and T are weighted Church-Rosser systems
Figure 5.2: Overview of some notation in this section
all groups in K∗/T are subgroups in G and by Lemma 5.9 and induction all groups
in B∗/R are subgroups of G. This reduces the proof of Theorem 5.14 to the proof of
Proposition 5.15.
The difference between Proposition 5.15 and Theorem 5.14 is that the (much larger4)
alphabet K satisfies more hypotheses than A. We show Proposition 5.15 from an
abstract viewpoint. An overview of some notation which will be used in the proof of
Proposition 5.15 is summarized in Table 5.2.
In a first step we fix κ = n ‖a0‖, and view κ as a constant which is attached to
the finite weighted alphabet (K, ‖·‖). The set K contains a linearly ordered subset
Γ = {γ0, . . . , γm} with γ0 < · · · < γm such that ‖γ‖ > κ for all γ ∈ Γ. In addition we
require that there exists a homomorphism ψ : K∗ → G and a subset Ĝ ⊆ Γ∗ with the
following properties.
(i) We have Ĝ ⊆ γ0γ∗0γ∗1 · · · γ∗mγmγ0.
(ii) For each g ∈ G there is exactly one word vg ∈ Ĝ with ψ(vg) = g.
(iii) For all g, h ∈ G we have ‖vg‖ − ‖vh‖ < κ.
Note that (ii) implies that ψ is surjective which we assume without restriction. Let us
define a subset ∆ ⊆ K+ and a parameter d as follows.
∆ = K ∪ {δ ∈ K+ ∣∣ ‖δ‖ ≤ κ} and d = max {|δ| | δ ∈ ∆} .
The set ∆ is closed under conjugation, that is, if uv ∈ ∆ for u, v ∈ K∗, then vu ∈ ∆.
We let F ⊆ K∗ be the set of all factors of δ+ where δ ∈ ∆, that is, we set
F =
{
u ∈ K∗ ∣∣ u is factor of δ+ for some δ ∈ ∆} .
4See Section 5.7 on how to make K fairly small.
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Let uγv ∈ F ∩K∗γK∗, that is, uγv is a factor of δ+ for some δ ∈ ∆. Since ‖γ‖ > κ,
we conclude δ = γ and uγv ∈ γ+. Thus, we obtain
K∗γK∗ ∩ F = γ+ for all γ ∈ Γ. (5.3)
By Lemma 5.10, there exists a uniquely defined minimal set J ⊆ K≤2d such that
K∗ \ F = K∗JK∗. Since J and ∆ are disjoint, all words in J have a weight greater
than κ. Let Ω contain all ω ∈ J such that ω ∈ ΓK∗ implies ω = γγ′ for some γ, γ′ ∈ Γ
with γ > γ′, that is,
Ω = J ∩ {ω ∈ K∗ | ω 6∈ ΓK∗ or ω = γγ′ for γ, γ′ ∈ Γ with γ > γ′} .
We have Γ ⊆ ∆ and Ω ⊆ J . In particular Ω is finite and every word in Ω has length at
most 2d.
Remark 5.16. We claim K∗ΓK∗ ∩ J ⊆ KΓ ∪ ΓK. In particular, for ω ∈ K∗Γ ∩ Ω
we obtain ω = bγ with b ∈ K, γ ∈ Γ and b 6= γ. In order to see the claim, we show
that every word in K∗ΓK∗ ∩ J has length 2. Words in J have length at least 2, hence
(by left-right symmetry) it is enough to consider words w = bxγy ∈ J with b ∈ K,
x, y ∈ K∗ and γ ∈ Γ. By minimality of J we obtain xγy ∈ F and hence xγy ∈ γ+ by
Equation (5.3). Thus, we can write w = bzγ with z ∈ γ∗ and bz ∈ F . If z 6= 1, then
b ∈ γ+, too. This implies w ∈ γ+, but this is impossible due to w ∈ J . Therefore,
w = bγ and b 6= γ. 
Let us define a “threshold” value t ∈ N by
t = max {‖ωvgω‖ | g ∈ G, ω ∈ Ω}.
This is not the optimal bound at this point, but it allows to use the parameter t again
later. For the moment we use only the following two properties, which are satisfied by
our choice.
(i) If δt is a prefix of a word uω or a suffix of a word ωu for δ ∈ ∆ and ω ∈ Ω, then
we have ‖u‖ > max {‖vg‖ | g ∈ G}.
(ii) We have t > 2d.
Here t > 2d can be seen by
t > 2 max {‖ω‖ | ω ∈ Ω} > 2 max {‖δ‖ | δ ∈ ∆} ≥ 2 max {|δ| | δ ∈ ∆} = 2d.
The first set of rules over the extended alphabet K deals with long repetitions of short
words: The ∆-rules of the system T are
T∆ =
{
δt+n → δt ∣∣ δ ∈ ∆ and δ is primitive} .
Lemma 5.12 shows that T∆ is a weighted Church-Rosser system. Note that closure
under conjugation is not sufficient to guarantee confluence of T∆. Lemma 5.12 exploited
the fact that t is large enough. Example 5.17 shows that at least t > d− 2 is necessary.
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Example 5.17. Let ∆ = {a, aab, aba, baa} with d = 3. Consider t = d−2 = 1 and the
system S = {(aab)2 → aab, (aba)2 → aba, (baa)2 → baa, a2 → a}. The set ∆ is closed
under conjugation and all words in ∆ are primitive, but S is not confluent. This can
be seen by abab
∗⇐=
S
(aab)2
∗
=⇒
S
ab. 
As we will see next, every sufficiently long word without long ∆-repetitions contains
a factor ω ∈ Ω.
Lemma 5.18. There exists a bound t0 ∈ N such that every word u ∈ K∗ with ‖u‖ ≥ t0
contains either a factor ω ∈ Ω or a factor of the form δt+n for δ ∈ ∆ (or both).
Proof. Let us first assume that u 6∈ Γ∗. Then there exists a factorization u = xay
with x ∈ Γ∗ and a 6∈ Γ. If ay 6∈ F , there exists a prefix of ay which is in J and
consequently in Ω. Thus, we may assume that ay ∈ F , i.e., ay is a factor of δ+ for
some δ ∈ ∆. If ‖ay‖ ≥ (n + t + 2) max {‖δ‖ | δ ∈ ∆}, then ay contains a factor δt+n.
Thus, without loss of generality we may assume that u = u′u′′ with u′ ∈ Γ∗ and
‖u′′‖ ≤ (n+ t+ 2) max {‖δ‖ | δ ∈ ∆} (This obviously also holds in the case u ∈ Γ∗). If
u′ contains a factor γγ′ with γ > γ′ we are finished. Thus, u′ = γj1 · · · γjk with γji ∈ Γ
and γji−1 ≤ γji . Since u′ has no factor γt+nji we obtain k ≤ |Γ| · (t + n− 1). This gives
some bound on k and therefore on t0 as well.
Remark 5.19. We can choose the value t0 = (|Γ|+ 1) · (t+ n) ·max {‖δ‖ | δ ∈ ∆} of
Lemma 5.18 using |Γ| > s ≥ 1:
(n+ t+ 2) max {‖δ‖ | δ ∈ ∆}+ |Γ| (t+ n− 1) max {‖γ‖ | γ ∈ Γ}
≤ (n+ t+ 2) max {‖δ‖ | δ ∈ ∆}+ |Γ| (t+ n− 1) max {‖δ‖ | δ ∈ ∆}
= (|Γ|+ 1)(n+ t) max {‖δ‖ | δ ∈ ∆}+ (2− |Γ|) max {‖δ‖ | δ ∈ ∆}
≤ t0 
Words in IRRT∆(K
∗) do not contain any factor of the form δt+n for δ ∈ ∆. Every
sufficiently long word v can be written as v = u1 · · ·uk with ‖ui‖ ≥ t0 and k suf-
ficiently large. Thus, by repeatedly applying Lemma 5.18, every long enough word
v ∈ IRRT∆(K∗) contains two occurrences of the same ω ∈ Ω which are far apart. This
suggests rules of the form ω uω → ω vψ(u) ω; but in order to ensure confluence we have
to limit their use. For this purpose, we equip Ω with a linear order  such that γmγ0
is the least element, and every element in Ω∩Kγ0 is less than all elements in Ω \Kγ0.
For a word v ∈ K∗ΩK∗ define the maximal Ω-factor to be the maximal ω ∈ Ω
with respect to the linear order  such that v ∈ K∗ωK∗. The following lemma is
the principal reason for excluding all words ω ∈ ΓK∗ in the definition of Ω except for
ω = γγ′ ∈ Γ2 with γ > γ′.
Lemma 5.20. (i) Let v = xδt+ny ∈ K∗ΩK∗. Then xδty has the same maximal
Ω-factors as v.
(ii) Let v = xωuωy with ω ∈ Ω and v′ = xωvψ(u)ωy. Then the maximal Ω-factor of
v′ is not greater than the maximal Ω-factor of v.
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Proof. (i): By definition of t we have t > 2d and by Lemma 5.10 we have |ω| ≤ 2d for
all ω ∈ Ω. Thus, ω does not contain δt as a factor and xδt+ny and xδty have the same
Ω-factors. Hence, the statement in (i) holds.
(ii): As no Ω-factor can contain ω as a proper factor it suffices to show that ω is the
maximal Ω-factor of ωvψ(u)ω. The normal form vψ(u) has γmγ0 as a suffix. In addition,
the word γmγ0 is the only element in Ω which is a factor of vψ(u). The reason is that all
other letters in vψ(u) are in non-decreasing order whereas all γγ
′ ∈ Ω are in decreasing
order. In particular, if γmγ0vψ(u)γmγ0 ∈ K∗ω′K∗ for ω′ ∈ Ω, then ω′ = γmγ0, i.e., γmγ0
is the only factor of γmγ0vψ(u)γmγ0 which is in Ω.
Let now ω ∈ K+γ0. As we have noticed in Remark 5.16, this implies ω = bγ0 with
b ∈ K \ {γ0}. The set of factors of ωvψ(u)ω which are in Ω is therefore {γmγ0, ω}. Since
γmγ0  ω we are done in this case, too.
Next, suppose ω ∈ K+b for b ∈ K \ {γ0}. Then the set of factors of ωvψ(u)ω which
are in Ω is {γmγ0, bγ0, ω}. Since every element ending with γ0 is smaller than any other
element in Ω, the claim holds in this case, too.
By Lemma 5.13 we deduce that there exists a bound tΩ ∈ N such that every word
v ∈ IRRT∆(K∗) with ‖v‖ ≥ tΩ contains a factor ωuω for some ω ∈ Ω such that:
• t < ‖ωuω‖ < tΩ for all g ∈ G,
• ω is the maximal Ω-factor of ωuω.
We are now ready to define the second set of rules over the extended alphabet K. These
rules reduce long words without long repetitions of words in ∆. We denote
T ′Ω =
{
ω uω → ω vψ(u) ω
∣∣∣∣ ‖vψ(u)‖ < ‖u‖ < tΩ, ω ∈ Ω andω is the maximal Ω-factor of ωuω
}
.
Whenever there is a shorter rule in T ′Ω ∪ T∆ then we want to give preference to this
shorter rule. Thus, the Ω-rules are
TΩ =
{
`→ r ∈ T ′Ω
∣∣∣∣ there is no rule `′ → r′ ∈ T ′Ω ∪ T∆such that `′ is a proper factor of `
}
.
Let T = T∆ ∪ TΩ. The set IRRT (K∗) is finite by Lemma 5.13. Our goal is to prove
confluence of T over K∗. As an auxiliary result we prove the following lemma, which
is of independent interest.
Lemma 5.21. Let ω ∈ Ω and v = ωγuω (resp. v = ωuγω) be a word with γ ∈ Γ and
with ‖γu‖ > max {‖vg‖ | g ∈ G} such that ω is the maximal Ω-factor of v. Then there
exists a derivation v
∗
=⇒
T
ωvψ(γu)ω (resp. v
∗
=⇒
T
ωvψ(uγ)ω).
Proof. In order to show this, we will first prove three auxiliary claims. It suffices to
consider the case v = ωγuω since v = ωuγω is symmetric.
Claim 1. The word v is reducible in T .
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If v is reducible in T∆ we are finished. Thus, assume that v is irreducible in T∆. Then
either v is the left side of a rule in T ′Ω or ‖v‖ > tΩ. If v is the left side of a rule in
T ′Ω, then either v is the left side of a rule in TΩ or it contains a factor which is the
left side of such a rule. If ‖v‖ > tΩ, then v contains a factor which is a rule in TΩ by
Lemma 5.13. This concludes Claim 1.
Claim 2. If ωγuω =⇒
T
v′, then v′ = ωγ′u′ω where γ′ = γ or γ′ = γ0 and u′ ∈ K∗.
There are three cases. The first case is that v′ stems from a rule δt+n → δt ∈ T∆ and γ
is contained in δt+n. Note that by |ω| ≤ 2d < t the left side δt+n cannot be contained
in ω. We have δ = γ by Equation (5.3). By Remark 5.16 the overlap of δt+n and ω is
at most γ. As t > 2d ≥ 2 this overlap and the γ are preserved and the claim is clear.
The second case is that v′ stems from a rule δt+n → δt ∈ T∆ and γ is not contained
in δt+n. Again we have that δt+n cannot be contained in ω. Also δt+n can at most
overlap at the right ω. The overlap with ω is still in δt as t > 2d ≥ |ω| and therefore
the claim holds in this case. Thus, in the first and second case we have γ′ = γ.
In the third case v′ stems from a rule ` = ω′u′′ω′ → ω′vψ(u′′)ω′ = r in TΩ. If ` is a
prefix of v, then v′ = ωγ0u′ω and vψ(u′′) is a prefix of γ0u′. Hence, the claim holds in
this case. If the factor γ (in v = ωγuω) is not a factor of `, then the claim is trivial.
Hence, let γ be a factor of `. Then γ is a factor of ω′ by minimality of J . As ω is
preserved at the use of the rule ` → r, the claim holds in this case too. Therefore,
v′ = ωγ′u′ω for γ′ = γ or γ′ = γ0. This concludes Claim 2.
Note that if v is the left side of a rule, the statement of the lemma is clear. Thus,
we have to study the case that v is not a left side of a rule.
Claim 3. v =⇒
T
v′ = ωγ′u′ω 6= ωvψ(γu)ω implies ‖γ′u′‖ > max {‖vg‖ | g ∈ G}.
We therefore may assume that v is reduced to v′ by some rule ` → r ∈ T with ` 6= v.
We again use case-by-case analysis for rules in T∆ and TΩ.
The first case is that ` → r ∈ T∆. By definition of T∆ we have |r| ≥ t and thus
by ` 6= v this implies ‖v′‖ ≥ |v′| = |ωγ′u′ω| > t = max {‖ωvgω‖ | g ∈ G, ω ∈ Ω}. By
cancelation of ω this implies ‖γ′u′‖ > max {‖vg‖ | g ∈ G}.
The second case is that `→ r ∈ TΩ. Thus, we have ` = ω′u′′ω′. If the rule does not
apply to a prefix, then u′ must contain some factor vg and we obtain ‖u′‖ ≥ ‖vg‖ for
some g ∈ G. This is large enough since ‖γ′u′‖ ≥ ‖vg‖ + κ > max {‖vg‖ | g ∈ G}. The
remaining case is that the rule ` → r ∈ T applies to a prefix of v. But then we must
have ω = ω′. Thus, v = ωu′′ωx with ωx = x′ω where x′ 6= 1. This implies ‖x′‖ > κ
since ω is a factor of x′+. This is large enough since v′ = ωvψ(u′′)x′ω in this case. This
concludes Claim 3.
Using these claims we proceed using induction on the weight of γu. By Claim 1
the word v is reducible. Thus, let v =⇒
T
v′. By Claim 2 we obtain v′ = ωγ′u′ω for
some γ′ ∈ Γ. If γ′u′ 6= vψ(γu), then we obtain ‖γ′u′‖ > max {‖vg‖ | g ∈ G} by Claim 3.
As the weight of γ′u′ is smaller than the weight of γu, we have ψ(γ′u′) = ψ(γu) by
construction of the rules and v′ satisfies the requirements of the lemma by Claim 2
and Claim 3, we can use induction. This process stops as soon as γ′u′ = vψ(γu) which
concludes the proof.
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Lemma 5.22. The system T is locally confluent over K∗.
Proof. The system T∆ is confluent by Lemma 5.12. Suppose we can apply the rules
` → r ∈ TΩ and `′ → r′ ∈ T∆. Then `′ is not a proper factor of ` by definition of TΩ.
Moreover no ω is a factor of any δ+, hence ` is not a factor of `′. Thus, there are no
factor critical pairs in this case. Next, we consider overlap critical pairs. Let ` = ωuω
and `′ = δt+n. The maximal overlap between ` and `′ is a prefix or suffix of ω. By the
choice of t we have t ≥ 2d, hence neither the application of ` → r nor the application
of `′ → r′ changes any overlap. Therefore, we can apply the rules in any order and
obtain the same result:
ω uω
δtδn
It remains to show that TΩ is locally confluent. By minimality of J , no ω ∈ Ω is a proper
factor of another word ω′ ∈ Ω. Let ωuω → r and ω′u′ω′ → r′ be two Ω-rules and first
assume ω 6= ω′. By construction of T ′Ω, the left sides of both rules can overlap at most
min {|ω| , |ω′|} − 1 positions. Thus, the two rules can always be applied independently
of one another.
ω′ u′ ω′
ω uω
Let finally ωuω → ωvgω and ωu′ω → ωvhω be two Ω-rules. By construction of TΩ,
the left-hand side ωu′ω is neither a proper factor of ωuω nor vice versa. Suppose that
these two rules are applied to xωuω = ωu′ωy = ωu′′ω for x, y ∈ K+. If |x| ≥ |ωu′|,
then the two rules can be applied independently of one another.
ω u′ ω y
x ω uω
Thus, we may assume |x| < |ωu′|. We will show
xω vg ω
∗
=⇒
T
ω vψ(u′′) ω
∗⇐=
T
ω vh ω y. (5.4)
Let xω = ωx′ for some x′ ∈ K+. If ‖x‖ ≤ κ, then x is a prefix of ω since ‖ω‖ > κ
and ω becomes a prefix of x+. Due to ‖x‖ ≤ κ we have x ∈ ∆, hence ω ∈ F . This is
a contradiction since Ω ⊆ J . We obtain ‖x‖ > κ. Analogously, we also have ‖y‖ > κ
and ωy = y′ω for some y′ ∈ K+.
xω
ω x′ uω
ω u′ ω y
y′ ω
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Since different words in Ω are not factors of one another, every Ω-factor in xωuω is either
an Ω-factor in xω or in ωuω. By definition of the rules TΩ, the maximal Ω-factor in ωuω
is ω. Because of |xω| < |ωu′ω| and the definition of TΩ, the maximal Ω-factor in xω is
also ω. In particular, we have that ω is the maximal Ω-factor in xωuω = ωu′ωy. Hence,
ω is still the maximal Ω-factor in xωvgω and in ωvhωy by Lemma 5.20. Moreover, since
‖x′‖ = ‖x‖ > κ, we have ‖x′vg‖ > κ + ‖vg‖ > max {‖vg‖ | g ∈ G}. The last letter of
x′vg is in Γ since vg ends in γ0. Thus, the requirements of Lemma 5.21 are satisfied
and we obtain xω vg ω = ωx
′vgω
∗
=⇒
T
ω vψ(x′vg) ω. Similarly, ω vh ωy = ω vh y
′ω ∗=⇒
T
ω vψ(vhy′) ω. Finally, ψ(x
′vg) = ψ(vhy′) = ψ(u′′) which shows Equation (5.4).
Since all rules in T are weight-reducing, it follows from Lemma 5.22 that T is con-
fluent. Moreover, all rules ` → r in T satisfy ψ(`) = ψ(r). We conclude that T is a
weighted Church-Rosser system such that K∗/T is finite and ψ : K∗ → G factorizes
through T . It remains to study the groups in K∗/T .
Lemma 5.23. Let H ⊆ K∗/T be a subsemigroup which is a group and identify H with
the corresponding elements in IRRT (K
∗). Then either there exists some δ ∈ ∆ such
that H ⊆ {δt, . . . , δt+n−1} is a cyclic group whose order is divisible by n or there is an
injective homomorphism η : H → G.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that H is non-trivial. Let e2 = e ∈ H
be the identity element of H. Note that by the definition of the rules T and the set
Ω, the corresponding word in IRRT (K
∗) of every word w ∈ K∗ΩK∗ also contains an
Ω-factor, that is, is in K∗ΩK∗. Thus, by ex = x and x|H| = e for all x ∈ H either all
elements in H ⊆ K∗/T contain some factor in Ω or none of the elements contains an
Ω-factor. Additionally, all words x ∈ H which contain no Ω-factor must have length at
least t > 2d by the definition of the rules T∆ and all words which contain an Ω-factor
must have the same maximal Ω-factor (see Lemma 5.20).
Let us first consider the case that none of the elements contain an Ω-factor. We
show that there exists some δ ∈ ∆ such that for all x ∈ H there exists i ∈ N such
that x = δi. Let uδt+nv =⇒
T∆
uδtv be an application of a rule in T∆ and let w ∈ J be a
minimal factor of uδt+nv which is not in F . By Lemma 5.10 |w| ≤ 2d and since t > 2d,
the factor w is also a factor of uδtv. Thus, the number of factors in J does not decrease
by an application of a rule in T∆. Consider any x ∈ H. Since the number of factors in
J does not decrease by some application of a rule in T∆, x
|H|+1 = x and no rule in TΩ
is applicable, we deduce that the number of factors in J of x|H|+1 and x is the same.
In particular, this number is 0 and we obtain x ∈ F for all x ∈ H. Next, we show that
x = δi for some δ ∈ ∆. Since x ∈ F and ∆ is closed under conjugation, there exists a
primitive word δ ∈ ∆ and i ∈ N such that x = δiδ′ for some prefix δ′ of δ. In particular,
|δ| is a period of x. Note that i ≥ 2 since |x| > 2d. Consider the word x2 ∈ H. By
the above, we obtain x2 ∈ F , that is, again there exists a primitive word δˆ ∈ ∆, a
prefix δˆ′ of δˆ and a number j ≥ 2 such that x2 = δˆj δˆ′. Therefore,
∣∣∣δˆ∣∣∣ is a period of
x2 and, hence, also of x. Since |x| > 2d, we may use Theorem 2.14 and conclude that
gcd(|δ| , |δˆ|) is a period of x. Since δ is primitive, this implies gcd(|δ| , |δˆ|) = |δ|. Since
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δˆ is a prefix of x, this yields that δˆ is a power of δ which implies δ = δˆ by primitivity
of δˆ. In particular, |δ| is a period of x2 and δ′δ is a prefix of δ2. Since δ is primitive
this implies that δ′ is not a proper prefix of δ by Lemma 2.15 and we conclude that for
every x ∈ H there exists δ ∈ ∆ and i ∈ N such that x = δi. Thus, consider δi1, δj2 ∈ H
with δ1 6= δ2 primitive words in ∆. Again, |δ1| is a period of δi1 and there must exist a
period p ≤ d of δi1δj2 ∈ F . By Theorem 2.14 gcd(|δ1| , p) is a period of δ21. By primitivity
of δ1, this yields that |δ1| is a divisor of p. In particular, since p is a period of δi1δj2, this
yields δi1δ
j
2 = δ
i
1δ
k
1δ
′
1 for some k ≥ 2 and δ′1 a prefix of δ1. Using Theorem 2.14 again,
we see that gcd(|δ1| , |δ2|) is a period of δj2, that is, |δ2| is a divisor of |δ1| by primitivity
of δ2. By symmetry, this yields |δ1| = |δ2| and thus δ1 = δ2.
Fix some primitive word δ ∈ ∆ such that H ⊆ δ+. Since ex = x for all x ∈ H and the
right side of rules in T∆ have length at least t and since δ
t+n is reducible, we conclude
H ⊆ {δt, . . . , δt+n−1} and thus H is a subgroup of the cyclic group {δt, . . . , δt+n−1} of
order n which finishes this case. The second case is that all words in H contain an
Ω-factor. Consider the maximal Ω-factor of e and factorize e = e1ωe2ωe3 with ω ∈ Ω
maximal for e such that e1ω and ωe3 contains no other factor ω. Since e
2 = e, we
conclude that e2 is some normal form vg. By ex = x = xe for all x ∈ H, there must
exist a factorization x = e1ωxˆωe3 such that xˆ = vψ(xˆ) is a normal form. In particular,
x̂y = vg for g = ψ(xˆωe3e1ωyˆ) by Lemma 5.21. Consider the function η : H → G
given by η(x) = ψ(xˆ) · ψ(ωe3e1ω). Note that ψ(x̂y) = ψ(xˆ)ψ(ωe3e1ω)ψ(yˆ) and thus
η(x)η(y) = η(xy), i.e., η is a homomorphism. Since G is a group, it holds η(x) = η(y) if
and only if ψ(xˆ) = ψ(yˆ). By the definition of the normal forms vg, it holds ψ(xˆ) = ψ(yˆ)
if and only if xˆ = yˆ and therefore η is injective.
This finishes the proof of Proposition 5.15.
5.5 Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser systems
5.5.1 Commutative Groups have Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser
systems
In this section we study Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser systems for abelian groups.
Let ϕ : A∗ → G be a homomorphism in an abelian group G. We construct a system for
G by sorting the letters a and then reducing them modulo their order. Thus, we actu-
ally construct a Church-Rosser representation for the group
∏
a∈A Z/ ord(ϕ(a))Z. The
situation obtained in Theorem 5.24 is shown in the commutative diagram Figure 5.3.
Theorem 5.24. Let ϕ : A∗ → G be a homomorphism to a finite commutative group
G. Then there exists a Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser system S of finite index which
factorizes through ϕ. Further, all groups contained in A∗/S are isomorphic to some
subgroup of
∏
a∈A Z/ ord(ϕ(a))Z.
Proof. Let n be the least common multiple of ord(ϕ(a)) for a ∈ A. We do an inductive
proof on the number of letters |A|. If A = {c}, then we may set S = {cn → 1}.
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A∗
ϕ(A∗) G
∏
a∈A Z/ ord(ϕ(a))Z
A∗/S
ϕ
piS
Figure 5.3: Commutative diagram in the situation of Theorem 5.24.
This system is Parikh-reducing and locally confluent and A∗/S ' Z/nZ. Thus, we
may assume that |A| > 1. Let A = {a1, . . . , as, c} be the alphabet and c ∈ A be an
arbitrary letter of A. We consider the alphabet B = A \ {c}. Inductively, B is smaller
than A, we get a Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser system R ⊆ B∗ × B∗ of finite index
which factorizes through ϕ|B∗ : B∗ → G. The idea is to first reduce the words over B∗
and then work over a new alphabet K. Let K = IRRR(B
∗)c be the new alphabet of
irreducible words over B∗ appended by the letter c which poses as a separator. We
will first construct a Parikh-reducing (over A∗) Church-Rosser system T ⊆ K∗ × K∗
of finite index. Note that this system T is not Parikh-reducing over K∗. We will use
two different sets of rules. One for long repetitions of short words and one for longer
words which are not repetitions of such short words. Let us first define the set of short
words as ∆ = K≤n \ {1}, that is, as the set of nonempty words of length at most n.
Let further be
T∆ =
{
δt+n → δt ∣∣ δ ∈ ∆}
with t = 3n(s + 4) + n. The choice of the parameter t will be explained later. For
now, the fact that t > 2n is sufficient to obtain that T∆ is a Parikh-reducing (over K
∗,
and thus also over A∗) Church-Rosser system by Lemma 5.12. Next, we will introduce
marker words. They basically mark the absence of a long repetition of words in ∆,
i.e., a long enough word in K∗ will either contain a marker word or a rule in T∆.
Let F =
⋃
δ∈∆,i∈N Factors(δ
i). By Lemma 5.10 we obtain K∗ \ F = K∗JK∗ for some
J ⊆ K≤2n. In order to ensure that we find such a marker which does not start with a
c ∈ K, we increase the length of a marker to 3n. Formally, let Ω = K3n \ (cK∗ ∪F ) be
the set of markers.
Let  be a total preorder on Ω with the following properties:
• ω, η ∈ Ω with ω ∈ K∗(K \ {c})ci, η ∈ K∗(K \ {c})cj and i > j implies ω  η.
•  is a total order on Ω \Kc3n−1.
• ω, η ∈ Ω ∩Kc3n−1 implies ω  η.
Thus, the larger the block of c’s at the suffix of an ω, the smaller it is with respect to .
Additionally, all elements in Ω with a maximal block of c’s at the suffix are equivalent
with respect to . In particular, ω  η and η  ω implies either η = ω or there exists
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c` v1 v2
δ δ δ
u
u′
u′′
Figure 5.4: Construction of a factor in Ω as used in Lemma 5.25.
b1, b2 ∈ K with ω = b1c3n−1 and η = b2c3n−1. Let u ∈ K∗ωK∗ for some ω ∈ Ω. We say
that ω is a maximal Ω-factor of u, if u ∈ K∗ηK∗ with η ∈ Ω implies η  ω.
Lemma 5.25. There exists a number t0 such that for every word v ∈ K∗ with length
at least t0 has a factor δ
t+n for some δ ∈ ∆ or a factor ω ∈ Ω.
Proof. Let t0 = (t + n + 3)(n + 1). If v /∈ IRRT∆(K∗) the statement is true. Thus,
we assume that there is no factor δt+n of v for some δ ∈ ∆. There is a factorization
v = c`v1v2 such that v1 ∈ F is maximal and v1 has no c as a prefix. Hence we obtain
` < t + n and |v1| < (t + n)n which implies |v2| ≥ 3n + 3 > 3n− 1 by definition of t0.
As v1 ∈ F , there is some δ ∈ ∆ which does not have c as prefix and v is a prefix of δ+.
Consider the first factor u of length 2n of v1v2 which is not in F . Since v1 is a prefix
of δ+, one must take at most n − 1 additional letters left from u in order to obtain a
factor u′ of v1v2 which is not in F , has length at most 3n and does not start with a c.
Filling up u′ with letters from the right, we obtain a factor u′′ of v1v2 which is not in
F , has length 3n and does not start with a c, that is, u′′ ∈ Ω.
Lemma 5.25 shows that the prerequisites of Lemma 5.13 are satisfied. Thus, there
exists a number tΩ such that every v ∈ IRRT∆(K∗) with |v| ≥ tΩ contains a factor
ω uω′ with ω, ω′ being Ω-maximal for this factor and t < |ωuω′| < tΩ. The idea is
to reduce u to a normal form γ(u). This is the part where commutativity of G is
needed. Let a ∈ A be a letter and |u|a be the number of occurrences of a in u. Define
γa(u) = a
|u|a mod ord(ϕ(a))c3n and
γ(u) = c3nγa1(v) . . . γas(v)γc(v).
The mapping γ is a normal form in the group
∏
a∈A Z/ ord(a)Z, i.e., let ψ : A∗ →∏
a∈A Z/ ord(a)Z be the homomorphism counting the different letters a modulo ord(a),
then ψ(u) = ψ(v) if and only if γ(u) = γ(v). By the choice of γa(u) we have γ(u) ∈ K∗.
Since |γa(u)| = 3n for a ∈ B and 3n ≤ |γc(u)| < 4n, we obtain
t− 7n = 3n(s+ 2) ≤ |γ(u)| < 3n(s+ 2) + n = t− 6n.
In particular, ϕ(u) = ϕ(γ(u)) and γ(uγ(u′)) = γ(uu′) = γ(u′u) = γ(γ(u′)u). Addi-
tionally, if u ∈ K∗ with |u| ≥ 3n(s + 2) + n = t − 6n, then u 7→ γ(u) is Parikh-
reducing over A∗ since at least the number of c decreases. Note that the inequality
t− n ≤ |ωγ(u)ω′| < t is actually the reason for the definition of t. Let
TΩ = {ωuω′ → ωγ(u)ω′ | t ≤ |ωuω′| < tΩ and ω, ω′ are Ω-maximal for ωuω′}
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be the set of Ω-rules. By definition of γ the set of Ω-rules is Parikh-reducing over A∗.
Note that for a Ω-rule, either ω and ω′ are minimal elements in Ω or ω = ω′. By
Lemma 5.13 the system T = T∆ ∪ TΩ has only finitely many irreducible elements.
It remains to prove that T is Church-Rosser. By Lemma 5.12 the set T∆ of ∆-rules
is (locally) confluent. Next, we will study properties of Ω-rules which are crucial for
showing that T is Church-Rosser. First, we show that T -rules preserve Ω-maximal
elements.
Lemma 5.26. Let u =⇒
T
v and let ω be a maximal Ω-factor of u. Then η  ω for
every Ω-factor η of v.
Proof. As T = T∆ ∪ TΩ there are two cases for the rule set of u =⇒
T
v.
In the case that u =⇒
T∆
v there must exists a δ ∈ ∆ and a factorization u = u1δt+nu2
such that v = u1δ
tu2. By construction, we have t > 3n = |ω|. Thus, every element of
Ω is a factor of u if and only if it is also a factor of v. Since ω is Ω-maximal for u, it is
also Ω-maximal for v.
If u =⇒
TΩ
v, there is a factorization u = u1ω1uˆω2u2 such that v = u1ω1γ(uˆ)ω2u2 and
ω1, ω2 are maximal Ω-factors of ω1uˆω2. Since every marker in Ω has fixed length 3n, it
remains to show that ω1γ(uˆ)ω2 has no Ω-factors larger than ω1 (and by ω1  ω, also no
Ω-factors larger than ω). Note that γ(uˆ) has c3n as prefix and suffix. Every Ω-factor
of ω1γ(uˆ) which is not an Ω-factor of γ(uˆ) has the form ζc
i for some i ≥ 0 and ζ is
a suffix of ω1. Since the block of c’s at the suffix of ζc
i may only increase, we obtain
ζci  ω1 by definition of . Since every element of Ω has length 3n and does not have
c as a prefix, there is no Ω-factor in γ(uˆ)ω2 which is neither in γ(uˆ) nor equals ω2. By
construction, every Ω-factor of γ(uˆ) is of the form γa(uˆ) for some a ∈ B. However,
γa(uˆ) is a minimal element of Ω by construction. In particular, η  ω1  ω for every
Ω-factor η of ω1γ(uˆ)ω2.
Next, as an intermediate step, we show local confluence in the case of a left side ωuω′
of a rule in TΩ. In particular, we show that every word of this form can be reduced to
a fixed normal form.
Lemma 5.27. Let ωuω′ be a word such that ω and ω′ are maximal Ω-factors of ωuω′
and |ωuω′| ≥ t. Then ωuω′ =⇒
T
v implies v
∗
=⇒
T
ωγ(u)ω′.
Proof. The statement is clear if v = ωγ(u)ω′ which is why we may assume v 6= ωγ(u)ω′.
We show the lemma inductively on the length of ωuω′. In order to apply the lemma
on v we show that v = ωv′ω′ and |v| ≥ t. The precondition that ω and ω′ are maximal
Ω-factors of v is satisfied by Lemma 5.26.
In the case of ωuω′ =⇒
TΩ
v, some rule µu′µ′ → µγ(u′)µ′ ∈ TΩ was applied. As such
rules preserve the prefixes and suffixes of length 3n, the word v must have the correct
form. In the case of ωuω′ =⇒
T∆
v, some rule δt+n → δt was applied. Since t > 6n and
elements of Ω all have length 3n, the Ω-factors ω and ω′ are preserved by the application
of the ∆-rule δt+n → δt. In both cases we conclude that v = ωv′ω′ for some word v′.
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It remains to show, that |v| ≥ t. Since |δt| ≥ t, the case of an application of a rule
in T∆ is trivial. Let v stem from the application of a rule µu
′µ′ → µγ(u′)µ′ ∈ TΩ. If
either µu′ or u′µ′ is a factor of u, we have that either µγ(u′) or γ(u′)µ′ is a factor of v′.
Thus, using |γ(u′)| > t− 7n and |ω| = 3n for every element ω ∈ Ω, we obtain
|v| = |ωv′ω′| ≥ |ω|+ |µγ(u′)|+ |ω′| > t+ 2n > t.
It remains to prove |v| ≥ t for the situation which is depicted below.
ω u ω′
µ u′ µ′
If ω 6= ω′, then there exists b1, b2 ∈ K \ {c} such that ω = b1c3n−1 and ω′ = b2c3n−1.
However, as no element of Ω starts with the letter c, we can conclude ω = µ and thus
by µ′  µ we obtain ω′ = µ′ by the same argument. In this case we have ωuω′ = µu′µ′
and henceforth v = ωγ(u)ω′. The case that µ 6= µ′ is similar: ω′ has no c as prefix and
thus µ′ = ω′. Again, ω = µ and v = ωγ(u)ω′ holds. Hence, we may assume ω = ω′ and
µ = µ′.
Combining both overlaps, we obtain the following picture.
x ω y
µ y′
x′ µ
In the notation of the picture above we have u = yu′x. Thus, v = ωyγ(u′)xω and by
γ(u′) > t− 7n and |ω| = 3n it suffices to show |x′| = |yx| ≥ n. By µy′ = x′µ we have
that µ is a factor of x′+. We conclude x′ 6∈ ∆ which implies |x′| > n. In summary,
v = ωv′ω′ and |v| ≥ t holds. If |v| < tΩ, then we can directly apply the TΩ-rule with
left side v. Else, v must be reducible by Lemma 5.13 and we can apply induction.
Combining the previous lemmas we show that T is locally confluent.
Lemma 5.28. T is locally confluent.
Proof. Let `→ r, `′ → r′ ∈ T be two rules. We have to show that every overlap of the
left sides of those rules resolves. The system T∆ is locally confluent by Lemma 5.12.
Hence, we may assume that `→ r ∈ TΩ. Let ωuω′ = ` and consequently r = ωγ(u)ω′.
Consider first the case that δt+n = `′ → r′ ∈ T∆. If `′ is a factor of `, that is, if ` = x`′y,
then ` =⇒
T
xr′y ∗=⇒
T
r by Lemma 5.27. By definition of Ω, the left side ` which contains
an element of Ω cannot be a factor of δt+n. Hence, the system resolves in the case of
factor critical pairs. Consider thus the case of an overlap critical pair x` = `′y (the
case x`′ = `y is symmetric). Since ω is no factor of δ+ and t ≥ 3n by definition, we
have the following situation:
δn δt
ω uω′
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Let δt = z1z2 and ω = z2z3 be the overlap, then
x` =⇒
T
xr = xωγ(u)ω′ = δt+nz3γ(u)ω′ =⇒
T
δtz3γ(u)ω
′ = z1z2z3γ(u)ω′
`′y =⇒
T
r′y = δty = z1ωuω′ =⇒
T
z1ωγ(u)ω
′ = z1z2z3γ(u)ω′
Consider the case that `′ → r′ ∈ TΩ and let `′ = µvµ′. Again, if `′ = x`y, then
`′ =⇒
T
xry
∗
=⇒
T
r′ by Lemma 5.27. Hence, by symmetry, it suffices to consider the case
x` = `′y. If ` and `′ overlap at most 3n positions,
µu′ µ′
ω uω′
then the rules can be applied independently; let again be µ′ = z1z2 and ω = z2z3 be
the overlap, then
x` =⇒
T
xr = xωγ(u)ω′ = µu′µ′z3γ(u)ω′ =⇒
T
µγ(u′)µ′z3γ(u)ω′ = µγ(u′)z1z2z3γ(u)ω′
`′y =⇒
T
r′y = µγ(u′)µ′y = µγ(u′)z1ωuω′ =⇒
T
µγ(u′)z1ωγ(u)ω′ = µγ(u′)z1z2z3γ(u)ω′
and the system resolves in this case.
Hence, we assume that ` and `′ overlap more than 3n positions. In this case µ′ is a
factor of ` and ω is a factor of `′. This implies that µ and ω′ are maximal Ω-factors of
x` = `′y = µu′′ω′. We conclude x` =⇒
T
xr
∗
=⇒
T
µγ(u′′)ω′ and `′y =⇒
T
r′y ∗=⇒
T
µγ(u′′)ω′
by Lemma 5.27.
By construction, the system T is ϕ-invariant and thus the system
T ′ = {c`→ cr ∈ A∗ × A∗ | `→ r ∈ T}
is ϕ-invariant. By Lemma 5.13 the system T is of finite index over K∗. We can apply
Lemma 5.8 and obtain a ϕ-invariant Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser system S of finite
index over A∗. This concludes the proof of the first part of Theorem 5.24. It remains
to study the groups in A∗/S. As an intermediate step, we study the groups in K∗/T .
Lemma 5.29. Let H ⊆ K∗/T be a subsemigroup which is a group and identify H with
the corresponding elements in IRRT (K
∗). Then either there exists some δ ∈ ∆ such
that H ⊆ {δt, . . . , δt+n−1} is a cyclic group whose order is divisible by n or there is an
injective homomorphism η : H →∏a∈A Z/ ord(ϕ(a))Z.
Proof. Again, we may assume that H is non-trivial. Let e2 = e ∈ H be the identity
element of H. Note that by the definition of the rules T and the set Ω, the irreducible
word of every word w ∈ K∗ΩK∗ also contains an Ω-factor. Thus, by ex = x and
x|H| = e for all x ∈ H either all elements in H ⊆ K∗/T contain some factor in Ω or
none of the elements contains an Ω-factor. All words x ∈ H must have length at least
t− n > 2n by the definition of the rules T .
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The proof in the case that none of the elements contain an Ω-factor is similar to the
proof of Lemma 5.23.5
The second case is that all words in H contain an Ω-factor. This case works as
in the proof of Lemma 5.23, but we have to account for the different construction of
Ω. Consider the maximal Ω-factors of e and factorize e = e1ωe2ω
′e3 with ω, ω′ ∈ Ω
maximal for e such that e1ω and ω
′e3 contains no other maximal Ω-factors of e. Since
e2 = e, we conclude that e2 is some normal form. By ex = x = xe for all x ∈ H
and Lemma 5.27, there must exist a factorization x = e1ωxˆω
′e3 such that xˆ = γ(xˆ)
is a normal form. In particular, x̂y = γ(xˆω′e3e1ωyˆ) by Lemma 5.27. Consider the
homomorphism ψ : A∗ → ∏a∈A Z/ ord(ϕ(a))Z which counts the number of a ∈ A
modulo ord(a) and the function η : H → ∏a∈A Z/ ord(a)Z given by η(x) = ψ(xˆ) ·
ψ(ω′e3e1ω). Note that ψ(x̂y) = ψ(xˆ)ψ(yˆ)ψ(ω′e3e1ω) implies that η is a homomorphism.
It holds η(x) = η(y) if and only if ψ(xˆ) = ψ(yˆ). By the definition of the normal forms
γ(·), it holds ψ(xˆ) = ψ(yˆ) if and only if xˆ = yˆ and therefore η is injective.
By Lemma 5.8, we obtain that A∗/S is a Rees-extension monoid Rees(B∗/R,K∗/T, ρ)
for some ρ : B∗/R→ K∗/T . By Proposition 3.6, the subgroups in A∗/S are isomorphic
to subgroups of B∗/R and K∗/T . By induction, all groups in B∗/R are isomorphic to
some subgroup of
∏
a∈A Z/ ord(ϕ(a))Z. All groups in K∗/T are either cyclic of order
divisible by n or isomorphic to some subgroup of
∏
a∈A Z/ ord(ϕ(a))Z by Lemma 5.29.
However, since n is defined as the least common multiple of ord(ϕ(a)), the cyclic group
of order n is a subgroup of
∏
a∈A Z/ ord(ϕ(a))Z. This proves the statement.
5.5.2 Group languages over an alphabet of size two
The same technique as in Subsection 5.5.1 can be used to obtain Parikh-reducing
Church-Rosser systems which factorize through homomorphisms ϕ : {a, b}∗ → G for
an arbitrary group G. We will only sketch the proof, as it is essentially the proof of
Theorem 5.24.
Theorem 5.30. Let A = {a, b} be an alphabet of size two and let ϕ : A∗ → G be
a homomorphism into a finite group G. Then there exists a Parikh-reducing Church-
Rosser system S of finite index which factorizes through ϕ. All groups in A∗/S are
subgroups of G or of Z/nZ where n is the exponent of G.
Sketch of proof. Let n be the exponent of G and let R = {an → 1} ⊆ {a}∗ × {a}∗
be the set of rules over the alphabet {a}. Set K = IRRR(a∗)b = {aib | 0 ≤ i < n}.
In the remainder of the sketch, we have to construct a system over K∗. As the set
of short words we choose ∆ = K≤n
2 \ {1}. The corresponding set of rules is T∆ =
{δt+n → δt | δ ∈ ∆} for t = n2(3n + 7). Note that since t > 2n2 the system T∆ is
confluent by Lemma 5.12.
Let F =
⋃
δ∈∆,i∈N Factors(δ
i) and set Ω = K3n
2 \ (bK∗ ∪ F ). Choose a preorder 
on Ω such that
5Change every occurrence of d to n.
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• ω, η ∈ Ω with ω ∈ K∗(K \ {b})bi, η ∈ K∗(K \ {b})bj and i > j implies ω  η.
•  is a total order on Ω \Kb3n2−1.
• ω, η ∈ Ω ∩Kb3n2−1 implies ω  η.
In order to complete the construction, it remains to choose the normal forms vg. Note
that every representation of g ∈ G needs less than n a’s by the pigeonhole principle.
Thus, for every g ∈ G there exists a word vg = b3n2v1b3n2 · · · b3n2vn−1b3n2 ∈ K∗ with
ϕ(vg) = g and vi ∈
{
abk, bk
∣∣ 1 ≤ k ≤ n}. For every g ∈ G we choose such a word vg
such that the number of a’s is minimal. Note that by construction ||vg| − |vh|| < n2 as
a word over K. This is the reason for the choice of ∆. Furthermore, t − 7n2 < |vg| <
t− 6n2, which explains the choice of the parameter t. The choice of vg also yields that
there are no Ω-factors in vg apart from ab
3n2 , which is Ω-minimal.
Adapting the proof of Lemma 5.25, we prove the existence of a number t0 such
that every word v ∈ K∗ of length at least t0 has a factor δt+n for a δ ∈ ∆ or a factor
ω ∈ Ω. Lemma 5.13 yields the existence of a number tΩ such that every v ∈ IRRT∆(K∗)
contains a factor ω uω′ with ω, ω′ being Ω-maximal for this factor and t < |ωuω′| < tΩ.
Again, let
TΩ =
{
ωuω′ → ωvϕ(u)ω′
∣∣ t ≤ |ωuω′| < tΩ and ω, ω′ are Ω-maximal for ωuω′}
and T = T∆∪TΩ. We want to apply Lemma 5.8 to obtain a system S ⊆ {a, b}∗×{a, b}∗.
Confluence of T follows along the lines of Lemma 5.26, Lemma 5.27 and Lemma 5.28,
whereas the statement about the groups in A∗/S is analogously to Lemma 5.29.
5.6 Beyond Groups
In this section we apply the local divisor technique in order to lift the construction of
Church-Rosser systems for groups to the general case of monoids. Instead of directly
constructing a system over K = IRRR(B
∗)c, we obtain a system inductively by going
over to the local divisor. This decreases the size of the monoid, but increases the size
of alphabet.
Theorem 5.31. Let H be a group variety such that for every homomorphism ϕ :
A∗ → G for G ∈ H there exists a Parikh-reducing (weight-reducing, subword-reducing)
Church-Rosser system S of finite index which factorizes through ϕ. Let ϕ : A∗ →M be
a homomorphism with M ∈ H.
1. There exists a ϕ-invariant Parikh-reducing (weight-reducing, subword-reducing)
Church-Rosser system S of finite index.
2. If every homomorphism ϕ : A∗ → G in a group G ∈ H has a Church-Rosser
representation in H, then A∗/S ∈ H.
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Proof. 1. We use induction on (|M | , |A|), ordered lexicographically. Since H is closed
under taking submonoids, we can restrict ourselves on surjective homomorphisms ϕ.
If M is a group, then M ∈ H and there exists such a system S by the preconditions.
Thus, we can assume that there is a letter c ∈ A such that ϕ(c) is not a unit. Let
B = A \ {c}. By induction the restriction
ϕ|B∗ : B∗ →M
admits a Parikh-reducing (weight-reducing, subword-reducing) Church-Rosser system
R ⊆ B∗ ×B∗. Consider the set
K = IRRR(B
∗)c.
This is a prefix code and will be considered as a new alphabet (in the case of weight-
reducing, the weight of a letter in K is the weight of the corresponding words over A∗).
Let ψ : K∗ → Mϕ(c) be the homomorphism to the local divisor at ϕ(c) induced via
ψ(uc) = ϕ(cuc). We have
∣∣Mϕ(c)∣∣ < |M | and Mϕ(c) ∈ H and thus, by induction, there
exists a Parikh-reducing (weight-reducing, subword-reducing) Church-Rosser system
T ′ ⊆ K∗ × K∗ of finite index, such that T ′ factorizes through ψ. In particular, we
have ψ(`) = ψ(r) for a rule (`, r) ∈ T ′. We show that ϕ(c`) = ϕ(cr). For this let
` = u1c . . . unc and r = v1c . . . vmc. It holds
ϕ(c`) = ϕ(cu1c) ◦ . . . ◦ ϕ(cunc)
= ψ(u1c) ◦ . . . ◦ ψ(unc)
= ψ(`) = ψ(r)
= ψ(v1c) ◦ . . . ◦ ψ(vmc)
= ϕ(cv1c) ◦ . . . ◦ ϕ(cvmc) = ϕ(cr).
Hence, the rule c`→ cr is ϕ-invariant. We set
T = {c`→ cr | `→ r ∈ T ′} .
The system S = R ∪ T has the required properties by Lemma 5.8.
2. The statement is clear if M is a group. Consequently, the construction above is
applied and A∗/S is isomorphic to Rees(B∗/R,K∗/T, ρ) for some ρ : B∗/R → K∗/T by
Lemma 5.8 . By induction we may assume that B∗/R,K∗/T ∈ H and Proposition 3.6
implies that A∗/S ∈ H.
Corollary 5.32 ([DKW12]). Every star-free language is a union of equivalence classes
[u]S of some subword-reducing Church-Rosser system S of finite index.
Proof. The star-free languages correspond to aperiodic monoids. Let H = I be variety
which contains only the trivial group. Obviously, the system S = {a→ 1 | a ∈ A}
satisfies the conditions for any homomorphism ϕ : A∗ → {1}. It is I = A and the
corollary follows by Theorem 5.31.
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A direct combination of Theorem 5.24 and Theorem 5.31 yields the following corol-
lary.
Corollary 5.33. Let M ∈ Ab be a monoid and ϕ : A∗ → M be a homomorphism,
then there exists a Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser system S ⊆ A∗ × A∗ such that S
factorizes through ϕ and A∗/S ∈ Ab. In particular, every language L ⊆ A∗ recognized
by ϕ is given as a finite union L =
⋃
u∈L[u]S.
Corollary 5.34. sCRCL = REG.
Proof. The inclusion sCRCL ⊆ REG is clear. Let L ⊆ A∗ be a regular language and
let ϕ : A∗ → M be a recognizing homomorphism of L. Choose length as the weight
function of A∗. By Theorem 5.14, the prerequisites of Theorem 5.31 are satisfied and
there exists a Church-Rosser system S ⊆ A∗ × A∗ of finite index which factorizes
through ϕ. In particular, L =
⋃
u∈L[u]S.
We have seen that there exist Church-Rosser representations of groups G ∈ H which
are in H. In particular, one can control the groups in the Church-Rosser representation.
However, in general one may not preserve other properties, for instance, commutativity.
Proposition 5.35. Let ϕ : A∗ → Z/2Z be the homomorphism mapping each letter to
the generator of Z/2Z. If |A| > 1, there is no abelian Church-Rosser representation
of ϕ.
Proof. Assume that there exists a Church-Rosser system S of finite index such that
A∗/S is abelian and there exists a homomorphism ψ : A∗/S → Z/2Z with ϕ = ψ ◦ piS.
Let a, b ∈ A be letters such that a 6= b. Since S factorizes through ϕ, we have |r| ≡
|`| mod 2 for every rule (`, r) ∈ S and it holds a 6= b in A∗/S. Since A∗/S is abelian,
we obtain ab = ba in A∗/S. In particular, ab→S 1←S ba and A∗/S must be a group.
Let 2n be the order of a and b. Then an = anbnbn = bn holds in A∗/S and thus there
must be a irreducible word w with an
∗
=⇒
S
w
∗⇐=
S
bn. By the argumentation above,
there exists a number k < n such that w ∈ {ak, bk}. Thus, either an−k = 1 or bn−k = 1,
a contradiction to the definition of n.
5.7 Complexity of Church-Rosser systems
In this section we analyze the size of a Church-Rosser representation as constructed by
Theorem 5.31 and Theorem 5.24. We will restrict our analysis on the construction of
the Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser representation. Similiar calculations can be made
for the system constructed in the proof of Theorem 5.14 and for the analysis of the size
of the Church-Rosser system.
Before we prove upper bounds for the size of the constructed Church-Rosser systems,
we reconsider the construction. All constructions used Lemma 5.8 as the basic building
block of the construction. Let ϕ : A∗ → M be a homomorphism. For B = A \ {c}
and a system R ⊆ B∗ × B∗ one needs a system T ⊆ K∗ × K∗ for the alphabet
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K = IRRR(B
∗)c. Now, unlike in the general case, we are able to reduce the alphabet
itself by exploiting the structure of the alphabet. Let b1 · · · bkc ∈ K with bi ∈ B
and k > |M |. By the pigeonhole principle there exist i < j such that ϕ(b1 · · · bi) =
ϕ(b1 · · · bj) and i+ (k − j) ≤ n. Thus, we may introduce the subword-reducing6 rule
b1 · · · bkc → b1 · · · bibj+1 · · · bkc. If b1 · · · bibj+1 · · · bk is reducible in R, reduce it further
in R. Repeating this process yields a new alphabet for K which is a subset of B≤nc
and therefore, if |B| > 1, has at most (|B|n+1 − 1)/(|B| − 1) elements. One can check,
that the proofs of Theorem 5.31 and Theorem 5.24 also work adding this reduction
technique of the alphabet K. We refrained from directly adding it to the theorems, as
they are already quite technical.
Proposition 5.36. Let ϕ : A∗ → G be a homomorphism in G ∈ Ab, n = |G| and
m = |A| > 1, then there exists a Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser system S such that S
factorizes through ϕ and
|A∗/S| ∈ 22mO(n
2)
.
Proof. Let S be the Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser system constructed using Theo-
rem 5.24 and the reduction technique described above. Lemma 5.8 shows that for
m > 1 the representation A∗/S is isomorphic to a Rees-extension monoid and thus
|A∗/S| = |B∗/R|+ |B∗/R|2 · |K∗/T | ≤ 2 |B∗/R|2 · |K∗/T |
where B = A \ {c}. In the case of Theorem 5.24, R is constructed inductively whereas
T is constructed directly. By Lemma 5.13, every irreducible word in IRRT (K
∗) has
length less than tΩ and therefore |K∗/T | ≤ |K|tΩ . The construction of tΩ shows that
tΩ = 2
|Ω|(t0 + t) whereas t0 + t ∈ O(n2m). Since Ω ⊆ K3n we obtain
|K∗/T | ≤ |K|O(n2m)·2|K|
3n
.
Using the alphabet reduction technique, we can assume |K| ≤ mn+1. Note that |K|3n ≤
(mn+1)3n = m(n+1)3n does not yield another exponential jump. A straightforward
calculation yields the existence of a constant c ∈ N such that
2 |K∗/T | ≤ 22mcn
2
.
Now let ms(ϕ) denote the smallest size of a Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser represen-
tation of ϕ and set
ms(n,m) = max {ms(ϕ) | ϕ : A∗ → G, |A| ≤ m,G ∈ Ab, |G| ≤ n}
to be the complexity over all possible homomorphisms with |A| ≤ m and |G| ≤ n. We
have seen that the recursion
ms(n,m) ≤ ms(n,m− 1)2 · 22mcn
2
6subword-reducing seen as a rule over A∗, not over K∗.
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holds and show ms(n,m) ≤ 22mcn
2+2
inductively using this recursion. Note that
ms(n, 1) = n and thus the inequality is true in the base case m = 2. Also ms(1,m) = 1
and therefore we assume n > 1. For m > 2 and n > 1 it holds
ms(n,m) ≤ ms(n,m− 1)2 · 22mcn
2
≤ 22(m−1)cn
2+2+1 · 22mcn
2
= 22
(m−1)cn2+2+1+2m
cn2
≤ 22(m−1)cn
2+2+1+mcn
2
≤ 22mcn
2+2
.
The last inequality holds since
(m− 1)cn2+2 + 1 +mcn2 ≤ (m− 1)mcn2+1 + 1 +mcn2
= mcn
2+2 +mcn
2
(1−m)︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0
+1
≤ mcn2+2.
The triple exponential upper bound given by Proposition 5.36 seems huge, however
there is already a single exponential lower bound which is fairly easy to see. The lower
bound comes from the fact that Church-Rosser systems cannot directly represent group
identities which preserve length, such as commutation.
Proposition 5.37. For every n ∈ N there exists a homomorphism ϕ : A∗ → G into
an abelian group G of size n such that for every length-reducing Church-Rosser system
S which factorizes through ϕ all words of length smaller than n are irreducible, that is,
A<n ⊆ IRRS(A∗). In particular, if |A| > 1:
|A∗/S| ≥ (|A|n − 1)/(|A| − 1).
Proof. Consider the cyclic group G of order n and the homomorphism ϕ : A∗ → G
which maps all letters a ∈ A to the same generator g of G. Let S ⊆ A∗ × A∗ be a
length-reducing Church-Rosser system which factorizes through ϕ. We show that every
word of length less than n is irreducible in S. Let w ∈ A∗ be a word with |w| < n.
Assume that w =⇒
S
v for some word v. Since S is length-reducing, |v| < |w|. However,
ϕ(w) = ϕ(v) implies g|w|−|v| = 1. Since the order of g is n, this is a contradiction to
0 < |w| − |v| < n and w must be irreducible.
Note that this proof does not use the Church-Rosser property and thus one could
expect a larger size of the Church-Rosser representation.
Let us consider two classes of examples on which we can give smaller upper bounds
on the size of the Church-Rosser system.
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Example 5.38. Niemann and Waldmann constructed an explicit system S for the case
ϕ : A∗ → Z/2Z with ϕ(a) = 1 for all a ∈ A [NW02, Nie02]. Their system is given by
S = {xyz → max(x, z) | x, y, z ∈ A, y = min(x, y, z)} for some arbitrary order on A.
The irreducible elements in A∗/S are exactly the sequences which are first strictly
increasing and then strictly decreasing, that is
IRRS(A
∗) = {a1 · · · ai · · · an | a1 < · · · < ai ≥ ai+1 > · · · > an} .
This yields |A∗/S| = |IRRS(A∗)| = 1+
∑|A|
i=1 2
2i−1 = (22|A|+1+1)/3 which is significantly
larger than the lower bound |A|+ 1 given in Proposition 5.37. 
Another example where we know a class of simpler systems are the case of simple
groups, see Proposition 5.6 and Corollary 5.7.
Example 5.39. Consider the construction of Proposition 5.6. We choose length as the
weight function. Let ϕ : A∗ → G be a homomorphism such that gcd {|w| | ϕ(w) = 1} =
1 and let n = |G|. We first restrict the size of the set {u | ϕ(u) = 1}. We call a word
w ∈ {u | ϕ(u) = 1} simple, if no non-trivial factor of w is in {u | ϕ(u) = 1}.7 In
fact, if w = xyz, then gcd(|xz| , |y| , |xyz|) = gcd(|xz| , |y|), which shows that one can
restrict the set to simple words. Every simple word has length at most n. Let X ⊆
{w | ϕ(w) = 1, |w| ≤ n} such that gcd {|w| | w ∈ X} = 1 but the greatest common
divisor of every proper subset of X is greater than 1. Let x ∈ X and px be a prime
number which divides gcd {|w| | w ∈ X \ {x}}. Then px ≤ n and px does not divide |x|.
In particular, the numbers px are pairwise distinct and
∏
x 6=y∈X
py ≤ n. We conclude
|X| ∈ O(log(n)) by [HW75, Theorem 415]. There exist words u, v with |u| − |v| =
1, ϕ(u) = ϕ(v) = 1 and |u| , |v| ∈ nO(log(n)) by the extended Euclidean algorithm.
Following the proof of Proposition 5.6, this implies the existence of normal forms vg
for g ∈ G with ϕ(vg) = g and |vg| = |vh| ∈ nO(log(n)) for all g, h ∈ G. Thus, this yields
|A∗/S| ∈ |A|nO(log(n)) , that is, a sub-double exponential upper bound for the size of the
Church-Rosser representation in this case. 
In the monoid case, the minimal size of a Church-Rosser representation is bounded by
a quadruple exponential function. This increase in complexity, compared to the group
case, comes from the fact that, unlike in the group case, the system T ⊆ K∗ ×K∗ is
constructed by induction. However, this is also the reason that the alphabet reduction
technique is even more powerful in this case. Consider the function f : N2 → N given
by f(1,m) = 1, f(n, 1) = n and f(n,m) = 2f(n,m − 1)2 · f(n − 1, f(n,m − 1)) for
n,m > 1. This function gives an upper bound for the maximal size of a Church-Rosser
representation of a monoid of size n and an alphabet of size m without any optimization.
Consider further the hyperoperation function A1(n) = 2n, Ak(1) = 2 and Ak(n) =
Ak−1(Ak(n− 1)).8 For fixed k, the function Ak is primitive recursive, however the two-
variable function A grows faster than any primitive recursive function, see e.g. [DW83].
7The motivation of the notion simple word is, that a simple word corresponds to a simple path in
the Cayley graph.
8The notation A comes from Ackermann, since the function A is a modified Ackermann function.
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An induction shows that f(n,m) ≥ An−1(m) for n > 1,m ≥ 1. Hence, without the
alphabet reduction the recursive formula would yield a non-primitive recursive function.
Proposition 5.40. Let ϕ : A∗ → M be a homomorphism in M ∈ Ab, n = |M | and
m = |A|. Then there exists a Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser system S such that S
factorizes through ϕ and
|A∗/S| ∈ 22mO((n+1)!)+n .
Proof. If M ∈ Ab, we know that there exists such a system S with |A∗/S| ∈ 22mO(n
2)
by Proposition 5.36. If m = 1, then there exists a system S such that |A∗/S| ≤ n. In
the other case we will use the local divisor construction of Theorem 5.31. Note that by
the alphabet reduction technique we may assume that |K| < mn+1.
Let ms(ϕ) denote the smallest size of a Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser representation
of ϕ and set
ms(n,m) = max
{
ms(ϕ)
∣∣ ϕ : A∗ →M, |A| ≤ m,M ∈ Ab, |M | ≤ n}
to be the complexity over all possible homomorphisms with |A| ≤ m and |M | ≤ n.
The base cases are m = 1 or M is a group. For m = 1 there exists a system of size n.
In all other cases we have the following recursion formula for ms(n,m):
ms(n,m) ≤ 2ms(n,m− 1)2 ·ms(n− 1,mn+1).
Note that n > 1 since M is not a group. Choose c ∈ N such that ms(n,m) ≤ 22mc(n+1)!+n
for all base cases. This is possible since the group case is in 22
mO(n2)
. We show that
ms(n,m) ≤ 22mc(n+1)!+n
in general. Inductively, it holds
ms(n,m) ≤ 2ms(n,m− 1)2 ·ms(n− 1,mn+1)
≤ 2 · 22(m−1)c(n+1)!+n+1 · 22(mn+1)cn!+n−1
= 21+2
(m−1)c(n+1)!+n+1+2m
c(n+1)!+n−1
≤ 22mc(n+1)!+n .
The last inequality holds because for n,m > 1
(m− 1)c(n+1)! ≤ (m− 1)2 ·mc(n+1)!−2
= mc(n+1)! − (2m− 1)mc(n+1)!−2
≤ mc(n+1)! − 3
and thus (m− 1)c(n+1)! + n+ 1 < mc(n+1)! + n− 1.
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Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis we studied the theory and applications of local divisors in formal language
theory. The concept of Rees extensions arises naturally in the study of local divisors.
In Chapter 3 we examined these Rees extensions. A monoid M which is not a group is
a divisor of a Rees extension of a proper submonoid and a proper local divisor of M .
In particular, the variety H is generated by H and closure under Rees extensions. This
led to the notion Rees decomposition trees. We have shown that there exists such a
tree of size at most O(3|M |/3).
In Chapter 4 we studied the language class associated with H over finite and infi-
nite words. We gave two characterizations for the language class H(A∞). The first
characterization is the localizable closure of H. This characterization was obtained
by analyzing the usual proof scheme when using local divisors as one takes the clo-
sure under all operations needed in this proof scheme. The second characterization is
the language class SDH(A
∞). It gives a language description which is mainly based
on group-controlled stars, a concept build on prefix codes of bounded synchronization
delay.
In Chapter 5 we considered Church-Rosser congruential languages as an example
of the local divisor technique. We have shown that all regular languages are Church-
Rosser congruential. Since local divisors of groups are the group itself, this is a two
step process. First, one has to show the result in the group case, only. Second, one can
use the local divisor technique to obtain the general result rather easily. Moreover, the
construction yields that for a monoid M ∈ V there exists a Church-Rosser representa-
tion in G ∩V. Mostly, this is because the inductive construction in Subsection 5.3.1
directly yields a Rees extension of smaller systems.
Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser systems are a stronger variant of Church-Rosser sys-
tems, requiring that the rules are Parikh-reducing. We adapted the construction from
the result that groups have a Church-Rosser representation in order to show that all
abelian groups have a Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser representation. This adaption
is quite technical and with slight changes is also used to show that groups have a
Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser representation in the two generator case.
The last part of Chapter 5 dealt with the size of Church-Rosser representations. A
priori, the analysis of the recursion yields that the size of our construction in the monoid
case is bounded by a non-primitive function. However, using an alphabet reduction
technique we were able to show that there exists a Church-Rosser representation whose
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size is bounded by a quadruple exponential function.
For future work, we will briefly present some open problems.
1.) The synthesis theorem, stated as Theorem 3.2, decomposes finite semigroups into
Rees matrix semigroups. This decomposition satisfies natural algebraic proper-
ties, see [RA73]. Which algebraic properties hold for the decomposition in Rees
extensions as stated in Lemma 3.7?
2.) Is there a Rees decomposition tree of sub-exponential size?
3.) We have seen that Rees(V,V) = V is equivalent to V = V ∩G. Are there similar
results for one-sided application of Rees extensions, that is, is H the smallest variety
V such that Rees(H,V) = V or Rees(V,H) = V?
4.) In Corollary 4.13 we have seen that languages described by (FO + MODq)[<] are
exactly the languages in SDGsolP for P =
{
d ∈ N ∣∣ d | qd}. Is there a direct proof
of this result, avoiding Straubings result (FO + MODq)[<] = GsolP which is based
on the Krohn-Rhodes decomposition?
5.) It is known that A m©H ( H by [Ste05]. Is there a language characterization
of A m©H which does not need complementation but relies on prefix codes with
bounded synchronization delay?
6.) Does there exist a finite Parikh-reducing Church-Rosser representation for every
homomorphism into a finite group? (The case for every finite monoid can then be
deduced with Theorem 5.31)
7.) Which algebraic properties can be preserved by Church-Rosser representations?
For example, it seems unlikely that every homomorphism into a finite group has a
Church-Rosser representation which is a group again, although it may happen in
some special cases.
8.) Are there constructions for Church-Rosser representations which yield a better
upper bound?
9.) The lower bound of Proposition 5.37 is not sharp. What is a good lower bound for
the size of a Church-Rosser representation?
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Nomenclature
∗ semidirect product
1 identity element of a monoid
2M power set of M
[u]S set of
∗⇐⇒
S
equivalent words to u
[w]ϕ set of ≈ϕ equivalent words to w
‖·‖ weight
|·| length
|·|c number of c’s
A variety of finite aperiodic monoids
Exp(M) Birget-Rhodes expansion
CRCL set of Church-Rosser congruential
languages
∗⇐⇒
S
reflexive, symmetric, transitive clo-
sure of the rewriting relation
∆ set of short words
♦ϕM Schu¨tzenberger product of M
exp(G) exponent of a group G
Factors(w) set of factors of w
Gsol variety of solvable groups
kerϕ kernel of ϕ
LocH(A
∞) localizable closure on H
LocG(A
∞) localizable closure on G
LocRees(H) closure of H under local Rees
extensions
LocRees(N,Mc) local Rees extension
m© Mal’cev product
N set of all natural numbers
Z set of all integers
A finite deterministic automaton
O BigO class
TM(A) transition monoid of A
Ω set of marker words
ord(g) order of a group element g
−→
L arrow language of L
 divisor relation
Prefixes(w) set of prefixes of w∏
direct product, Cartesian product
=⇒
S
rewriting relation
Rees(H) closure of H under Rees exten-
sions
Rees(N,M, ρ) Rees extension on ρ
REG regular languages
sCRCL set of strongly Church-Rosser con-
gruential languages
SDH synchronized delay class on H
SDG synchronized delay class on G
∼ϕ,≈ϕ recognizability relation
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' isomorphism relation
Synt(L) syntactic monoid of L
× direct product, Cartesian product
I trivial variety
Ab variety of abelian groups
H some variety of finite groups
V(A∞) class of languages recognized by
some monoid in V
V,W varieties
G variety of all finite groups
ϕ, ψ, γ homomorphisms
A,B alphabets
a, b, c letters
A∗ set of finite words over A
A∞ set of finite and infinite words over
A
Aω set of infinite words over A
A≤n set of words of length at most n
e idempotent
G,H groups
L(A) language recognized by A
L,K languages
M,N monoids
Mc local divisor of M at c
S, T rewriting systems
T∆ set of ∆-rules
TΩ set of Ω-rules
u, v, w words
vg normal form of g
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Index
G-controlled ω-power, 36
G-controlled star, 36
ϕ-invariant, 47
abelian, 13
Ackermann function, 79
action, 13
faithful, 13
trivial, 13
alphabet, 14
arrow language, 15
Birget-Rhodes expansion, 44
bounded synchronization delay, 33
bullet idempotent, 32
Church-Rosser
congruential language, 47
representation, 47
Church-Rosser system, 23
index, 23
Parikh-reducing, 23
weighted, 23
code, 33
prefix, 33
synchronization delay, 33
commutative, 13
concatenation product, 15
congruence, 11
critical pair, 22
factor critical, 22
overlap critical, 22
deterministic finite automaton, 15
divisor, 12
exponent, 12
factor, 20
proper, 20
factorize through, 47
free monoid, 14
group
cyclic, 12
exponent, 12
order, 12
simple, 51
homomorphic image, 12
homomorphism, 11
idempotent, 11
index, 23
irreducible, 23
isomorphism, 11
kernel, 12
Kleene star, 15
language, 15
length, 15
letter, 14
local divisor, 13
local monoid, 13
local Rees product, 28
localizable closure, 34
H-, 36
marked product, 34
maximal
Ω-factor, 69
monoid
syntactic, 15
transformation, 15
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Index
order, 12
Parikh image, 22
period, 20
piecewise testable, 48
prefix, 20
primitive, 20
quotient, 12
Rees decomposition tree, 29
Rees extension, 26
Rees matrix semigroup, 25
regular, 15
rewriting system, 21
rule, 20
Schu¨tzenberger product, 18
semi-Thue system, 20
Church-Rosser, 21
confluent, 21
convergent, 21
length-reducing, 21
locally confluent, 21
Parikh-reducing, 21
subword-reducing, 21
terminating, 21
weight-reducing, 21
semigroup
0-simple, 25
ideal, 25
simple, 25
star
group-controlled, 36
strongly Church-Rosser congruential, 47
subgroup, 11
submonoid, 11
subsemigroup, 11
subword, 20
suffix, 20
theorem
Fine and Wilf, 20
homomorphism, 12
Lyndon and Schu¨tzenberger, 20
Rees-Suschkewitsch, 25
variety, 16
groups, 17
weight, 15
word, 14
empty, 14
primitive, 20
simple, 79
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